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THURSDAY, APRIL 30•THE MAINE CAMPUS + YEAR IN REVIEW

UM observes historic inauguration
Issue dale: 1/22/09

"He has a lot to do, and everyone has an eye on him. He will
By Mary Errimi
make progress, but it's not a flick
For The Maine Campus
of a light switch. [Change] will
take time," Ouellette said.
Kristine Hamaty — who voted
Election
for Bob Barr, the Libertarian candidate in the election — was
People from all political parties, back- amazed with Obama's inaugural
grounds, races and ages were brought speech and the number of people
together in Washington, D.C. and • at the in Washington, D.C.
University of Maine campus during the
"I really liked Obama's
inauguration of President Barack Obama speech. He is a very charismatic
on Jan. 20.
speaker. When you actually listen
Student Affairs provided multiple ways to what he is saying, it is so movto view the inauguration on campus. The ing and impressive." She was
Memorial Union was equipped with sever- also reflective on the historic
al TVs and a projection screen. Classrooms, aspect of his speech and noted the
such as Room 100 in the Donald P. Corbett importance of inaugurating the
Business Building also presented showings first black president.
of the inauguration.
Julia Hewes, a conservative
Gustavo Burkett, director of campus third-year student who voted for
activities and student engagements, esti- McCain, felt the public was
mated student turnout in the Union between swept away with the Obama campaign.
1,500 to 2,000 — not including passersby.
Eryk Salvaggio + The Maine Campus
"People aren't looking at the
First-year student Joanna Cumming, a
conservative, believed Obama's main chal- issues; they're caught up in the Students observe Barack Obama's inauguration speech Tuesday, Jan. 20.
lenge will be executing his plans for movement," she said. "I hope he
Laura Anderson, who considers herself presidential campaign tour, felt his inauchange.
reforms our economy, but if he doesn't it
"People took the motto 'a time for only reinforces why I didn't vote for him." liberal-leaning, did not vote in the elec- gural address was "really optimistic."
"He addressed important issues and
change' and created an idealistic view for
Elias Edwards-Jenks attended the inau- tion. She watched the inauguration and
what change meant to them. The problem guration and many of the activities through- felt that Obama was a "really good speak- boosted morale. I was really impressed. I
was somewhat skeptical, but now I'm
with this is what [Obama] does and how out the weekend. He saw Obama speak er."
"He is more likeable because of his curious for the future. I think he's the best
this will live up to everyone's view of what twice — during a concert at the Lincoln
personality, and people have become candidate for the job," Frost said.
change is rnd should be," Cummings said. Memorial and during his inauguration.
Registered Republican Ben Millick
Registered Democrat Justin Ouellette
"The energy is intense; it's a pretty cool hyped because of that and not the issues
described Obama's political ambitions as a place to be," he said, speaking from as much," Anderson said.
also voted for Obama in the election and
challenge he will face with grace and per- Washington, D.C. "To see him smile is a
Brady Frost, a moderate who voted for said his inaugural speech was one of the
severance.
wave of energy rushing over. It's inspiring." Obama and saw him when he was on the best speeches he has ever heard.
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McCain campaign sends
Palin to Maine
Republican vice presidential candidate gives a speech about
party's stance on the economy, energy and wars
Second Amendment," Patin said.
registered democrat already sent in his reform-minded women to Washington."
Patin also mentioned that Maine elected
ballot, but thought it would be interestOne major issue Patin spoke about was
ing to see Patin. "With either candidate, Sens. Margaret Chase Smith, Olympia her and McCain's plan to' help fix the
By Heather Steeves
Snowe and Susan Collins.
economy.
it's history being made."
News Editor
"We will balance the federal budget by
Sen. Olympia Snowe, R-Maine, intro"Maine, you all know something about
duced the Alaskan governor by highlight- those cracks in that glass ceiling, but the the end of our term. A $10 trillion debt
ing the similarities between her home women of America aren't finished yet. that we are expected to pass onto our kids
Election
state and Maine such as hunting, fishing Maine, with your help this November and our grandkids, and that's not fair,
and snowmobiling.
we're going to shatter once and for all that that's not right. We will not do that. We
As one of two states that can split its
"I feel at home because I see the final glass ceiling," Patin said.
will get spending under control."
electoral votes, some are beginning to rec- Carhartts and the steel-toed boots, and I
The governor said she and her running
"As president and vice president, John
ognize Maine as a battleground state for the see, mixed in there with the suits and the mate, Sen. John McCain, believe in free- and I will bring tax relief to every American
first time in a long while. For this reason, ties, the NRA hats and all those good dom and decreasing govand every business too that business ownthe McCain campaign sent Alaska Gov. things that remind me of home," Palin ernment involvement.
ers, you business owners out there, you can
Sarah Patin to speak, at the Bangor said.
"We believe in the
create jobs for people. Job creation is how
International Airport Thursday morning.
University of Maine College forward movewe get the economy back on track,"
event
The
Republican mem- ment of freePatin said.
occurred within a
ber
Joshua dom, not in the
After Palmas speech, Snowe said
Week of Alaska's
0'Donald thought constant
she was glad the governor brought up
state investigator "Ifeel at home because I see
these
comments expansion of
the topic of small businesses because
the Carhartts and the steel- made Patin relat- governments.
finding that Patin
'she said it is an important topic to
abused her power
Mainers.
toed boots, and I see, mixed able. "I think she And although
and violated state
"I truly think that she addressed a
can offer a perspec- our opponent
In there with the suits and
ethics law by trying
tive from a local doesn't agree,
range of issues that are so important to
ties, the NRA hats and all
to get her ex-brothAmerican point of that
freedom
this state and to the country, frankly, as
er-in-law fired from
view.
She
also
includes
the
full
a
whole, given where we are today ecothose good things that
his job with the state
makes me think of rights and libernomically and as far as energy policies,"
remind me of home."
police — an incimy own mother: ties under the
Snowe said.
dent she did not
working-mother,
See PALIN on page 17
mention
on
Sarah Palin avid hunter, comThursday.
Vice presidential candidate passionate and carthe
Patin,
ing. I think these
Republican
vice
things are important
presidential candifor America, and to
date, spoke to Mainers the morning after me, it feels like it's someone I've known
the final debate between the two main pres- my whole life," he said.
idential candidates. She focused on the
O'Donald was one of approximately
economy,energy and war in the 25-minute 30 volunteers from UMaine. "It is very
speech she gave to thousands of people hard being conservative in a very liberal
crowding airport hangar 11. .
state such as Maine. Her coming here
• She mentioned helping students with reinforced the Republican beliefs of
college tuition. "He [John McCain] has a many, including myself."
•
plan too, to help our students pay their colKayla Riley, a sophomore journallege tuition and a plan for all of us to afford ism student, said she would have liked
healthcare and to get this economy back on to see more student involvement. "I
the right track," she said. "Together John actually support Obama, but 1 had a
and I will complete the work of education professor who taught me to support
reform to give every child in America a freedom for the thought that we
chance and to give every parent in America hate," Riley said.
good choices for their child's education."
"I think we're the future of this
As the supporters cheered inside, protes- country, so we need to
tors outside waved signs. University of be getting involved.
Maine graduate Sarah Bigney, organizer of We need
the Maine Fair Trade Campaign, held signs to
be
with a group of protestors that read "Don't informed
ship our jobs overseas" and "McCain and about
the
Patin love NAFTA,Maine doesn't" to raise issues. We need
awareness of the North American Free to take action,"
Trade Agreement.
Megan
"It[NAFTA]has resulted in a job loss in Woodruff, a senour state of 24,000 jobs. At a time of eco- ior biochemistry
nomic hardship, we really criticize why student, said.
McCain and Palin are still supporting this
Maine House
failed model when it has clearly cost Maine Republican
so many jobs," Bigney said, referring to Leader Joshua
manufacturing jobs lost in Maine. Bigney Tardy
agreed
said this affects Maine students.
that Maine must
"It will be harder to find jobs after you be
involved.
graduate if we're shipping them overseas." "This race is a
She said the white-collar jobs requiring close one. We're
four-year degrees will be hardest hit.
in a battleground
One UMaine graduate found another state," he said to
Eryk Salvaggio+ The Maine Campus
way to get the GOP's attention.
crowd.
the
Sarah Patin speaks at Bangor International Airport on Thursday, Oct. 16.
"I dressed like a zombie, and they —Mainers have
kicked me out," he said, with fake a proud tradiblood dripping from his forehead. The tion of sending
Issue date: 10/20/08
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Meghan McCain
makes Orono visit
Issue date: 10/20/08
By Dylan Riley
Assistant News Editor

Election
After sending Palin to speak
to Mainers, John McCain's campaign turned its focus to the
state's younger' generation.
Meghan McCain, the 23-yearold daughter of presidential candidate John McCain, stopped at
Orono's Pat's Pizza Friday to
mingle with college students.
"It's really fun, I really like
these events where I get to meet
young people, and I like what
I'm doing. It's a little bit on my
own score right now and probably more personal. I get to meet
in really tight quarters with supporters and hear what they have
to say, and it's different than
being with my dad at a big
rally," Meghan McCain said.
Meghan McCain arrived in
Pat's Pizza's Tap Room around
noon, amidst flashing cameras
and the sound of barroom banter. Four televisions broadcast
Red Sox recaps as Meghan
McCain made her way around
the room talking to students as
pizza and drinks were served.
McCain-Palin signs covered
every wall.
"I think he [McCain] will
win one of our four electoral
votes," said Josh O'Donald, a
second-year business administration student and member of
the University of Maine College

Republicans. O'Donald volunteered at the rally for Sarah
Palin the day before. He said he
didn't expect McCain to win
Maine outright, but he does
hope appearances such as
Meghan McCain's will help
swing'votes.
Edward Bernard, a thirdyear business student, said he
was excited to see Meghan
McCain and had come at his
friends' request. He plans to
,vote for John McCain. Bernard
thinks Mainers are worried
about being over-taxed, and
Meghan McCain's presence
will show her father cares
about the state.
Chris Anderson, a third-year
Peter Buchner + The Maine Campus
landscape horticulture student,
is a registered independent and Meghan McCain talks politics in the Tap Room of Pat's Pizza.
is unsure of whom he will vote
for. He wasn't'sure if talking to
When asked about negative
"I think, you know, sort of are told that you can do everyMeghan McCain would sway press directed at her father, what we saw in the last debate is thing, but you have to do it at a
his vote.
Meghan McCain said it doesn't really the direction I like this is different time. I think that she
Accompanied by Miss Maine bother her as much as it used to. going; I mean, you know, has five children, and she's run2008 Kaetlin Parent, Meghan
"It used to bother me a lot, Obama has some things he real- ning for vice president. She has
McCain arrived in Orono after but since they've been on the ly needs to answer, and I don't a husband that loves her, and I
California, road so long, it rolls off a little think even.I completely under- think it's just such a good examtraveling
to
Tennessee, Colorado, Ohio, easier, but there are still some- stand this ACORN connection ple of being able to have it all
New York, Virginia and several times, some things that still and the Bill Ayers connection. I and do it all," she said.
Meghan McCain said she
other states, according to her affect, me in a negative way," think if there's a reasonable
her father can relate
believes
a
manager.
Meghan McCain said.
answer, then fantastic, there's
"It [Maine] is gorgeous,"
Meghan McCain said Maine reasonable answer, but you well to Mainers.
"These are all American peo-.
Meghan McCain said.
college students strike her as know, there could also be other
"I think that they're going to "very involved and very attrac- answers," Meghan McCain said. pie that are obviously really
move the country in the right tive."
Meghan McCain said she interested in the important
direction. It's really a serious
"I think most republicans are was very excited when her issues, and I think that anyone
time for a lot of people, and I attractive, though," she laughed. father chose Sarah Palin as his that is going to come out and
think we all need to come
give up their time; you know,
When asked what her father running mate.
"I'm a total feminist, so I was you obviously have to relate and
together, and I think that my had to do to win the election,
father can make that work better Meghan McCain referred to the really excited about it. I really these people are obviously realthan Sen. Obama could," final presidential debate on love what she represents in a lot ly involved, so I respect that,"
of ways, and I think that women she said.
Meghan McCain said.
Oct. 15.

Voter turnout up
on UM campus
Issue date: 11/6/08
By Heather Steeves
News Editor

Election
More than 3,000 people
voted on campus in this year's
election, including early and
absentee voting. This year the
University of Maine had the
largest voter turnout in its history.
The 1,309 voters who
checked their ballots in
Memorial Union on Nov. 4
chose President-elect Barack
Obama for president, Susan
Collins for Senate and Mike
Michaud for one of the House
seats.
Sue Hart, Orono's registrar,
said it is difficult to pinpoint
the number of students who
voted in this election because
of early voting and off-campus
students voting in other
precincts.
"I would say it is right up
there, if not better, and so much
smoother with the help from
UMaine-UVote.
It was a

tremendous difference with
how smooth everything went,"
Hart said.
UMaine-UVote was a campus push to get students to register to vote early.
"The news for me is that students at the University of
• Maine have blasted through all
previous records of studentvoter participation — on-campus student-voter participation
— ev4r," newly re-elected
Maine Rep. Emily Cain said.
In the last presidential election, a total of 1,694 people
voted in the union, and few
people attended early voting.
Associate Dean of•Students
Angel Loredo said UMaine"super-exceeded"'
U Vote
expectations. Loredo headed
the committee. He said lines
were short on Nov. 4. "The
most I ever saw was a 30minute • wait at the most, and
that was only once."
Voting in Memorial Union
went without a hitch. "At one
point, Sue [Hart, thought they
were going to run. out of ballots, but 'they didn't because
they were able to get some
more," Loredo said.

Senate:

House:

Susan Collins:
668

Mike Michaud:
868

Tom Allen:
589

John Frary:
282

William P. Davis + The Maine Campus
Maine students came out and showed support for candidates by filling .the voting booths on Nov. 4.
Cain was "blown away" by
the turnout. She attributed the
'high numbers to economic
problems jeopardizing postgraduation jobs and the importance of Maine in the election.
"The students I spoke with
were excited. The ones I talked
with really felt like their vote
was going to make a difference,
especially because of Maine's

ability to split our electoral
votes. ... Students from both
political parties really felt like
their votes mattered yesterday
because they were going to
decide who got that one electoral vote from northern
Maine," Cain said.'
"The turnout, the enthusiasm and the drive of these students is overwhelming and

inspiring. It was not like this
when I was an undergraduate at
UMaine, and that was only 10
years ago."
On-campus voters voted
with the state — except on
Question Two. The state rejected building a casino in Oxford
County, but campus voters said
they wanted it by a margin of
15 votes.
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UMS may turn to layoffs System pulls
Multiple unions in talks with system to avoid job losses
furlough plan
Issue date:2/2/09

By Heather Steeves
News Editor

Budget
The University of Maine System
must close a $15 million budget gap
by June 30 ofthis year.This may translate into layoffs or mandatory unpaid
vacation days fot university employees.
UMS is in negotiations with worker unions to reduce the deficit.
"When you try to reduce expenditures, you have to look at where you're
spending money. So yes,the proposals
we are talking about would affect
workers. They are things we are asking the bargaining units to consider to
help in the financial situation," said
Tracy Bigney, chief of human
resources and organizational development officer for UMS.
Between two-thirds and threequarters of the system's budget is for
compensation, salaries and benefits,
according to Bigney.
When asked if professors, administrators or janitors should worry about
their jobs, Bigney declined to answer.
She said the system is looking for creative ways to cut costs and trying to
think both short- and long-term.
An $8.3 million curtailment order
given by Gov. John Baldacri is directly affecting employees' jobs now,
according to John Diamond,executive
director of External Affairs at the
UMS office. This is in addition to the
expected $6.7 million the system lost
in investment returns due to the poor
economy.
Chris LeClair, who works in the
paint shop at UMaine, said he and his
coworkers are easy targets for layoffs,
as they have less severance pay.
"This is money they. absolutely
need by the end ofJune — by June 30.

... Now if they decide to d9 layoffs,
where they are going to get the money
from is people like us, who they will
only have to owe up to six weeks severance. And they will be able to count
that money for Aune 30. Whereas if
they do it with faculty and staff because they get 26 weeks of severance — there is no money savings
there for them to lay those people off,"
LeClair said.
"It does make sense to look at the
whole range. The ideas we're talking
about could affect anybody," Bigney
said.

"It's notjust about
Teamsters; it's notjust
about the University
of Maine."
Tracy Bigney
Chief of human resources
and organizational
development officer for UMS

LeClair, a steward for the service
and maintenance unit of the Teamsters
Local 340 Union, said there were two
options offered to the bargaining units.
"It was either these [furlough] days
they want us to take off — they
weren't sure how.many days; they
were saying up to five for some of
these campuses - and they said the
only other option would be layoffs.
And they didn't say layoffs from
where," LeClair said.
"One positive aspect is that if we
have an agreed way to reduce expenditures, then that would reduce the
potential need to have layoffs or other
involuntary actions that would affect
employees," Bigney said.
LeClair said he's not happy with
the options but will do what he can to
help save jobs. According to him,

"there was no other options given at
the table."
The UMaine Teamsters are waiting
to hear from the other bargaining units
in UMS, who will decide if they will
agree to furlough days. According to
LeClair,the campuses that will be hard
hit are the University of Southern
Maine, Fort Kent, Machias and
Presque Isle.
"We're talking about things that are
happening at seven different universities around the state. It's not just about
Teamsters; it's not just about the
University of Maine," Bigney said.
This isn't the first time this has happened to UMaine.
According to a Jan. 22, 1993 article
in The Maine Campus, UMaine laid
off 30 custodians from Facilities
Management, cutting the custodial
staff by more than a third.
"Back in the '90s they hit us pretty
hard, and we never really got back to
where we were before the '90s ..."
LeClair said. "This is basically the
same thing the state is talking about
now: quality, not quantity. But the
problem is that we never really got any
bigger after that; we stayed the same."
Despite all of this, custodian Keith
Shorey is optimistic.
"I've been through it before. I was
in a mill that shut down - that is why
I'm here," he said. "I've been through
the gambit of emotions, so whatever
comes,comes. It was very life-changing. You get a different perspective on
life, on what is important. Some things
you can't control, and if you can't control it, you just got to accept it and
move on."
Shorey was in between jobs for
two years before he found his place at
UMaine. He described the difference
he felt after his layoff.
"You were secure, you didn't hesitate to go buy something, you knew
you could pay for it. You knew you

See JOBS on page 17

UMS, unions reach agreement to
close budget gap without layoffs
Issue date: 2/16/09
By William P. Davis
Web Editor

Budget
University of Maine System
Chancellor Richard Pattenaude
and all the system union presidents agreed to withdraw proposals for furlough days, parties
involved announced Friday.
The system managed to close
most of its $15.1 million budget
gap — a result of budget curtailment at the state level, accounting for $8.4 million of the gap,
and investment losses, accounting for $6.7 million.
Furlough days, or unpaid
vacation.days, were proposed as
a cost-cutting measure to prevent
layoffs. Under the proposal,classified staff, such as custodians,
would have been most affected
because they are most likely to
be laid off first. An earlier e-mail
to members of COLT, a union
representing classified staff,
warned that if the furlough proposal was rejected. up to 100
classified staff were likely to be
laid off.
"We made a conscious decision to shift the focus away from
personnel reductions," said
Robert Caswell, a spokesperson
for USM.
In addition, a number of senior staff members at universities
and at the system level agreed to
work five days without pay.
These staff — including the

chancellor, vice chancellors and
presidents of all seven universities — will have one day's worth
of pay deducted from their paycheck each month from February
until June. A number of senior
staff both at the system level and
at individual universities have
come forward and offered to do
the same.
According
to
Vice
Chancellor for Finance and
Administration Rebecca Wyke,
"We have done a tremendous
job finding alternatives" to laying off employees. There have
been layoffs already that were in
the pipeline before the furlough
days were proposed, which
would have blocked layoffs
until July 1.
Strategies used to reduce the
budget at different campuses varied. By reducing purchases at the
library, cutting back on maintenance and reducing the travel
budget, USM was able to almost
completely fill its $2.7 million
gap. USM was already suffering
financial difficulties before curtailment of its funds and would
have suffered 70 of the [00 layoffs had the gap not been remedied. The remaining school with
a budget shortfall is University of
Maine Fort Kent — though it is
possible the University of
Southern Maine will encounter
new financial difficulties,
according to Wyke.
Layoffs are already planned
for the 2009 and 2010 fiscal
years, Wyke said.

See UMS on page 17

Faculty Senate criticizes UMS centralization
Issue date: 1/29/09

'oversight'of centralized functions,"
but not that the system office should
By Dylan Riley
run these functions on campuses. In
Assistant News Editor
the opinion of the faculty, centralization does not save money.
The response's third critique
Budget
states, "[centralization] adds a level
of bureaucracy that slows efficiency
The University of Maine Faculty and adds costs," and helps to turn
Senate approved a response to away new students. The UMaine
University of Maine System faculty is concerned that many
Chancellor Richard Pattenaude's aspects of the plan are -proceeding
restructuring plan — one that is crit- before substantive input can be
ical of its implementation — during sought."
the Jan. 28 senate meeting.
"There are a number of issues, as
"I believe [the plan] has very sig- you can imagine," Hoff said.
nificant academic applications for all
The four steps demanded by the
the campus and little, if any, demon- response say the faculty will only
strated financial savings," said support the chancellor's'plan after
Dianne Hoff, president of Faculty the individual missions and funcSenate. Hoff said other campuses, tions of each campus are reaffirmed
faculty members, administrators and and duplication across the system is
students have all contacted her avoided. The response demands the
expressing their concerns about the system office's centralization efforts
do not move services to itself, but to
plan.
The response to the chancellor's a campus suited for the task; that it
restructuring plan outlines three eliminate the "one vote" per campus
problems the faculty has with the method of decision making and
plan and • four requirements the "dramatically downsize" the system
University of Maine System office office.
must adopt before UMaine's faculty
The response states "proposed
will support it. The faculty response steps, such as those to centralize
states that the UMS charter"calls for services at the system office are

unacceptable, fiscally unjustifiable
and will be opposed."
Hoffsaid she heard concerns that
people were already being laid off
because of the system office's
restructuring.

"By working together,
we might really put
the brainpower of
the country.into
stopping some of our
energy issues."
Dianne Hoff
President of Faculty Senate

Student Government Rep.
Nathaniel Wildes said links of communication between the administration and the students are missing.
"[There is] a lot of concern from
students that there's been really no
connection between the student
opinion or even letting students
know about it," Wildes said.
During the senate session, some
professors expressed worry about

the system office's plans for
UMaine.
"They have a very low opinion
of FirstClass ... that would be one of
the first things to go," Sen. James
McClymer said.
FirstClass is among several services the UMaine Faculty Senate is
concerned about being affected by
centralization.
"We're not necessarily concerned that some of the servibes
can't be centralized, but if they're
already on campuses, we should be
centralizing them, not the system
office," Hoff said.
The response was passed unanimously.
Also during the meeting, a resOlution was passed to write to local
and state politicians to suggest creating a new,federally funded university system designed to be economically green.
"We have letters ready to go out
to other land grants and to other
politicians in the area and in our state
who might be able to help move this
forward with the current administration," Hoff said. "By working
together, we might really put the
brainpower of the country into stopping some of our energy issues."

The motion passed unanimously.
The Faculty Senate also
approved a resolution to "reluctantly" recommend the elimination of
the undergraduate information science engineering program.
"Just about everyone on the
committee believes this is a valuable
program ... and also very valuable to
the state of Maine and the country,"
said Sen. James Warhola, director of
the Program Creation Review and
Reorganization Committee.
The degree has suffered from
low enrollment during the last four
years, partly because its department
decided to wait until after it received
dual accreditation to promote it
among students.
"Let's say some hypothetical
case where 'the administration
starved a program and then assessed
it as failing to strive ... I hope that a
future Faculty Senate would be very
good watchdogs," Sen. Daniel
Belknap said.
The motion passed with one
abstention and none against The
UMaine administration now has
final say over the program's future.
The rest of the Faculty Senate's
agenda was dismissed on account of
heavy snowfall.
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University of Maine student Dylan Lyford dies
Issue date: 2/19/09
By Heather Steeves
News Editor

Community
University of Maine student
Dylan Lyford — a 19-year-old
who friends described as someone who would always make
them smile — died of complications related to a skull fracture, according to an autopsy.
Lyford, 19, of Milo, Maine,
unconscious
was
found
Sunday, Feb. 15 at 10:35 a.m.
before being transported from a
Stillwater Avenue address to
Eastern Maine Medical Center
by ambulance, where he was
pronounced dead, according to
Old Town police.
"He was found at the base of
the stairwell in the interior of
the building," said Detective
Tom Adams of the Old Town
police. "Nobody saw him fall."
Adams said people found
Lyford at 2 a.m. Sunday. He

said he was unsure if alcohol
was involved, and the blood
alcohol test is expected to
come back sometime next
week.
"I was told that he had been
drinking," said Robert Dana,
vice president for Student
Affairs. He heard from a student that "there was a lot of
alcohol involved, and he had
fallen down the stairs."
Tania Riegelman, a friend of
Lyford who lives on the second
floor of the building where the
incident occured, said he fell.
"It was an accident, but
there was a party," Riegelman
said.
James Ferland of the State
Medical Examiner's Office
said the cause of death was
cerebral contusions and edema
due to a skull fracture.
Lyford was a first-year student who lived in Somerset
Hall. "He was studying engineering: I believe it was chemical [engineering]," Dana said.
"Any case that involves alcohol is a case that puts students at

great risk," Dana said.
Lyford's friends say he was
a hIcipy, helpful person.
"Dylan was my brother and
my best friend, and he was an
incredible person. I have a hard
time remembering the last time I
saw him sad," Lyford's brother,
Doug Lyford, stated in an e-mail.

"It is a real tragedy
that our world has to
go on without him."
Tionna Baldwin
Friend

Doug Lyford described his
brother as smart and witty, saying
everyone who met him liked him.
"It is difficult to find the right
words right now, but I just hope
that everybody tries to take
something positive away from
this. I want everyone to take a
piece of Dylan's philosophy
with them and just be happy,"

the good times and memories
Doug Lyford said.
met that we had."
Samantha
Graham
Friend and student Tionna
Lyford through her roommate
Baldwin agreed.
and became friends with him.
"Dylan was the kind of per"He was the kind of kid that
you could always count on for a son that lit up a room with his
cheerful spirit and no. matter the personality. I've seen him every
mood you were in, it instantly day so far since we've started
changed as soon as you saw his college, and since he's been
bright, smiling face," said gone life hasn't been the same,"
Graham, a UMaine student. "I Baldwin said. "... Dylan was
remember a million times com- such a cute person and he had
ing back to my apartment and such a long life ahead of him. He
being in a terrible mood after was capable of so many things
practice or having a bad day, and and it is a real tragedy that our
as soon as 1 saw Dylan, it was world has to go on without him."
Mary Duncan also said
like nothing had happened and
the whole day had been erased. I Lyford was a good friend.
"Dylan was one of the greatwas so glad whenever I would
see his dorky blue and silver car est guys I know. If I was ever
with stars in my driveway, and I in need of help, physically or
would get so excited walking emotionally, I knew Dylan
into the room knowing he was would be there. He was so full
of life and never turned down a
there."
Graham hopes people take challenge," said Duncan, a secsomething positive out of ond-year early childhood eduLyford's death, "and realizes cation student. "Dylan was a
that Dylan wouldn't have want- person you could always lean
ed people to sit around and cry on in a time of need and know
for him, he would have wanted that you were always going to
us to laugh and remember all of be taken care of," she said.

Two from UM lost in separate crashes
Issue date: 4/16/09

Brian James
on impact when the snowmobile he
was driving left the trail and struck a
large birch tree. "He was traveling a
little too fast for the conditions,"
Ward said. "... We have snow banks
probably a couple feet high, and it
appears he just got over to the right a
little bit, and the corner probably
came up on him a little too quickly,
and he wasn't able to negotiate it."
James was wearing a helmet.
James was snowmobiling with Cad
Lavway, 22, also of Presque Isle.
Lavway passed the scene of the acci."
— •
dent
without noticing it and continued
Granatowski
of
Carissa
Photo courtesy
to the family's camp. When Lavway
University of Maine student Brian discovered James was not already at
James died from the result of a neck the camp, Lavway and two other men
fracture in a snowmobile accident from the camp searched for him.
When James was found, the search
Saturday night, according to Sgt. Torn
Learn called the Warden Service. Four
Ward of the Maine Warden Service.
James, 22, was a third-year public wardens, including Ward, responded,
administration student and a member as well as Ashland Ambulance and
of the Maine Air National Guard. He Fire.
"He was a very good student," said
was from Presque Isle.
• The accident occurred in Township the chair of the Public Administration
9, Range 7 in Aroostook County, about department, Tom Taylor. "I remember
him with a big smile, cracking a joke
seven miles from Ox Falls.
The wardens were notified shortly here and there. ... We were just
before I a.m. Sunday, but the accident shocked when we heard about this."
James was taken to Duncan Graves
happened at approximately 11:45 p.m.
Memorial Home in Presque Isle.
Saturday, according to Ward.
— By William P. Davis
James fractured his neck and died

"The outdoors is where I want to be"
By Rhiannon Sawtelle
Features Editor
There's a hole in the University of
Maine community. It extends to
Presque Isle and to the Maine Air
National Guard base in Bangor. It
reaches deep into the hearts of students, soldiers and a close-knit family.
Brian James, 22, died this weekend
in a snowmobiling , accident in
Aroostook County — doing what he

loved, in a place he loved.
"He was most comfortable outside
— kayaking, hiking — and loved
being up to camp with his friends and
family," said Kristin Ireland, a friend
of James and a UMaine student.
"The outdoors is where I want to
be. I am from Presque Isle, and yes, I
am a county boy and proud of it,"
James wrote on his Facebook.

See JAMES on page 16

Andrew Gerke
University of Maine alumnus
Andrew Gerke died Tuesday morning
from injuries sustained in a car crash,
according to a hospital spokesperson
and university officials.
According to a news release by
Maine State Police spokesman Steve
McCausland, Gerke was traveling
northbound on the Maine Turnpike in
Saco when he lost control of his 1987
Nissan 300 at 5:45 p.m. The car rolled
three times before landing on its
wheels in the southbound lane. Gerke,
who was not wearing a seatbelt, was
thrown from the vehicle.
According to the release, "witnesses
to the crash told [a trooper] Gerke's car
veered suddenly into the far left passing lane, and it appears Gerke overcorrected causing the vehicle to overturn." Driver inattention, not speed,
was the cause of the crash,
McCausland said.
Gerke was taken to Maine Medical
Center in Portland where he was listed in critical condition. The 24-yearold died at 7:50 a.m. Tuesday, according to Mary Saucier, a spokesperson
for the hospital.

Photo courtesy of Sean Kenny

"If he had been seatbelted, he would
likely have survived this crash,"
McCausland said.
An official cause of death has not
been determined and will not be
released by the medical examiner for
several weeks.
Gerke graduated in _December with
a degree in civil engineering. He
worked as vice president of Student
Entertainment while at UMaine.
— By Heather Steeves
and William P. Davis

"The kid lived for music"
By Zach Dionne
Style Editor
Most photographs of Andrew Gerke
show him striking a wide-open smile. The
possibility that these were artificial, "say
cheese" moments fades as a true picture surfaces of the short life of the University of
Maine alumnus. The stories his friends and
loved ones tell paint Gerke as a spirited,
driven man with passions as varied as his
grins.
"He was one of those people blessed with
having a smile that instantly makes you
smile when you see it. I'm going to miss
that," stated Brandon Aaskov, a friend of

Gerke's since seventh grade, in an e-mail.
Aaskov began a Facebook group, "News
about Andrew Gerke" shortly after Gerke's
car crash and admission to Maine Medical
Center. The group had 527 members by
press time, mourning and commemorating
Gerke.
"I'm trying to celebrate his life and all the
good times we had together instead of
mourning his death. He was just too lively
and happy a person, I think he'd rather people smile when they think of him instead of
cry," Aaskov said. He set up a PayPal donation system for Gerke's family and funeral

See GERKE on page 17
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State debates gay marriage
A question of rights for some — a matter of tradition for others

William P. Davis + The Maine Campus
Samantha Hansen, vice president of Wilde Stein, gives her testimony before the Maine Judiciary Committee at a meeting in Augusta on April 22, 2009.

Issue date: 4/23/09
By Heather Steeves
News Editor

Politics
AUGUSTA — The Maine
Judiciary Committee heard more
than 11 hours of testimony from
ministers, lawyers, students, doctors, gay and lesbian couples as
well as dozens of other Maine citizens to discuss two bills.
One of the bills would redefine
marriage in Maine to include people of any gender, regardless of
sexual identity. This would allow
gay and lesbian couples in Maine to
legally marry. The other bill, L.D.
1118, would expand domestic partnership benefits for gay couples.
Approximately 4,000 people sat
in the Augusta Civic Center as
community members testified in
front of the committee — speaking
in 30-minute intervals per side.
Each person got three minutes to
speak.
Opponents and proponents
shared their stories — ranging from
tales of love and legally unrecognized relationships to stories about
a husband being left for another
woman because she "decided ... to
be gay." Many on the opposing side
discussed religion, and most of the
proponents talked about civil
rights.
Orono's state Rep. Emily Cain
spoke on the bill. She said marriage
equality for gay and lesbian couples was a main reason she ran for
state office in 2004.
"The bill before you today does
not create same-sex couples who
love each other. It simply affirms

under the law what already exists
today," Cain said at the start of the
meeting.
Cain said she believed it was
wrong for the majority to vote for
the rights of a minority and encouraged the committee to pass the legislation. Cain does not want this to
go to a people's vote, saying civil
rights in America were not
achieved by referendum.
Although most of the crowd
dressed in red, the color of support
for the bills, University of Maine

"We are all here
today because we are
all discriminated
against by the state
of Maine."
Samantha Hansen
Vice president, Wilde Stein

students wore mostly orange shirts
at the hearing given during pride
week.
of orange
The jumble
approached the "proponent"
lectern. Samantha Hansen, the vice
president of Wilde Stein, spoke to
the committee.
"I'm only 19. Marriage isn't
something I spend a lot of time
thinking about," she said. "I don't
know if any of my gay and lesbian
peers will ever be married. We are
all here today because we are all
discriminated against by the state of
Maine."
Hansen said excluding gays
from marriage was similar to
"excluding size lOs from the shoe
store," and said it needs to stop.

Sen. Dennis Damon, the sponsor of L.D. 1020 — which would
grant marriage rights to gay and
lesbians — came to the microphone and received a standing
ovation and screams from the
crowd.
"Today is one of the most
meaningful days in my legislative
career," he said. Damon said he
rarely gets the opportunity to
introduce anti-discrimatory legislation and said it makes him feel
both huge and tiny.
"Tiny because I am but one in
this sea of change," Damon said.
"This bill allows two people to
many, any two people who are of
legal age who love each other,
who agree to care and support
each other ... any two people
regardless of their gender or sexuality and they will be treated the
same."
Damon said the bill respects
religious freedom.
"Simply put, this bill will allow
people to live and let live," Damon
said.
Legislators opposing the bills
included Maine Reps. Phillip
Curtis, James Hamper,Paul Davis,
David Burns and Douglas
Thomas, who all spoke.
Rep. Leslie Fossel, the sponsor
of L.D. 1118 —a bill that would
expand domestic partnership benefits — did not attend.
Curtis said he opposed the bills
because "if enacted into law [the
legislation] will have a very negative impact on the families of the
state of Maine, as we know it."
He said the bills wouldlave a
"negative impact [on] education
curriculum as we have known it
for years," and added that "classrooms of all ages will become

gender neutral ... taught at the tax families," Pingree said. She said
payer's expense that moms and that the bill would not change anything religiously, that different relidads no longer exist."
Curtis' last concern was that gions could choose to recognize
"we will become a society gov- whomever they would like to and
erned by man rather than a right- not to marry under their rules.
Following the introduction of
eous, holy God." He said these bills
the bills, the itiblic took over the
would divide Maine.
Hamper made a single state- two lecterns.
ment against the bills, asking the
committee,"what is the next domi- A Civil Rights Question
no to fall?"
Bob Talbot from NAACP in
Davis said,"When a man and a
women come together, they make Bangor was in support of the bills.
He told his story about his interracial marriage through the 1960s
and '70s.
"We will become a
"They said interracial marriage
was
against nature, sound familsociety governed by
iar?"
man rather than a
Talbot said people told him it
righteous, holy God."
was wrong to many outside of his
race.
"People say the same thing now
Phillip Curtis
about
homosexual couples. It was
Maine representative
wrong 40 years ago, it is wrong
now," he said. "The heart does not
care about race, color or sexual orichildren. This can never happen entation."
Gabriella Do Amaral, a high
with gay couples. Never. It is
impossible. Children must have the school student from Old Town,
blending love of a mother and a supported the bills. "I'm a young
father. To think otherwise is the lesbian woman living in Maine,"
pursuit of folly." The state repre- she said. Do Amaral said although
sentative said families are the foun- she possesses the same emotions as
dation of our society and that "gay her friends, "there are stipulations
marriage will not create a strong based on my love."
Do Amaral said, "When young
society."
Davis agreed with Cain, saying people are constantly told that we
he did not want this legislation to don't have the same rights as other
go to a public vote, saying it would people, it's hard to feel a sense of
be a "squeamish way to let legisla- belonging." She said she would
tors off the hook."
like to eventually marry and have
Speaker of the Maine House children in Maine, but "for reasons
Hannah Pingree spoke for the bills. of my identity, I won't be treated
"The time for incremental equally."
change is over. It is time we recogSee BILL on page 16
nize all Maine people and all Maine
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It's complicated
Student Body
President of Student
Government

Baldacci cuts UM
budget by $5.3M
Board attempts to cap tuition rise at 6%

Alio""Ig
balance our budget. But we never
increase tuition to the level that
would cover all of our costs,
By Dylan Riley
Assistant News Editor
because we would then lose our students," said Claire Strickland, director of Budget and Business
Budget
Services.
For the last four years, UMaine
The University of Maine System has been forced to decide how much
set a goal for in-state undergraduate to increase tuition each year, at the
tuition per campus to rise no more same time trying to decide how
than 6 percent next year, which — if much that increase will deter stusuccessful — will make tuition $251 dents. The university looks at
per credit hour at UMaine, accord- increases other land grant universiing to UMS Director of Budget and ties are considering and what has
Financial Analysis Miriam White.
worked for UMaine in the past to
Gov. JOhn Baldacci ordered decide where to cap tuition. Then
UMaine to reduce its budget by the university tries to increase
about $5.3 million Nov. 19, which financial aid and marketing to outmay make the 6 percent goal diffi- of-state students while cutting parts
cult to reach.
of the budget to make up the differUMaine's undergraduate in-state ence, according to Strickland.
tuition increase was 9.6 percent in
"We look at what all of our costs
2009. If UMaine's state funding are for the next fiscal year including
decreases next year, the university compensation, including student
will likely see a similar increase in financial aid increases including
undergraduate in-state tuition bal- library acquisition increases, eneranced with program reductions, gy, etc., and then we look at what
the gap is between
according
to
UMaine President
our projected revTuition rates per credit hour
Robert Kennedy.
enues and our profor in-state undergraduates
jected costs, and we
Baldacci signed
at UMaine by fiscal year
an official curtailtry to peg tuition
ment
order
2007 2008 2009 such that it isn't
demanding reducinordinately affect$199 $218 $239
tions of all state
ing students' ability
agencies on Nov.
to come back to
19. Baldacci ordered UMS to reduce school," Strickland said.
its budget by $8,372,135 — approxThe resulting tuition increases,
imately $2.2 million less than origi- when combined with other revenue
nally anticipated. UMaine is shoul- sources, leaves a negative gap
dering $5,375,308 of .the curtail- between income and the university's
ment.
costs, according to Strickland.
Campus
security,
student UMaine uses that gap to determine
employment, scholarships and stu- what to cut from the budget.
dent food services budgets may
"The campus then needs to
have to be reduced to fulfill the decide what it needs to give up —
order, according to a curtailment give up in positions, give up in operimpact report from the governor's ating budgets — in order to balance
office. UMS campuses may have to the budget, and that's where you see
consider tuition "adjustments" but positions that have been eliminated
only as a last resort, according to the and operating budgets that have
report.
been reduced," Strickland said.
Of the seven colleges in the
UMaine's students, operations
UMS, UMaine has the second-high- and visitors generated $360.6 milest undergraduate tuition rates — lion in revenue during 2006, accordsecond only to the University of ing to a university economic impact
Maine at Farmington, according to report. The money Maine puts into
the system office 2009 fiscal year the university doesn't p'roduce revbudget report.
enue that goes straight back to the
UMaine had the second-lowest state government, according to John
undergraduate
tuition Diamond, executive director of
in-state
increase rate in the 2007, 2008 and External Affairs. UMaine benefits
2009 fiscal years. According to the economy, but students should
Janet Waldron, vice president for still expect tuition increases to coinAdministration and Finance, the cide with state funding decreases.
reason UMaine's tuition is higher is
"The distinction is that the ecobecause UMaine does more research nomic impact of the university is
than universities like UMA or UMF. not money that necessarily goes into
State funding to UMS increased the state general fund; it's money
by approximately $300,000 in the that flows through the economy,
2009 fiscal year to $186 million. some of which comes back to the
This was a 4.4 percent drop in the state in the form of sales tax or
annual rate and $7.7 million less income tax, but a lot of it does not,"
than 2008's increase. If this trend of Diamond said. "It supports business
declining state funding
con- of all kinds; it helps pay local proptinues, tuition will rise because erty taxes which are not part of the
UMaine will get less money than it funding stream that the university
needs.
receives — and a host of other purStudents won't be left with the poses."
whole bill, according to the univerMost of the revenue UMaine prosity.
duces comes from sales of sporting
"We get our fair share of the event tickets, food and returns from
state appropriation, and if the state grants and state funding, according
appropriation decreases, then we to Todd Gabe, professor of agriculhave to turn to tuition in order to tural economics.
Issue date: 11/20/09
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Issue date:9/22/08
By Heather Steeves
News Editor

Student Government
As senate elections draw near,the Fair Election
Practices Commission — the group that oversees
Student Government elections — is working to fill
seats and clear up what are now foggy rules.
Student Government is not making the commission's duties, such as apportioning senate seats,
easy. Confusing power relationships make it difficult for Fair Elections Chair Tavian MacKinnon to
do his job.

Inconsistencies between rules and
practice
Some of the difficulty comes from inconsistencies between the commission's guidelines, the senate's standing rifles and Student Government's constitution.
One of these inconsistencies is in section seven
of the commission's guidelines. It states,
"FirstClass is not an official polling place."
FirstClass has been used in the past few Student
Government presidential elections.
Of the 743 votes cast in the last election James
Lyons, the president of Student Government, estimated that "two or three" were paper ballots. "It
was less than a handful," Lyons said
"All those votes were technically unofficial,"
MacKinnon said. This means, according to
MacKinnon, only two or three of the votes in the
last election were official. Had this been taken into
account last December, the results of the election
may have been different, depending on what those
three paper ballots said.
"Some of the stuff just doesn't make any
sense," MacKinnon said.
Later in the commission's guidelines it states,
"The ballot shall be in electronic format, using the
FirstClass Intranet program that has been developed to conduct this election."
By this logic, which seems to contradict the first
section, Lyons said, all of the FirstClass votes do
count.
"That wording was put in there bpi-arise it is not
a physical place," he said. "I disagree with
[MacKinnon's] interpretation of that."
Lyons explained that during the December
2006 presidential election, the commission had to
decide if one nominee broke a campaign nile by
having advertisements on FirstClass — ttten con-

sidered a polling place. Lyons argues that
FirstClass votes count, and the polling place distinction was made after the 2006 election because
of the discrepancy.
Commission and government power

struggles and relationships
MacKinnon is the Fair Election Practices
Commission chair. He is an employee of Student
Government He is paid on a per-election basis.
Even the people involved find the ties between
Student Government and the commission difficult
to explain.
"People say FEPC is a separate body from
Student Government, but it's not," MacKinnon
said. *
The commission acts as a check on Student
Government "to ensure the fair, honest and democratic election of all elections conducted," according to the commissiuu'sguidelines.
The General Student Senate — part of Student
Government — nominates the commission members. This means only the people nominated by the
senate can tell the senate how to run elections.
"The people we appoint to FEPC are people we
feel are very knowledgeable and people we feel are
upstanding citizens," Sen. Christopher Harmon
said "I don't think that they are our puppets and we'
basically write all the rules for ourselves; they have
the power to check us."
The commission cannot change its rules. The
student senate must approve all guideline changes
that the commission wants to make — including
rules about how Student Government and senate
elections are run.
"They [senate] have to follow my guidelines. I
don't think the senate would change my guidelines.
without my supporting it," MacKinnon said.
Some senators are hying to change his guidelines.

The one that passed
MacKinnon submitted a resolution to the senate
on Sept.9 to change how senate seats are divided.
He did this because the Senate Standing Rules
and the Student Government constitution state he
must "propose a resolution apportioning senate
seats." It says the seats must be divided so that an
"equal number of voters can vote for proportionally equal numbers of senators."
This was met with what MacKinnon described
as "an uproar."
"There shouldn't have been any debate — it

See SG on page 14
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Reflective space dedicated to honor MLK
Issue date: 11/3/08
By William P. Davis
Web Editor

Community
The Martin Luther King, Jr.
and Coretta Scott Kiiig plaza
opened Friday afternoon with an
unveiling ceremony. Speakers
included Doug Allen, professor of
philosophy, University of Maine
President Robert Kennedy and
Joe Perry, president of the
NAACP's Bangor area chapter.
The ceremony opened with a
performance by Euphony. Allen
then spoke, thanking the workers
for their quick work and stressing
the importance of honoring the
Kings. Allen said the project was
meant to "celebrate the memory
of the Kings ... [and] keep alive
the continuing relevance of the
Kings." He noted the 10 quotes in
the plaza and said they are meant
to "challenge us."
Perry spoke of the sacrifice the
Kings made, asking the crowd,
"Would I have done that?" He
encouraged the crowd to "work
for freedom for each of us."
Kim Harris and David Roth
performed several spiritual songs,
including one marking the progression of African Americans
through society and noted, in
song, the historical importance of
Sen. Obama's run for the White
House. They engaged the crowd
in several songs, saying the Kings
would not have approved of"people standing around not singing."
Robert Dana, the vice president for Student Affairs, spoke of
the "responsibility to do good"
and said the King legacy gives
students across the country the
courage and fortitude to continue
their good work.

William P. Davis•The Maine Campus
p.m. Friday.
3
at
plaza
King
Scott
Coretta
and
Jr.
King
Luther
Martin
the
of
unveiling
the
at
speaks
Dana
Robert
Dean
Kings deserve a memorial as
President Kennedy said, We plaza is named.Construction of the memorial well because "Symbolically he,
stand here together today as a
community committed to the took two months, but it has been more than anyone else, really
ideals exemplified by Martin almost two years since the idea stands for the struggle for civil
Luther King and Coretta Scott was proposed. It was officially liberties and social justice in this
King. We are saying loudly and announced at the annual Martin country. ... Nobody in the histoproudly that intolerance and Luther King, Jr. breakfast in ry of this country has lived it and
injustice have no place in our January, 2007. There has been a strugglecl, and sacrificed more
society. That we are willing to long tradition of honoring Dr. than Dr. King, I think."
The memorial was funded
stand up and make a difference, King with the annual breakfast,
as did the heroes for which this but Kennedy explained the with both university and private

funds. Kennedy explained there
was maintenance done on the
steam lines under the plaza, but
that there was "very significant
private funding." It was expected to cost up to $300,000, with
an additional $200,000 earmarked for the work on the
steam lines„ The plaza was
designed by Sasaki Associates
of Boston.

Unopposed VP candidate contended with '80s popstar
Issue date: 12/8/08
By Rhiannon Sawtelle
Features Editor

Student Government
Ross Wolland ran unopposed for
Student Government vice president
until a 1980s pop-star threatened to capture votes.
The morning of elections, an e-mail
circulated FirstClass titled, "Become
Famous: Rick Roll the GSS Election."
Originated by fourth-year business student Thomas Jones, the e-mail encouraged students to vote for Rick Astley
instead of Wolland.
Astley is the singer of the '80s song,
"Never Gonna Give You Up." The song
was a No. 1 hit in 1987.
The music video for the song has cir-

culated the Internet in a new craze — as many people as possible.
"I think it worked flawlessly well conRick Rolling. In a tactic called 'bait and
switch,' Internet users provide a link that sidering my only goal was to cause a few
supposedly relates to a specific topic; people to smile," Jones said. "I also had
several students ask me
instead it directs viewers
how to vote so I'd like to
to Astley's music video.
worked
it
think
"I
that I unintentionalthink
more
The video has
voter turnout
increased
ly
well
flawlessly
on
hits
million
than 12
slightly."
so
ever
if
YouTube.
considering my only
Jones said his message
Astley made a surgoal was to cause a
was originally read by
prise appearance, singing
his song at the Macy's few people to smile." 174 friends on FirstClass.
It was then directly forDay
Thanksgiving
warded by 18 people, two
Parade this year.
Thomas Jones
of whom claimed to have
The circulated e-mail
Fourth-year seht it to more than 100
describes Wolland as,
student others each. Jones said
Business
"some kid I never heard
many other people told
of and since he's the only
one on the ballot, I am certain that he'll him they passed it on in person or via
instant message.
win."
"It was an unplanned venture. 1 didn't
The e-mail went on to encourage stuof it until the morning of the electhink
dents to write in Astley instead of
Wolland and to forward* the e-mail on to tion as I cast my ballot," he said

Jones said the e-mail was s.pnt..with no
malice toward Wolland.
"While. I have never met Ross
Wolland, I have nothing against him. I
actually had never heard of him until I
was casting my vote. I also have a great
deal of respect for the GSS and the good
work they do. In that light, I don't think
anyone could be very upset that I emailed my friends," Jones said in an email.
"Although it was a prank, Jones pointed out the obvious and made you realize
Ross was running unopposed. It made
you wonder if anyone else should be running, even if it is Rick Astley," third-year
communications student Sharon Beaupre
said.
Astley recieved 22 votes for vice president and two votes for president nf
Student Government.
Wolland had not responded to e-mails
requesting his opinion by press time.

Congratulations to the Class of 2009!
f
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WMEB powers up
Station increases range up to Waterville
Issue date: 3/23/09

The

station

has

invested

approximately $1,600 into legal
By Sam Cohen
fees to expand, not including
Staff Reporter
the university system's costs to
investigate the expansion.
"We saw that we could apply
Student Orgs
for more wattage and said,
'Hey, we need to jump on
WMEB, the University of this,— Grucza said.
Maine's student radio station, is
• Concert revenues and the
on schedule to become the most Student Activity Fee paid for
powerful college station in the more than $40,000 upgrade.
Maine — a more than $40,000
"We've spread this out over
project that could expand the the course of three years of
station's
coverage
to budget," Murphy said. "Once
Waterville.
this is done, our operating costs
The Federal Communication won't increase that much."
Commission
approved an
According to Grucza, the
increase in power from 680 large cost is the reason for the
watts to 10,000 watts that will smaller spring concert program.
come into effect by fall 2009.
"We're trying to put on a
This power boost will good show for not a lot of
increase the station's coverage, money," Grucza said.
according to Michael Murphy,
Usually when a station
the WMEB station advisor.
applies for a wattage increase,
"The edges of our coverage there is a debate involving
right now are
neighboring staPittsfield and
tions to see who
Belfast. I know
needs the watts
that we'll be "We saw that we could the
most,
reaching close applyfor more wattage according
.to
to Machias. In
Grucza.
The
and said,'Hey, we need relaxed rules
the other area,
to jump on this."
we'll get close
allowed WMEB
to Waterville,"
to skip this step.
Murphy said.
approval
Tom Grucza The
The increase
months
took
six
WMEB station manager
in power will
because the FCC
also
allow
had to make sure
stronger coverincrease
the
age of areas the station already wouldn't bump other stations
reaches.
off the airwaves or encroach on
"It will fill in the weird holes any Canadian stations. The perwhere the signal cuts out. mission timeframe is inflexible;
Bangor, Orono, Old Town and WMEB has until October to
Veazie are going to be com- implement the changes. "It's a
pletely covered," said Tom one-time deal," Murphy said. If
Grucza, WMEB's station man- the station does not expand
ager.
now, it could not ask the FCC
Two
years
ago,
the for expansion permission later.
University of Maine System
The tower for WMEB is
office notified WMEB of an located on Witter Farm in Old
opportunity to apply for a Town. According to station
wattage increase. According to engineer Bill Ducharme, the
Grucza, the FCC has "relaxed a change will incorporate a new
lot of red tape" for educational antenna array. The current
stations. WMEB applied and antenna uses 440 watts of
was apliroved six months later. power, and with the antenna

CONCORD COACH LINES

Edward Fontaine 4- The Maine Camp it.
Program Director James MacKay manages the WMEB station during a live broadcast.
gain, it radiates the 680 watts of
effective radiated power (ERP).
The new, slightly larger array
will use 4,700 watts to get
10,000 ERP.
"One hundred percent, the
wattage increase will happen,"
Grucza said.
Following the approval of
the station's application to the
FCC, a meeting was held with
university administrators to
explore future plans for possible WMEB expansion. The proposed plan for a new community station would involve hiring
a full-time staff to work on providing programming that parttime workers can't accomplish,
according to Grucza. The normal student station would
remain the same, but WMEB
employees would then have the
opportunity to work at the community station full-time.
The university administration has denied the station the
chance to incorporate a plan for
the creation of an additional
community station broadcasting
in high definition. According to
Murphy, the group of administrators turned down the idea
mostly because of economic
problems.

"We had a good discussion, away from that essential misand further discussion could be sion of service to the UMaine
had when the economic climate community was not thought to
changes ... our ideas weren't so be a good idea. Second, the
much rejected as tabled," move toward a much bigger
enterprise associated with a
Murphy said.
Grucza is Understanding of community radio station would
involve the initial and ongoing
the decision.
"They pretty much said they application of a substantial
like what we're doing but they amount of new money. Given
don't want us to get any bigger; the fiscal climate the infusion
which .was kind of a half com- of new monies was not thought
to be wise or necessary since
pliment," Grucza said.
"Coming at it from a money the station was and is meeting
perspective, it makes perfect its prime objective of service to
sense. The community station the community."
WMEB is working on
won't happen within the next
couple of years. We're going to rebranding itself in conjunction
have to ride out the budget crisis. with the power increase. The
There would be a ton of growing new slogan for the station is
pains to do something like that. "college radio in a class by
We just want to get through this itself." They are working on a
wattage increase first."
number of improvements to the
According to Robert Dana, station Web site, including a
vice president for Student "now playing" widget, which
Affairs, the university turned would allow listeners to check
down the idea of expanding the online for songs they heard on
station for two reasons.
the radio.
"[WMEB] was originally
"We want to make it easier
commissioned as a training for listeners to interact with the
opportunity for UMaine stu- music on the Web site and to
dents to be broadcast for the develop a more cohesive identibenefit and enjoyment of the ty for the station now that we're
UMaine community," Dana serving more peoples" Grucza
stated in an e-mail. "Moving said.

Advertisement

Last day of service from campus is
Sunday, May 10, 2009.
No ieservations needed.
We pick you up on campus at the
Memorial Gym behind the Black Bear statue.

00-6390)3317
CO(Uui
CORI

The family of Andrew (Drew) Gerke
would like to thank his brothers at Sig Ep
fraternity, fellow classmates, friends, faculty
and co-workers at the University of Maine
for all their love and support.
We hope that you will hold onto fond
memories of Andrew (Drew) through your
friendships and your love of music.
Our warmest thanks,
Robin and Tom

Last day of service to and from Orono for summer
break is Sunday, May 10, 2009. Service will
resume next fall. Ask about our student discount.

Have a safe and happy summer!
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UM engineers unveil
'bridge in a backpack
AEWC revolutionizes construction projects
Issue date: 2/23/09
By William P. Davis
Web Editor

Research
The University of Maine's
Engineered
Advanced
Composite Center showcased two new bridge-building technologies Friday that
officials said will make
bridges quicker and cheaper
to build and more durable.
University, state and federal officials shared the stage
at a press conference Feb. 20
to announce the completion
of the first bridge to use one
of the new technologies and
the formation of a company
to further develop the other
technology.
The first technology —
known as the "Bridge in a
Backpack" — was recently
used to rebuild the Neal
in
Pittsfield.
Bridge
Inflatable tubes, which can
fit into a medium-sized duffle bag, are inflated, shaped
and hardened with a resin.
The lightweight tubes can
then be moved into place by
hand before being filled with
concrete.
"We are rebuilding our
country with the technology
here today," said Rep. Mike
Michaud. "This new technology will not only last longer,
but you can also save time as
well when building this
infrastructure."
The tubes, which are

twice the strength of steel
once hardened, serve three
purposes. They act as a form
for the concrete, reinforce
the concrete so no rebar is
needed and protect the concrete from the elements.
While the arches for the Neal
Bridge were pre-fabricated
at the composite center and
then trucked to the construction site, it is expected in the
future the tubes will arrive at
the sites rolled up and will
be inflated and hardened
there.

"This is all about
doing things in a
smart way, using
Yankee ingenuity."
John Baldacci
Governor of Maine

Habib Dagher, director of
the center, stressed how
quickly the bridge was built.
Once the arches were in
place, it took about one hour
to fill all 23 with cement.
Although the Neal Bridge
was about as expensive as a
traditional bridge, the bridgei n-a-backpack method is
expected to become cheaper
when scaled. According to
Daniel Bannon, a graduate
student who oversees much
of the construction, the arches are currently built entirely
by hand.

The other bridge technology being developed by the
center is a composite girder
— a horizontal beam. The
girder also requires some
concrete, which is added on
site. A 70-foot composite
girder weighs 6,000 pounds
before being filled with concrete, compared to the
50,000 pounds of a conventional concrete highway
girder. Its light weight,
according to Dagher, will
help dramatically reduce
construction costs, such as
transportation and machine
rentals.
Gov.
John
Baldacci
praised the center for its
innovation, which he said
will bring jobs to Maine.
Harbor Technologies, a company developing the composite technologies introduced
by the center, expects to add
20 to 30 new jobs this summer. Another similar company, Advanced Infrastructure
Technologies, also expects to
add new jobs.
"This is all about doing
things in a smart way, using
Yankee
ingenuity,
the
research that goes on up here
at the university and being
able to commercialize that
throughout our sectors here
in the State of Maine,"
Baldacci said. "I look forward to continuing to work
with the university, our federal partners and these nextgeneration partners so they
can flourish in Maine."

See BRIDGE on page 15
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Eryk Salvaggio + The Maine Campus
A squirrel chomps on some berries high in a tree outside of Memorial Unioh
on a crisp autumn day. Issue date: 11/3/08

BAT buses safe, but
old and unreliable
Issue date: 2/23/09

with University of Maine students
and residents of the Greater
By Jeff Hake
Bangor area, with ridership
Staff Reporter
exceeding 800,000 in 2008.
"We have buses that are meant
to last 12 years or 500,000 miles
Student Life
and others for 10 years or 300,000
miles. Right now there are three
It was a record year for the The 12-year [buses] ... that have over
Bangor Area Transportation(BAT) 700,000 miles and three 10-year
system, and the numbers are only buses that are over 500,000
expected to increase. One thing is miles," McNeil said.
While McNeil said the buses
clear to riders, drivers and adminisirators of the system: More buses are safe and inspected regularly,
the increasing need for repair
are needed.
"Oh absolutely," said Sue means more must be taken off the
Wagner, who has been a BAT bus road more frequently. This causes
driver for almost two years, when not only route delays, but also the
asked if new vehicles were a need to use buses that are well past
pressing need. "We need a lot of the federal criteria for replacement.
new buses."
"We have one bus,[meant for 7
Joe McNeil, superintendent of
the BAT system has an eye on the years of use] from 1997 that we
well-being of its vehicles. He said had to pull out from the dust balls
six of the system's 18 buses are once this'year because I had a bus
past the age where they should be break down on the road. I haven't
replaced.
See BAT on page 15
The BAT sYstem is popular
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Group sleeps in shanties for the homeless
University's chapter camps outside for four wintery nights to benefit Habitat for Humanity
Issue date 2/2/09
By Jeff Hake
Staff Reporter
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It's the dead of winter.
Nighttime temperatures have
dipped below zero. Most students and community members
of the University of Maine
have been doing their best to
stay inside and keep warm.
Thick blankets on beds and hot
beverages abound. Would you
choose to spend four days living on the mall in makeshift
shanties and sleeping bags?
A new student organization
plans to.
The UMaine chapter of
Habitat for Humanity started
sleeping outside late Sunday
night in an event called
"There's Snow Place Like
Home." They will stay
despite
—
outside
weather
whatever
until
comes
Thursday morning,
Feb. 5. Though they
will not likely face
the most bitter cold
this winter has to
moderate
offer,
snowfall is predicted for Tuesday and
Thursday, in addition to the approxitwo feet
mate
already covering
the mall.
students
The
hope to draw
attention to the
reality of thousands of families
in the Greater
area:
Bangor
homelessness
and substandard
housing.
"In Bangor
alone, there are
3,000
over
families living
in substandard
condihousing
tions," said Brenton
Murray, co-president of
the UMaine Habitat for
Humanity chapter and graduate student concentrating in
sustainability and international
business. "This means that

3,000 of your neighbors are
living in conditions ranging
from incredibly leaky roofs, to
houses with rotten and moldy
floors and walls. Increasing
awareness of the problem is
the first step toward helping
these people to find suitable
housing."
According to Kelly Wilder,
a third-year journalism student
and active member,"the group
started tossing around ideas for
outdoor projects and fundraisers, and a camping idea
evolved into the design of our
fabulous shanties."
With the help of local businesses and other student organizations, the participants will
demonstrate to UMaine community members the plight of
disadvantaged residents in and
around Bangor who are forced
to live in meager and
unhealthy conditions. Amanda
Missud, a management student

and member of Habitat for
Humanity, put it bluntly.
"Maybe if it's right on campus
in front of their faces, they

"3,000 of your neighbors
are living in conditions
rangingfrom incredibly
leaky roofs to houses
with rotten and moldy
floors and walls."
Brenton Murray
Co-president
UM Habitat for Humanity

won't be able to ignore it anymore."
The UMaine chapter members hope to use the event as a
fundraiser, primarily collecting
donations from local business-

es. Harvest Moon Deli, a sandwich shop in downtown Orono,
contributed to the endeavor.
Other donations came from
Engineering
WBRC
Architects, the Sports Cafe,
Burby and Bates and numerous
familie and professors. Pat's
Pizza will provide a meal for
the group at no charge.
Additionally, the group will be
tabling in the Memorial Union,
collecting donations from
passersby. The additional funds
will go toward bvilding housing for the homeless and disadvantaged.
Members of the group will
build teepee-style shanties
covered in tarps and rest in
sleeping bags lent to them by
the Maine Outing Club, along
with other basic camping gear.
The participants will not
replicate the lives of those they
are representing. Most meals
will be consumed in the Union;

classes will still be attended,
and nearby buildings' bathrooms will be used. But they
will endure Orono's cold temperatures and quickly shifting
weather.
"The Outing Club also gave
the Habitat members tips for
cold-weather camping that certainly helped with preparation,
though it does little to alleviate
the apprehension of sleeping
outside in the cold weather,"
Wilder said.
Despite this anxiety, the
group is enthusiastic about the
demonstration and experience
as a whole.
"This is a very hands-on
organization, and you can
actually see the results of your
time and energy, which is definitely rewarding," Wilder said.
"I think with everyone
working together and doing
their part, it's possible to create some change in this issue,"
said Dana Buckley, a secondyear social work student.
The group attracts a variety
of students who share a passion for volunteering. This
desire is what drew them
together to establish a
UMaine chapter of Habitat
for Humanity. This group
,closely with the longworks
established Bangor chapter
and stretches its message
and action to UMaine.
"I was involved in
Group Workcamps
similar to Habitat for
Humanity — every
summer during high
school through my
church,
local
rebuilding homes
and helping comsaid
munities,"
member
Kimberly Young,
third-year
a
mass communication student.
"This semester we have
really collabso
orated
well, and
e
h
demeanor

Rebekah Rhodes 4. The Maine Campus
Hunter build a shelter on the Mall.
Shoana
and
Murray
Volunteers Tim Faulkner, Brenton

See HABITAT
on page 15

Who found Jesus? "Rush" signs stolen from Newman Center
Issue date: 9/25/08
By Heather Steeves
News Editor

Community
The Newman Center, a
Roman Catholic Church on
College Avenue, is trying to fit
in.
"We're on Fraternity Row,
and we shouldn't deny where we
are," said Rev. Wilfred Labbe —
known to most as'"Father Bill."
In an effort to promote his
church and fit in with the neighbors, Father Bill made a $14

The church considered some Jesus' or 'Jesus is watching you,—
sign during rush week from a
security measures to prevent Father Bill said."We thought about
piece of fabric and spray paint.
putting it on the roof, but we were
future thefts.
"Rush Jesus," it said.
afraid someone would try to c b
"The way one of the fraternithe roof to get it."
on
ty brothers explained the rush to
Other options included paintout
to
check
chance
a
me was
"My thought was why
ing the sign to the building as a
the fraternities. So my thought
can't we invite them to prank on the thieves.
was, why can't we invite them to
"It's just sort of sad. It's freecheck out Jesus and see
check out Jesus and see how
of religion, but that's just a
dom
that's going?" Father Bill said.
how that's going?"
stance," said Mike
government
been
stolen
have
Four signs
Arell, a first-year music educasince he started this last year.
Rev. Wilfred
tion student who attends the
"He thought he'd go and put
Labbe
Bill"
church. "If it was a minority reli"Father
up his own sign that fit us. I think
gion in the U.S., there would be
it was the next day it was stolen,"
more of an outcry."
Hall
JoAnn
Campus Minister
Father Bill does not see these
"We thought maybe we'd put an
said. "He staple, staple, stapled it
so it would stay down. It stayed undersign under it saying some- thefts as malidious.
"They're not ripping the ones
thing like 'You're stealing from
up a little longer."

from the fraternities or the sororities, but I don't think it's a hate
crime or anything like that," he
said. "I'm convinced it's not a
malicious thing; it's a fun thing."
The Newman Center is offering a $50 gift certificate to the
University of Maine Bookstore
as a reward — as well as "sincere
forgiveness."
"My biggest hope is that it's
hanging in some dorm room or
house somewhere, and people
are confidently saying they
should rush Jesus. It is not a bad
thing to have in someone's
apartment or dorm room or
house. I think it's a good thing;
I'm optimistic," Father Bill said.
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The problem a house built: Mansion UM fights hack attack
costs UMaine Foundation thousands
Issue date: 11/17/08
By Heather Steeves
Issue date: 3/23/09
By Dylan Riley
Assistant News Editor

Budget
After more than two years, a
$4.2 million Falmouth mansion
donated to the University of
Maine Foundation is little
more than an expensive meetinghouse.
The Portland Symphony
Orchestra plans to use the mansion in summer 2009, and the
foundation's governing board
meets in it on occasion. Aside
from that, it has gone unused.
The foundation has no plans
to liquidate the house and its
property but is considering the
possibility. Money from the
mansion's sale would likely
fund a future scholarship.
The mansion was given to
the UMaine Foundation in
December 2006 by Eric and
Peggy Cianchette with the
desire that the university find a
use for it.
The university has not asked
the foundation to sell the mansion, but communication
between both is close, according to Joe Carr, direotor of
University Relations.
"There's regular contact
between the foundation staff
and leadership and the university," Carr said.
The foundation's governing
board would make any decision regarding the mansion's
future.
"Our goal would be to use it

— if we can — to satisfy the
donors' wishes," said Amos
Orcutt, president of the
UMaine Foundation. Orcutt
acknowledged the mansion's
liquidation would be advantageous for the university.
The mansion is the largest
donation the foundation has
received, and selling it would
likely prove difficult in today's
housing market, which is part
of the reason why the foundation is reluctant to do so.

"The University of
Maine really needs a
facility in that neck
of the woods."
Amos Orcutt
President of the
UMaine foundaton

Another reason is the mansion
satisfies the need for a permanent university presence in
Southern Maine, according to
Orcutt.
"The university really needs
a facility in that neck of the
woods," Orcutt said.
The foundation hires a caretaker to maintain the mansion
approximately
and
pays
$25,000 per year in property
taxes. It also pays $400 to $500
per month on electricity and
keeps the house heated during
the winter. None of the money
covering the mansion comes
from the university; it is all
paid for with private gifts

given to the foundation, Orcutt
said.
Property donations are common in a negative economy
because people are unable to
afford houses and decide to
give them to the foundation.
"We're at that point now
where people realize they don't
want to carry [their property],"
Orcutt said.
Also, because of the sagging
economy, the foundation will
likely not receive its average
$10 million in donations by the
end of the fiscal year in June.
Gifts are already down 30 percent, Orcutt said. The foundation received $6.2 million by
the end of February.
"We'll be lucky to hit $9
million this year," Orcutt said.
The foundation's purpose is
to raise money for the university.
Falmouth has restricted the
mansion's use in the past to the
foundation's meetings, saying
it can qualify as a "club," and
therefore its meetings are
acceptable for the house
because it is currently classified by Falmouth as a family
dwelling. The foundation has
been trying to get Falmouth to
allow further conditional uses,
such as meetings of the
Falmouth School Board.
"We've had conversations
with them for a better part of a
year," said Falmouth Town
Manager Nathan Poore. The
foundation "hasn't done a lot
with it."
The Cianchettes both live
next door to the mansion; neither are UMaine alumni.

create only at-large seats. This means all senators would represent all students.
Currently,the senate seats are broken up by
from page 8
colleges. If there are twice as many Liberal
Arts and Sciences students than Engineering
resolution passed.
Lyons could not explain the logic for these College students, the senate should have twice
rules. "I don't know why it has to go through as many Liberal Arts seats as Engineering.
Wolland proposed more stringent requiresenate for approval. I guess it does — it's in the
rules." He explained that the rules were written ments for becoming a senator; he bumped the
at least 30 years ago. "I honestly don't know requirement of attaining 25 signatures from the
why they were written the way they were," candidate's college to 50 signatures including
•at least three from each college.
Lyons said.
"Rare is the GSS even capable of making
Some senate uproar may have been caused
because in the College of Liberal Arts and changes within the practices of funding of our
Sciences, all the senate sears are full. Some own colleges. Moreover,the college represensenators who belong to the Liberal Arts college tation system is consistently systematically
represent other colleges, such as Engineering undermined by our own standard practice of
or Natural Sciences. Because senators may appointing students to represent colleges of
only run for a seat in the college they belong to, which they are not a member," the resolution
states.
some will lose their seats
MacKinnon said too many people submitThe other resolution the Policy and
ted forms to the Liberal Arts College, but not Procedure Committee is discussing has to do
enough submitted forms to other colleges. This with amending the Fair Election Practices
Commission's guidelines in hopes to clear up
means some of the seats will be contested.
The way MacKinnon divided the seats, some of these contradictions.
This resolution, submitted by Sen. Abtin
there will be no at-large senators.
"I feel a lot of good senators might be Mehdimdegan, would also change the senate
seat setup of what cosponsor Sen. Harmon
replaced," said Sen. Christopher Harmon.
called an "antiquated system."
The resolution would change the represenResolutions being discussed
tation system from being only college-enrollabout senate seats
ment based into more general, at-large sears —
Two resolutions to change the commis- much like the earlier resolution. The major difsion's guidelines have gone to the Policy and ference in this one is it stipulates there would
Procedure Committee where they will be be two representatives from each college.
debated. The policy committee will then sugMacKinnon worked with three senators to
gest how the senate should vote on the resolu- draft the resoiution, which was met with resistance.
tions.
"Some other senators came in, kind of
These two resolutions contradict each other.
Both state how senate seats should be divid- opposed to what we were doing. There are
some senators who want to throw away with
ed.
The first, submitted by Sen. Ross Wolland, apportionment altogether and wantjust at-large
would eliminate all college-specific seats and seats," MacKinnon said.

SG

was in the Senate
Rules,"
Standing
said.
MacKinnon
Despite the debate, the

News Editor

Technology
As many as 1,000 University of
Maine FirstClass accounts were
hacked into with a Trojan horse
virus,resulting in the arrest offormer
UMaine student James Wieland on
Wednesday, Nov. 12.
Police arrested Wieland for
Aggravated Criminal Invasion of
Computer Privacy — a Class C
felony. Wieland attended UMaine
from the fall of 2000 until the spring
of 2008 as a business student.
The hacked e-mail accounts
belonged almost entirely to students.
UMaine sent a message late
Wednesday night informing the people whose accounts may have been
jeopardized.
"This is an unusual crime for university police to investigate and to
arrive at this conclusion with, primarily because it's such a new area of
criminal justice and police investigation," Director of Public Safety Noel
Mareh said.
The FBI, Maine State Police's
Computer Crime Task Force and
UMaine's Information Technologies
Department have been helping
Public Safety conduct the investigation.
"We have been able to document
that this activity has gone back as far
as August of 2007 — 14 or 15
months ago. We are continuing our
investigation because we have reason to believe that this activity preceded August of 2007, maybe by a
number of years, undetected,"
March said.
Investigators tracked IP addresses to determine Wieland was the

A changing Student
Government and Commission
President of System-wide Student
Government Sean Rankin said some ofthe discrepancies are coming up now because this is
the first senate election anyone can remember.
Usually senate elections are canceled because
the sears are not filled,and thus,there is no contention.
"These issues have never had to be
addressed before; it just doesn't make sense. I
think the end outcome will be an efficient
FEPC,"Rankin said."Thank goodness for senate elections. All these-issues will be resolved."
Rankin co-sponsored the second of the
election resolutions that would make all senate
seats general, at-large positions except for the
two per college.

Commission autonomy
"FEPC should be a check on senate, and
anything that prohibits them from being an
unbiased check on senate should be eliminated," Rankin said, also stating that by nominating all of the commission's members, "we
[senate] are not trying to hedge the market in
our favor. We want to put the best people in
office."
MacKinnon agrees that the Fair Election
Practices Commission should have autonomy.
"It's been disorganized for a while,"
MacKinnon said,explaining there has riot been
sufficient interest to keep the FEPC at the minimum of four members."In a perfect world, I
think the FEPC should be autonomous."

Lack of interest in
commission — what next?
MacKinnon is the only person on the
commission. This is problematic because

perpetrator. Police said there are no
other suspects at this time.
There have not been any reports
of identity theft.
IT will not install any new protection systems to prevent this in the
future. According to Executive
Director of IT John Gregory, this
was not a security failure.
"It wasn't a vulnerability in the
mail system that we support centrally. It was penetration of this one-onone trust," Gregory said. The "oneon-one trust" refers to e-mail users.
The Trojan virus is sent as an email attachment. The e-mail can be
from an e-mail address of a friend.
March said hackers who are good at
this can fly under the radar for years
before being discovered. The virus
allowed Wieland to record keystrokes, which could potentially
have given him access to users' passwords and other personal information.
"This issue came to our attention
because of an unusual circumstance,
in that two people found themselves
receiving e-mails when they were
both together on a plane and could
not have possibly been sending emails to one another. This initial clue
led us to open up an investigation,"
March said.
He said the No. 1 cases in
Bangor's FBI office are cybercrimes.
"It used to be that someone
would stick you up with a gun or
mug you on the street at night There
are so many more sophisticated
ways today to take advantage of an
unsuspecting person," March said.
Wieland is free on bond and has a
Jan. 30 arraignment date at the superior court in Bangor. "It is entirely
possible that additional charges will
be forthcoming as determined by the
Penobscot
County
District
Attorney," March said.

the commission's guidelines stipulate,
"membership shall not fall below four
members(one senate and three non-senate)
in addition to the chair." When the membership falls below- the required four, the
senate is supposed to immediately fill the
spots.
As of Thursday, Sept. 18, two senators
and two non-senators had been nominated
to commission seats. One non-senate
member accepted. Because there can only
be one senator on the commission, the senate will take a majority vote at Tuesday's
meeting to decide between Sen. Jennifer
Dana and Sen. Matthew Pittis.
There are some ambiguities about how
the elections and senate will continue if the
remaining seats are not filled.
"In theory, what could happen is the
senate would just stay open. The senate
couldn't adjourn until it filled those seats,"
Lyons said. "The senate would find itself
in a position where it is forced to fill those
seats. If they can't do that in the course of
next meeting, then they would continue
staying in session until they did so."
MacKinnon interpreted the situation of
not filling the commission's seats differently.
"If that doesn't happen, I'll just run the
elections myself I guess — which would
be actually very hard to do," MacKinnon
said.
The Constitution of the University of
Maine Student Government; Standing
Rules of the General Student Senate; the
guidelines of the University of Maine Fair
Elections Practices Commission; the job
description of the Fair Elections Practices
Commission chair; and the three most
recent resolutions regarding the Fair
Elections Practices Commission can all be
found attherratinerampus.comIstudentgov.
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BAT
from page 12

been able
to liquiit
date
because I
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Hanselman, a fourth-year noon to later afternoon hours,
English student. Ross Tabor, a around 3 or 4."
The need for later hours will
fifth-year philosophy and history student who rides the bus be partially addressed for
to get both to campus and downtown Orono riders by the
Bangor, was • "very excited new shuttle service that will be
put in place this fall. The servabout the new loop."
will run until 7 p.m.
ice
Old
the
of
patrons
Many
Town route of the BAT system, Monday through Thursday and
which loops from Old Town until midnight on Fridays and
through Orono and down to Saturdays.
The other rider suggestions
Bangor, had praise for the sysless likely to be addressed.
are
fourtha
Miller,
tem. Nicol
year studio art and anthropolo- Aside from the Orono shuttle
gy student, said the bus is vital service, no new routes are
to his schedule, and "it makes planned in the near future
because they would require
things a lot easier."
a bus fleet already in
stretching
defend
to
driven
felt
Tabor
the bus system, expressing need of upgrading.
As McNeil and driver Sue
Wagner both pointed out, most
of the system's problems could
"If there wasn't
be mitigated by having more
someone to carpool
buses available — including
with at 8:30, I
issues of buses being late or
off-schedule. When there are
would be sleeping
buses that break down, 'it is
on couches."
necessary to have replacements that sometimes are not
Charity Harmon
available.
The BAT system is considPsychology student
ering a schedule alert system.
McNeil's office is working to
incredulity that many people implement an instant messagfail to use the bus. When asked ing system that could notify
why he thought that was, he riders of schedule changes.
said, "they like their cars, The major drawback, he said,
they're lazy, they don't care is that many riders are not on
about the environment, they're their computers at all times,
, they don't care about especially at the bus stop, and
a
as of yet, there is no way of
their fellow human beings."
In spite of the popularity of instantly bringing information
the- BAT system, riders were to riders.
McNeil said another BAT
quick to express a particular
system pilot program called
desire: more hours of service.
"If there wasn't someone to MODES will launch soon,
carpool with at 8:30,- said which would allow a comCharity Harmon, a psychology muter to go online, click on
student, "I would be sleeping their bus route and receive
information about possible
on couches." ,
Most riders mentioned a roadblocks, detours and other
need for later service hours, important details that could
but some riders wished for affect their trip. AMTRAK in
and Boston actively uses the sysservice,
Sunday
tem, and Bangor will join
buses
that
Hanselman wished
came by more often on certain Portland and South Portland in
peak hours. "More bus times launching MODES in the near
would be helpful ... during future.

might need it."
McNeil is hopeful. The
recently passed $787 billion
federal stimulus package
includes $11 billion for train
and bus public transportation
projects across the country.
Some of that money is expected to come to the aid of
Maine's four major bus systems, all of which are in need
of upgrading. The six buses
would cost $600,000 each to
replace, and while McNeil was
hesitant to speak too soon
about how much funding the
BAT system would be receiving, he could "safely say that
some of the six Ibusesl will be
in the stimulus [packager
Though stimulus funds cannot be used toward new projects, the BAT system, in collaboration with the Orono
the
and
Council
Town
University of Maine, plans to
implement a new shuttle route.
The service will run between
campus and downtown Orono
on a half-hour loop, and will
be free for all riders. A Feb. 9
meeting of the Orono Town
Council unanimously approved
the route "without hesitation,"
said McNeil, who spoke at the
meeting to explain the proplan.
posed
Amy Brooks + The Maine Campus'
Its pilot program, which
Officer Paradis rolls in luxury with a snack in hand on his police specific T3
includes implementation and
Series Personal Mobility Vehicle. Issue date: 11/3/08
running costs, is expected to
cost a little less than $120,000
a year over a three-year period.
of the group and the demonstration will be
State funding will cover
is always so directed to the building projects
$30,000 for every year of the
Bangor Habitat for Humanity.
program, with the Town of
from page 13 welcoming of "It's
really important to raise
and cheery. I
Orono and UMaine each concouldn't have made a better deci- awareness about these living
tributing $45,000.
member
said
sion in devoting my time to this conditions,"
In addition to the Town
Shannon Lyons, a first-year biolclub."
Council's approval, the new
Their plans do not stop there. ogy student, "because we often
shuttle service is getting a
To wrap up their demonstra- forget that when we live in the
warm reception from BAT ridtion after warming up from four comfort of our dorms, these peoers.
nights in the cold, Habitat for ple are living in insufficient, sub"I think the new shuttle
Humanity will host a concert standard housing."
service is great," said Ruth
UMaine community members
Saturday, Feb. 7 from 8 to 11
are
invited to stop by the demonAnderson
Keith
Orono's
p.m. at
Community Center. The show stration, which, apart from being
costs $1 and will include acts by the only shanties on the mall —
Hungarian Hot Wax, The until the Foster Innovation
Nontraditional Students Association (NSA), Student Government, Inc. (SG),
Exclusive, Broken 45 and James Center builds igloos thete on
Gilmore — plus a raffle for gift Wednesday — will also be idenand Commuter Et Non-Traditionat Student Programs(CNTSP)congratulate
certificates, clothes, music and tified by a large banner advertisover 200 non-traditional students earning a degree this spring. They are
ing their cause and sponsors.
other items.
an inspiration to us all. Here are just a few of them:
The primary goal is to demon- Anyone can come to show supmaking
by
or
site
tent
the
at
port
strate the plight of thousands of
families. a donation at the group's table in
Bangor
Greater
T. Olaf Johnson
Gretchen Anderson
Proceeds from both the concert the Union.

Habitat

Baldacci
praised
Michaud and
from page 12 Sen.
Susan
Collins for securing funding for
the center. Baldacci credited the
recent stimulus package, which
Collins and Michaud helped
pass, for providing continuing
funding for the center, saying,
"It couldn't have been done
without our congressional delegation."
Collins remarked on the relatively quick transition from
research and development to the
private sector.
"It is, after all, the goal of
R&D to commercialize it, to see
it creating spin off companies

Bridge

and treating great jobs right
here in Maine," Collins said.
Infrastructure
"Advanced
Technologies is continuing to
work to turn the composite
bridge arch technology developed right here in Orono into a
nationwide industry. As AIT
builds new bridges, it will be
building a new economy and
new opportunities for Maine
people."
The press conference ended
with a ceremonial cutting of the
ribbon for the Neal Bridge,
which opened for traffic in
December.
The press conference is
online in its entirety at
mainecampus.com.

Have a nice summer

Bonnie J. Bates
Tessa Marie Beaucage
Jacqueline Elisabeth Bellwood
Russell Paul Boynton
Jessica Sue Carter
Christopher Edward Cheverie
Meghan Elizabeth Chute
Sara Gaslin
Catharine Slyne Gignac
Jasie Lee Costigan
Miranda Mary Gray'
Kaitlin B. Guildford
Susan Joan Hatch
Rebecca Bayley Houghton
Bonnie Hunter
Brendon Ireland

Leslie Eve Matheson
Track Jeanine McCoy
Taylor Mayo McDonald
Meghan McPhee
S. James Mehorter
Jordan B. Netzer
Sara Kate O'Connell
Nancy Elizabeth Pike
Devin Roy Prock
Elisa Lena Ross
Kathie Slowikowski
Jamie Stahl
Ann-Marie George Stover
Adam Kirk Swenson
Laura M. Thomas
Tina Marie White

Non-traditional students are over 24, veterans of the armed services,
out of school for several years, or assuming multiple life roles such
as parent, spouse/partner, or family caretaker.
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Jonathon
Yellow bear
from page 7 testified
against the
bills, saying his wife of 10 years
left him for another woman.
"I came home and caught
them in the act, in a not so flattering way. I divorced her on the
adultery,"
grounds
of
Yellowbear said. He asked that
the committee vote the bills
down, "before someone else's
marriage ends in divorce
because someone decided they
had to be gay."
Some people who testified
for the bills compared gay marriage to the civil rights movement. This upset Kimberly
Campbell, who spoke against
the bills. She was offended that
the proponents compared gay
discrimination to racial discrimination.
"That [Civil Rights] movement did not protect behavior,"
she said. Campbell spoke about
how she could not hide her race
in a job interview or elsewhere.
"As a black female I can't do
that, my differences are apparent immediately."
Duane Dumont said the bills,
which are supposed to be antidiscriminatory, were in themselves discriminatory.
"Let the law state that if I
want to marry two women, or
my sister, or a chimp ... that's
OK," Dumont said. "If we redefme the definition of marriage
we're going to start changing it.
... There are a lot of people out
there who might want to marry
their dog or cat."

Bill

The Religious Arguments
Religious leaders for the proponents lined up against the

front of the auditorium.
Rev. Mark Worth and
approximately 60 other religious leaders approached the
proponent microphone. Worth is
a minister at the Unitarian
Universalist Church in Castine
who works for the Religious
Coalition for the Freedom to
Marry in Maine.
"What unites us is our unwavering support for equal, legal
marriage rights for same-sex
couples," Worth said. So far, he
said 166 religious leaders have
signed the group's declaration
of support for same-sex marriage.
"Good marriages benefit the
entire community. Legal marriage promotes family stability
and cohesiveness," he said. "...
Marriage promotes family values that should be available to
all families, not just straight
families."
These religious testimonies
upset some people on the opposition,
including
Daniel
Campbell. He disagreed with
the testimony of Worth and the
Religious Coalition for the
Freedom to Marry in Maine.
"I'm very disappointed in
some of the things, I've heard
from the clergy today." As he
spoke, the crowd turned their
backs to him. "I'll turn and look
at you. You will be responsible
to God for your behavior. He
[God] is watching."
Daniel Campbell argued that
being gay is a behavioral choice.
"I'm a fat guy. I see some of
you guys are a little overweight
yourself. There is something we
can do about that, isn't there?
Homosexuality is a behaviorally
defined condition," Daniel
Campbell said. ,"Marriage is
marriage and homosexuality is

behaviorally defined."
Rev. Steve Young also spoke
against the bills. He said gay
people get sick more than
straight people, and this would
cause an increased spending on
healthcare. He said gay people
and "our school children who
will be force-fed propaganda"
would be hurt by gay marriage.
He said Jesus taught only heterosexual marriage and said
"homosexual activity is vile."
He referred to gay and lesbian
partners as "roommates" and
described his repulsion at gay
intimacy.
The Needs of a Child
Both sides brought up scientific arguments.
Margaret Yates identified
herself as a nurse in Maine when
she testified against the bills.
"I have experience in public
health and I've seen the effects
of children who are raised outside of a traditional marriage,"
she said.
•
"To intentionally create
motherless or fatherless children" does not meet the needs of
the child.
"There are questions on their
[child's] gender identify and of
the female/male role definitions," Yates said."Each child is
entitled to their identity and the
bonding care of the mother and
father."
Proponents included a pediatrician and a psychologist
Daniel Summers, a pediatrician said, "Children raised by
gay and lesbian couples do not
differ from those of heterosexual parents."
David Lilly, the presidentelect
of
the
Maine
Psychological Association said

there are no significant differences between gay and straight
relationships. He cited the
American
Psychological
Association and said, "there is
not scientific evidence that
parental effectiveness is different between gay and straight
parents."
Time was allotted ror people
neither for nor against the bills.
Mark Henkel of Old Orchard
Beach spoke for polygamists.
He said divorce "proves our
society's sickness" and that
"marriage control is as anti-freedom as gospel control."
"If Heather can have two
mommies, why can't she have
two mommies and a daddy?"
Henkel asked.
An Extended Discussion
The meeting was interrupted
for a few minutes when burnt
popcorn triggered a fire alarm
and everyone evacuated.
When the clock reached 8
p.m. and approximately 20 people were still lined up on both
sides to give testimony, the
committee members passed
notes back and forth. Sen.
Lawrence Bliss, the senate
chair, told the audience that the
notes were to confirm that the
committee would stay to listen
to the testimonies of the people
still in two lines — one for
opponents, one for proponents
— waiting to speak. Each of
those people got one minute, as
opposed to the three minutes
allotted to people who spoke
before 8 p.m.
The Judiciary Committee
will meet Tuesday, April 28 for
a work session on these bills.
The entire video of the event is
uploaded to mainecampus.com.
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Family
and
friends were his
from page 6 No. 1 priority,
but his kindness
spread into the entire community.
"He would honestly do anything
for anyone, and was always there to
help," said Megan Sturgeon, a friend
of James.
"Brian's heart did not only extend
to his family and friends. He once
said to me, 'Nobody wants to be
hated because of their personality or
actions. I think everyone deserves a
second chance.' Such a statement is
symbolic of how he treated everyone," Ireland said.
James was often captured smiling
in photographs. He had a broad grin,
encompassed by his round, rosy
cheeks. His blond hair, kept in a
short, military-style cut, peeked out
from the baseball cap he often wore
in his pictures.
A third-year student majoring in
Public Administration, he was an
accomplished student and soldier.
He was a senior airman in the
101st Security Forces, stationed in
Bangor. Enlisting in the Air Force in
2005, the same year he graduated
high school, James balanced school
and his career with equal enthusiasm.
He was a distinguished graduate
Security
his
from
Force
Apprenticeship Course. He also
received awards for marksmanship
and the Maine State Academic
Achievement Award.
"He was an exceptional student at
the military course he attended and
at the University of Maine," said
Capt. Shannon Cotta of the Maine
National Guard.
Cotta said James held an important position at the Bangor base.
Because most military aircraft flows
through Maine on foreign deployments, security is crucial. His division was also trained in refueling
military
planes
bound
for
Afghanistan and Iraq over the
Atlantic Ocean.
"He played an important role
safeguarding those activities," Cotta
said.
James carried this sort of commitment over to his schoolwork as
well.
"He was a very good student. I
remember him with a big smile,
cracking a joke here and there," said
Tom Taylor, chair of the Public
Administration deparfthent.
"We were just shocked when we
heard about this. ... We really feel
sorry we're missing a good man."
His classmates remember him
similarly.
When Marie Guignard transferred to UMaine from University of
Maine at Presque Isle, she was worried about meeting new people.
"I always found something to talk
about or usually laugh about when
talking to Brian and my other classmates. My worries about being
scared about being a new person on
a new campus were soon over,"
Guignard said.
"Statistics class just will not be
the same, especially being able to
laugh at certain things in class —
like laughing about last week's lecture on three-way Chi-squares."
James also kept himself busy outside school and work.
He completed emergency medical
technician training at Eastern Maine
Community College and had plans
to become a firefighter.
He hoped to be a border patrol
agent or a Drug Enforcement
Administration agent after graduation.
"His goals were never-ending,"
Sturgeon said.

James
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The vicepresidential
from page 3 candidate
described
the past 30 years of energy policy as a failure. "John and I will
adopt an 'all of the above'
approach. In our administration,
that will mean developing new
energy sources. It means harnessing alternative sources like
wind and solar and biomass and
geothermal," she said. Palin said
her platform would support the
development of clean coal technology and nuclear energy.
According to Patin, developing
these alternative energy sources
will create American jobs. "Our
plan for nuclear will create nearly 700,000 new jobs."
Palin mentioned her plans to
help families with special needs
children and the wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan. "John McCain
has always, always put his
country first. lie is the only

Palin

Eryk Salvaggio + The Maine Campus
Leadership Center in Memorial Union
Wade
the
of
front
in
voters
greets
McCain
John
of
A cardboard cutout
at a table to spread the word about
cutout
the
up
in September, 2008. The UMaine College Republicans set
their candidate. Perhaps coincidentally, the cutout was staring directly at a table set up for supporters of
democratic candidate Barack Obama. Issue date: 9/15/08
arrangements
erke
Tuesday mornafter
from page 6 Ing
Gerke's death.
At press time, $1,295 had been
raised in roughly 36 hours.
"I'm in shock. It's just been such
a whirlwind," said Katy McAlister,
Gerke's sister. The siblings were
two years apart and best friends, she
said.
"My brother was an amazing
guy. He was a mentor to a lot of people," she said, adding they closely
shared interests and friends.
McAlister has been with the family
in Biddeford since Tuesday. "We
had a hard de together — our parents were divorced, we pretty much
only had each other."'
Gerke graduated from the
University of Maine in December
with a degree in civil engineering.
He studied and spoke German. He
was a brother in Sigma Phi Epsilon
and acted as one of the "naked five"
at UMaine hockey games — a zealous group of shirtless fans with the
letters M-A-I-N-E painted on their
chests. He was vice president of the
Sophomore Owls Honor Society.
Gerke was a world traveler. His
Facebook shows him in Spain,Italy,
Germany, Austria, the Czech
Republic, England and Ireland. He
volunteered in Chicago for
Alternative Spring Break in 2008
and coordinated YouthAIDS events
as well as Rock Against Rape at
UMaine.
Nearly every personal account of
Gerke involved his inseparable ties
to music — he was an avid percussionist and horn player.
"That kid lived for music. That's
where he felt the best, was through
music. It was so much more than
just an outlet for him," student Jess
Long said. She grew up on Gerke's
street and saw him every day in her

G

sophomore year of high school.
Like Gerke's closest friends, she
knew him as Andy."He was a band
geek and proud of it."
Friend Daniel Raphael Cooper in
an e-mail called Gerke "probably
the most disciplined musician I've
known," saying he was a "serious
musical inspiration" for him.
Gerke was- a member of many
marching,jazz and pep bands in his
life. He marched with several drum
corps, including the Boston
Crusaders on trumpet in 2005 and
the Phantom Regiment on mellophone in 2006. He traveled to
Florida several times with ensembles. On Sunday Gerke told a Maine
Campus editor that he was looking
forward to Seeing Killswitch
Engage and Chimaira live this
weekend in Portland.
Jamie Reinhold was a percussionist several years behind Gerke at
South Portland High School.
"Andy came back every year to
help out with our rehearsals and
shows. He pushed students hard but
in a kind and helpful way, and
everyone respected him," she stated
in an e-mail, calling his enthusiasm
"contagious."
"One of my fondest memories is
of him walking around our 'practice
field' — a parking lot, actually —
with his clipboard. After a wally
hard set, he came up to me and told
me I had really good marching technique. That compliment from Andy
made my night," Reinhold said.
"I've had so many tell me that
he's been just such an inspiration to
them," McAlister said. She called
her brother someone people could
always talk to.
As vice president for Student
Entertainment for most of autumn
2008, Gerke booked two high-profile acts, Dropkick Murphys and
0.A.R.,for one semester. Earlier, he

worked on the final Bumstock in
2006, the MTVU Tour, Dashboard
Confessional and Ben Folds with a
resume stretching as far back as
Gavin Degraw in April 2005.
"I think the students are going to
love it," Gerke said in September in
an interview about the Dropkick
Murphys concert. He prided himself
on the cheap ticket prices he'd created for students. He said he wanted to
give students and first-time concertgoers "a good time and show them
what a concert's about."

"You know when you
see someone like Tony
Hawk do a trick and
you think,'He makes
that look so easy?'
That's how Ifelt
about Andy."
Brandon Aaskov
Friend since seventh grade

"He's bigger than life," Long
said. She characterized Gerke's
impossible-to-pinpoint personality
as"a professional young person."
"He looks you in the eye when
he talks to you and he makes you
feel like you're there, and he sees
you," Long said. She continued to
shift between past and present tense
in remembering her friend.
"He was hilarious, he was fun to
be around, but he knew how to get
down to business," stated alumnus
Brett Sowerby in an e-mail."I probably only know him a fraction better
than the hundreds of other students
Andrew interacted with — I think
that was one of the great things
about it: He was able to make people feel like they were great friends

According to Bradley, hourly
The chan- fiscal year. Such actions would not
UMS
cellor's origi- solve the problem, but would help employees require little to no severance pay and only four weeks'
nal proposal buy time to find a better solution.
from page 5 for
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paychecks so they fall on the next bers, mostly hourly employees.

man in this race who talks
about the wars America is
fighting, and he isn't afraid to
use the word victory."
Along with summarizing the
McCain campaign's plans for
energy, war and the economy,
Palin made a few jabs at the
democratic presidential candidate Sen. Barack Obama."They
[Obama and Sen. Joe Bidenl
look to the past because they
would rather run against the current administration, it sounds
like, and that strategy, though
thankfully, is starting to wear
very, very thin."
Palin closed, saying "We are
not a perfect nation, but we
learn from our mistakes. What
we collectively represent though
are some perfect ideals about
freedom, about tolerance, about
equal rights, about hard work
being rewarded and about the
need to fight for those virtues of
freedom."

and truly important to him. I think
he really did think they were important to him."
Director of Campus Activities
and Events Gustavo Burkett knew
Gerke personally and in a professional capacity, working together to
craft student entertainment.
"Just talking with alumni and Sig
Ep, I've heard more stories today
than I've heard in years," Burkett
said on Tuesday. "He was always
energized about something. He was
a very positive person."
"You would be talking about
something very serious, and he
would make up a word in the middle of a sentence and you're like,
'What?' Then you'll realize he just
made that up. He had fun with what
he was doing," said Burkett, a Sig
Ep alum.
Gerke's Sig Ep brother and
Student Government President
Owen McCarthy said 15 to 20
brothers and alumni went to the hospital Monday and Tuesday.
Many Sig Ep members and
friends of Gerke spent Tuesday in
the fraternity's library, consoling
each other and reminiscing.
"We started telling some stories
about Andrew,some funny stories,"
McCarthy said. He remembered
Gerke's sense of style — specifically his stylish glasses — as a first
impression.,
"He made a point when you
were new in the fraternity to meet
you,get to know you. He really connected with you pretty immediately."
His favorite Andrew Gerke story
is last summer, when McCarthy was
living in Ohio..
"He knew I was by myself,so he
used to just call to talk. He was like,
'Oh,I'm coming to Cincinnati,' and
I'm like, 'Oh, that's great,—
McCarthy said. "And Andrew's

like, 'I can't see you, though. I just
wanted to let you know I'd be in the
area.' Oh, thank you, Andrew,
thanks a lot." Like many nice-guy
stories about Gerke, McCarthy's has
a comic bite.
"He definitely was the typical
'salt of the earth' Mainer that would
give you the shirt off his back even
if you didn't ask for it," Aaskov said.
Environmental
and
Civil
Engineering Department chair Eric
Landis was Gerke's advisor and
professor. They were acquainted
since Gerke was a first-year student.
Landis called him likable and personable with "very diverse interests." They met at least once per
semestet.
"He wasn't sure what tic wanted
to do, but he obviously had many
opportunities in front of him,"
Landis said.
Aaskov said Gerke attained an
almost competitive zeal when he
faced adversity.
"I've tried pretty hard to take that
kind of attitude toward life, and I
still have a hard time," Aaskov stated in an e-mail. "You know when
you see someone like Tony Hawk
do a trick and you think, He makes
that look so easy'?' That's how I felt
about Andy."
Aaskov said Gerke applied to
more than 60 employers recently.
"It was strange how he said it
though. He was just commenting on
the economy, not complaining or
looking for sympathy," Aaskov said.
Burkett acknowledged it is "a
painful time" and encouraged the
community to find personally suitable ways to deal with their grief.
He recommended
UMaine's
Counseling Center.
"Use each other, because there's
no one better than someone who
knew the person to help you remember," Burkett said.

your
had
income
from page 5 coming in
steady.
Then all of a sudden that's gone,
and you have no idea where
you're going to work. And there
are no options. That was two
years before I got this job here.
That wasn't because I wasn't a
good worker or qualified,"
Shorey said.
Shorey hadn't heard word of
any layoffs in his department.
"Quite frankly, 1 don't think
they'll be able to cut back from
custodial. They're already cut
back. They got a lot of guys doing

Jobs
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two or three buildings, and they
aren't getting done the way
they're supposed to get done
now," he said.
The paper mill closings are
similar to reflections of this economic time, according to Shorey.
"It's kind of ironic, because I
see the automobile industry and
all these other industries are
going through what the paper mill
industry and the lumber industry
already went through in 2002 —
and we didn't get no bailouts."
His advice?
"I went through what the
country is going through now ...
just hang in there."
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Ogheneovo
Dibie laughed
and
clapped
from the sixth
row of the Collins
Center for the Arts as he watched fellow students perform.
The packed auditorium cheered along as
Forrest Dantzler took center stage and danced a solo
hip-hop routine in tribute to Black History Month. As
part of the International Dance Festival on Feb. 14, he
wore a New York Yankees hat from his home, the
Bronx. His white sneakers moved quickly to the beat,
and he smiled at the audience, an ethnically diverse
group of all ages.
His "Dream" dance was the last number of the
festival. When the music and lights died, a picture
of Martin Luther King,Jr. glowed on the backdrop.
It gave way to a picture of Barack °barna.
Underneath read "A Dream Realized."
Dibie, a third-year student from Nigeria,
helped organize the event.
"To people back home, it's amazing to them
to see how far America has come," Dibie said.
Dibie left Kaduna,Nigeria for the first time in
2006 at the age of 18 to study computer science
at an American university. His parents agreed to
send him to the U.S. when he explained he
would get a better echication in technology here.
He crossed the Maine border by bus.
"It was really strange. It was just like bushes — really thick vegetation, fewer houses ...
I thought,'What did I get myself into? I'm in
the middle of nowhere,— Dibie said with a
wide grin.
Despite his initial worry, UMaine proved
welcoming. Although sometimes he is the
only black student in a packed lecture, he
doesn't feel out of place. He thinks students
are more concerned with character than
appearance.
"Many people back home still had this
notion that America is segregated ... Now
it's obvious to the world that America has
seen a lot of progress since the dark ages of
segregation," Dibie said.
President Barack Obama's win proved
this to him.
Dibie watched the inauguration alone in
his room. Afterward, his mother called
from Nigeria to ask if he had seen it.
"It's inspiring to me personally that the
glass ceiling is broken — that I can achieve
whatever I can put my mind to as long as
I'm honest, hardworking and have a bit of
luck," Dibie said.

In Nigeria, his parents were concerned about
American music videos displaying gangs, drugs and violence. They worried black stereotypes portrayed by the
media would affect Dibie as a student in the U.S.
such as interra"There's the idea that if you send your kid to America, cial dating and
they'll come back as a thug ... That's why lots of people job application.
send their kids to the U.K. They'll come back more civil He calls it "colorin a way," Dibie said with a long bout of laughter.
blind racism" — a belief that
His reports home of good grades and extracurricular everything is equal and racism is a thing of the past.
involvement put his parents at ease. Wearing a black People act like skin color doesn't matter, even in sitcowboy hat and down jacket bought by his parents, he uations when it does. Some say this less blatant
hurries around campus with a busy schedule.
form of racism is the most common in America
When asked about the black stereotype portrayed in today.
the media, he grew serious and said,"I think there's a lit"Color will still be the first thing anybody
tle bit of truth to it, yeah — not entirely."
will see," Dantzler said.
So While Black History Month is about
applauding the nation's progress, it is also about
"It's not just about the struggles of African
acknowledging the problems that still need to
be addressed.
Americans in America, but the struggles of
Black residents made up 13.5 percent of the
all black people around the world."
total U.S. population in 2007. Blacks were the
largest minority group in 24 states, including
- Dibie Ogheneovo, third-year student Maine, according to the U.S. Census.
African-American historian Carter G.
Woodson created Negro History Week on
He thinks some young black people see music artists Feb. 12, 1926. It wasn't until 1976 that it
as role models and copy their behaviors, but he's hopeful became a month-long celebration, recogrole models like Obama can have a positive influence.
nized by the government as a part of the
Dibie said he has gained an understanding of the nation's bicentennial.
importance of Black History Month.
"A lot of it has to do with the resistance
"It's not just about the struggles of African Americans people have had against black culture," said
in America, but the struggles of all black people around Judith Josiah-Martin,director of the multicultural programs. She is an Afro-Caribbean
the world," Dibie said.
Dantzler, the hip-hop dancer, is the president of the U.S. citizen who moved to America at age 15.
African Student Association and a third-year secondary"The whole purpose really is to just edueducation student. He has celebrated Black History cate the nation on the contribution of AfricanAmericans to the history of America," JosiahMonth on campus and at home in New York.
When asked what the month means to him, he said, Martin said.
"My life. If it wasn't for those who accomplished what
For Black History Month, Josiah-Martin is
helping student organizations and academic
they did in the past, I wouldn't be here right now."
To celebrate every year, Dantzler chooses one person departments plan a mixture of events, from
involved in black history and learns more about them. He panel discussions to bowling.
has done this since childhood. His grandfather used to
The International Dance Festival was a
assign a historical figure to him and his siblings each chance for students to express different culweek of February. At the end of each week, he graded tures, and for Dantzler, it was a way to celetheir research reports. To complete.the monthly celebra- brate black history away from home.
tion, his family gathered to watch historical movies about
"The thing that people need to understand
is that if you're interested in learning a culblack history.
On campus, Dantzler attends Black History Month ture, or just like it, you shouldn't be afraid.
events such as the Black Student Union Games Night You should take advantage of that," Dantzler
and the hip-hop lecture. He encourages everyone to said before the festival.
attend diversity events, no matter what color their skin.
At the end of the festival, he accepted a
He is optimistic about UMaine's overall attitude bouquet as the event's artistic director. The
toward diversity but recognizes some problems. For audience laughed as he petted his flowers and
example, he thinks the UMaine Multicultural Center in pretended to tear up.
"Forrest[Dantzlerj was great, but I expectHannibal Hamlin Hall should be moved to a more cened him to be great," Dibie said, rising with the
tral location for easier student access.
Nationally, he says Obama's election is a step in the audience to applaud the performers.
right direction, but he sees racism persist in aspects of life
"I'm definitely dancing next year."
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5uggling junkies
cfssue date: 11/10/08

By Aislinn Sarnacki
Staff reporter
Modern jugglers perform alongside
sword swallowers, trapeze artists, magicians and lion tamers. They have a long
history as entertainers, first appearing on
an ancient Egyptian tomb dating from
between 1994 and 1781 B.C. In good
weather, students might catch sight of
the University of Maine's jugglers performing on the mall.
In the past, the UMaine Juggler's
Society was a recognized club, funded by
the General Student Senate. Now they
are a small group of five to 10 students.
They meet weekly and encourage students to join them to watch or learn, but
they aren't aiming for official club status.
"It's kind of an experience where you
get to live in the moment. It's kind of
- like music in that sense ... holding a juggling pattern or performing music ...
you kind of focus on one thing and don't
have to worry about anything else,"
Juggler's Society President Adam
Duncan said.
They meet at 3 p.m. every Saturday at
Memorial Gym. Duncan brings a duffle
bag filled with props, and club members
dive in.
Duncan has been juggling for nine
years, starting before he
entered high school.
He is a mathematics and

computer science student who is planning his capstone project — a program
that will analyze a juggling video and
pick out different events in a juggling
pattern.
"I am interested mostly in technical
juggling ... things that are hard and
complicated," Duncan said.
Duncan can juggle up to five clubs
and seven balls at once.
Juggling is a combination of mathematics and hand-eye coordination.
Second-year ecology and environmental
science
student
Stephanie Tanzella began juggling four years ago during her
junior year of high school. She
learned from a friend and has
always preferred to learn by
observation and hands-on
instruction.
"1 like it because it's a continuous challenge," Tanzella
said.
To improve skills and learn new patterns, jugglers engage in warm-up exercises that build muscle memory. To learn
how to juggle four balls, Tanzella works
on juggling two in each hand.
"You wouldn't expect a singer to hit
their highest note without warming up,"
Duncan said.
"Once you get the first step down,
you can build off of that," Tanzella said.
The most(mullion form of juggling is
toss juggling, where jugglers, throw
objects into the air. These objects, often
referred to as props, can be a number of
things. Balls, beanbags, rings and clubs
are most common. Some performers take a gamble with
more dangerous props such as
knives, chainsaws and lit
torches.

In July 2007, Duncan went to the
"You try, to get a decent pass down,
World Jugging Federation Convention in and then you try to incorporate it into a
Hartford, Conn. The weeklong event pattern. The most basic is a four count,
brings together some of the best jug- where you pass every four beats,"
glers in the world.
Duncan said.
Society members are skilled at
Each beat is a throw. For an even
other forms of juggling and object number of beats, jugglers, always pass
manipulation like poi, devil stick, yo- with the same hand. For an odd number
yo, diablo and staff spinning.
of beats, they toss with alternate hands.
Tanzella's niche is poi, where some- When first learning to pass,jugglers usuone spins a heavy object around on the ally learn an even count so they can
end of a string, creating intricate pat- always pass with their dominant hand.
terns in the air. Often, performers will
Duncan is interested in perfecting patplace an LED light at the end of the terns with odd counts, also known as
string to draw shapes in the dark — or ambidextrous tossing. He enjoys learnthey light the end on fire.
ing more complex patterns and is reading
"Recently I went to a retreat for per- "The Mathematics of Juggling."
formances with tire. They ran classes
Eisenberg's expertise is in Diablo —
straight through the day, and at night involving an hourglass-shaped object sitthere was a field full of fire perform- ting between two sticks on a string. The
ances," Tanzella said. She was one of hourglass spins and can be manipulated
the performers.
in different ways and thrown into the air.
At the end of the string, the juggler
Society member Trent Bechard comdips a ball in white gas or lamp oil. Once petes with a yo-yo at the international
lit, it burns for four to seven minutes.
level, according to Duncan.
"I use lamp oil because it's less scary,"
People have enjoyed watching
Tanzella said.
skilled jugglers for thousands of years.
Lamp oil takes longer to catch and Much of the appeal lies in its apparent
doesn't burn as brightly. With white gas, difficulty. The routines can be comspinners can perform a trick called spin- plex, but Duncan opens the skill up to
off: showering the ground with white gas anyone.
to form lines of lire around the performer.
"I think anyone could learn
"Poi is neat because there's a language to juggle. A lot of people
that comes along with it," Tanzella said.
tell me,'I'm not coordiA move is called either a weave or nated, I could never do
butterfly. Then, words are tagged onto that,' but that's just
the end of either term to signify different garbage. It's just a
tricks.
little
bit' of
Currently Duncan is teaching Tanzella patience and a
and society member Zev Eisenberg how little bit of
to pass clubs, an activity where two or practice,"
more jugglers throw objects between Duncan
each other.
said.
"It's a lot of fun. It's a great social
activity for 'jugglers and it's not a lot
harder than juggling alone," Duncan said.
He begins by teaching the basic passing techniques.

Photo courtes) of Zev Eisenberg
d
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Zev Eisenberg
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Custodians' pockets pinched
UMS' budget crisis causes employees to be frugal, work harder
Custodian's duties include
-Their gray carts and yellow
trash-bag holders are tucked cleaning offices, hallways,
away in locked closets or unfre- classrooms, bathrooms and
quented nooks all over campus. stairs. In the winter, they are
Each cart serves as an expres- responsible for shoveling the
sion of the person using it or the walkways of their.buildings.
The custodians at UMaine
building where it resides.
Brooms with frayed bristles, could be required to take one or
discolored dusters, disinfec- more furlough days to cut costs
tants, hand sanitizer, safety in the short-term for the
glasses, rubber gloves, toilet University of Maine System.
UMS
to
According
paper and spray bottles make up
the smorgasbord of supplies and Chancellor Richard Pattenaude
instruments that are the toolbox at Monday's town-meeting style
discussion, furlough days will
of the custodian.
Often glanced over.or paid protect workers from layoffs.
"Through the curtailment
no heed at all, University of
Maine custodians and their
Rubbermaid carts roam the
halls of more than 163 academic and administrative buildings
to make sure they are clean for
"Getting by is hard."
classes or work the next day. It
is a job the custodians do not
take lightly.
Ben Young
When UMaine implements
Custodian
its new strategy for avoiding
budget deficits, some jobs may
be cut. The threat of furlough
days or layoffs is a possibility.
Furlough days are unpaid vacaand continuing decline of
tion days.
Ben Young has been a custo- investment income, endowment
than at UNIaine tor five years. income and some tightening up
In that time, he has driven 100 of enrollment, there are shorttrip
from falls that have to be attended to
miles
round
Woodville five days a week to to balance this year's budget ...
nobody wants to do this. We're
come to Orono and clean.
asking for furloughs because
And he's struggling.
"Getting by is hard," Young [the presidents and affected
says while clutching his tall campuses] don't want to have to
broom and putting the finishing turn to layoffs to balance this
touches on a classroom in year's budget. Furloughs give us
some flexibility in the short
Barrows Hall.
He sweeps the dust piles in term to make more strategic
an orderly fashion to minimize decisions," Pattenaude said.
the time spent in each room.
This reassurance doesn't
"The way prices are right comfort Young, the breadwinnow, just being able to afford ner in his household. His wife is
gas is tough. At this point we've on medical disability, and the
started taking all the cans out of $300 he makes a week after
withholdings isn't easy to live
the garbage," he says.
Young wears glasses accom- on. Take some of that away with
panied by a rumpled salt and a furlough, and Young says it
pepper beard and is outfitted in will be a "rough time."
"We work our butts off as it
the custodian's uniform — a
dark navy blue shirt with the is," he says.
This is something he has
UMaine insignia over the left
breast and blue jeans. Every been through before. Young forday, he works film 4 p.m. to merly worked at the Old Town
midnight — or often longer. He Mill for 21 years before he was
feels that the custodians are laid off when it shut down in
already stretched too thin to 2003. He then worked flagging
effectively handle their current at construction sites before
duties.
coining to UMaine.
Normally, three custodians
Memorial Union custodian
are assigned to clean Barrows at Keith Shorey can relate. Shorey
night. Recently it has been only used to be a heavy equipment
Young and one other man. This operator at a stud mill in
forces Young to pick up the Passadumkeag. He is able to
slack.
keep things in perspective.
"I've been through it before,
"We spread ourselves out
doing what we have to do. and I take it as it comes. When 1
Eventually it all gets done, but first came to work here. 1 was
it might not be as well done as it mfiking wages I made in 1990,
could be," Young says. "We're so I had to make adjustments,"
doing our part on cutting back Shorey says.
this and that."
Shorey can be seen around
the Union when he comes in for
According to Young, it take
more than an eight-hour shift to work at 2 p.m every weekday.
clean the building in the winter. His beard would make him a

•

dead ringer for Santa Claus if it
weren't for the reddish brown
hairs down his cheeks. He takes
care of his daughter and mother,
both of whom live with him.
"You always have to live
within your means. That's what
everybody's doing in today's
economy. Unfortunately that
means no one is buying," he
says with a chuckle.
Shorey has a relaxed personality that allows him to succeed
in the often-hectic Union.
"There's something different
to do everyday, and it keeps me
busy," Shorey says. "But that's
okay. Time goes by quicker. I
really enjoy working here. I do
wish they paid more sometimes,
but what are you gonna do?"
According to David Fowler,
with
executive
custodian
Facilities Management, at this
point the only thing left to do is
wait for the unions represented
at UMaine to vote on a course
of action with regard to the furlough days.
"The unions have to vote,
and it takes time, to vote. Right
now it's too early and too hard.
to know what will happen. I've
beeft,here for 30 years, and I'Ve
seen:: this happen before. We
always seem to get through it,"
Fowler says.
Shorey, is a member of the
Teamsters Union Local 340 and.
hasn't heard any updates from
representatives.
union
According to Shorey, the union
at his mill used to have meetings on-site. Meetings for
Teamsters Local 340 are held in
Portland.
"The only time we hear from
the union is when we vote on
something," Shorey says.
Young is not represented by
a union.
"I feel like I can't afford it,"
he says.
Fowler would rather not lose
any employees on his staff.
"I wouldn't want to lose anyone, but I don't have any say.
We would make sure it doesn't
affect services. We wouldn't
allow it to affect services,"
Fowler said.
Shorey may be relaxed, but
he is also realistic.
"The furlough days aren't
going to be a permanent solution to anything. We'll just have
to wait and see what happens.
When there are things you can't
control, you have to move on.
That's something I've learned
over the years," he says.
Young continued to sweep
and move desks back into a
line. He cleans for the rest of
the night and has more rooms
to get to. He has no time right
now to worry about getting laid
off.
"I'll worry about it once it
happens. I'll do what I have to
do to find another job." he says..
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that University Park was helpful in returning to school.
"I was really, really excited when I
As students milled around Starbucks in found out about the family housing on
Memorial Union on a snowy afternoon, campus," Applegate said. "Through the
Mandy Becker, 27, rummaged through her kids, the parents became connected. It was
purse to find six toy cars. Among her a really cool place to live."
"If I did not get into University Park, I
school supplies and wallet were toys to diswouldn't have been able to get out of my
tract her 3-year-old son, Conner.
Shying away from anyone but his mom, mom's house and move up here," Becker
Conner opened up as soon as his cars hit said.
Although their living situations made
the table.
returning
easier, both mothers have discovit,"
on
fire
has
It
firetruck.
a
"That's not
he corrected Becker when she referred to ered that life is a balancing act, and
UMaine is not always child-friendly.
one of his trucks.
Applegate explained that when she
He,was quick to show the matching car
to school with Jillian, she didn't
returned
on his T-shirt. "Whoopsies," he said as he
to turn to and eventually coriwhom
know
table.
the
off
ears
his
bumped
Becker is a returning student at the ‘ nected with other parents in the non-tradiUniversity of Maine. This time, she had tional student folder on FirstClass. With
this small group of people, she worked
someone else to keep in mind.
creating a room for nursing mothtoward
She received her first undergraduate
ALANA center.
the
in
ers
years
five
education
elementary
degree in
Unfortunately, the room is located
ago. After graduation, she married and
gave birth to her son Conner. When she and on the fourth floor and was not child'
her husband split up, Becker realized she proof at first. "There were a bunch of
needed a job that would support both her different concerns," Applegate said.
Becker worries about childcare
and Conner. She explained she was looking
for Conner. When she becomes a
for a career path that was more "solid."
Becker has been back at the university graduate student, most of her classes
for two years and is taking foundation will be offered only at night. Most
classes to obtain her graduate degree in daycares close at 5 p.m.
Before Conner attended daycare
speech and language pathology
She lives in University Park, housing on campus. Becker would have to
, ,for families that work or attend UMaine, drive to Baligeir k)drop hint off in the
44*aratsvorks at the Shared Processingte'agf* trie#ting Wore elatiOttal wear
"When daycare ends, that's' when
in Neville Hall. Conner attends day care on
your support ends, unless you
campus.
Maeghan Applegate, 22, has a similar have fitmily and friends," she
story. At age 20, during her second year at said.
and
Commuter
UMaine, she found out she was preguant.
nal
Non-Traditio
than
Although her parents were less
supportive, and her roommates asked her Student Programs
to move out, Applegate chose to go offers a list of
through with her pregnancy and her resources on its Web site
including childcare censchooling at the same time.
"I don't believe in abortion and I didn't ters, housing and a link to
have kin me to put my child up for adop- Parents on Campus, the
Applegate
tion. It was just the way it had to be," she group
helped start, although
said in a phone interview.
Her daughter Jillian is now 16-months- the list is not extenold. They live in Belfast with Applegate's siye.
In February, the
husband and his eight-year-old daughter,
is
Leona. The two met while living in university
University Park and were married in offering a new
called,
class
December.
"Incredible
Applegate is a fourth-year student
majoring in university studies,taking class- Years" Parenting
es at the Hutchinson Center and online. Classes. They
Her husband received his degree last spring will be taught by
Leslie Forstadt,
and now works at Bank of America.
child and fama
Although the two mothers are at differspecialist.
ily
that
agree
both
can
they
ent places in life,
returning to school with a child is a hard The 12-week
program will be
task.
on
"Everyone would agree it's hard com- taught
nights
Monday
definiing back with a kid, but everyone's
tion of hard would be different," Becker in Corbett Hall
for parents with
said.
under
"There really isn't time for anything children
drink
Food,
nine.
else," Applegate said on raising her chilchildcare
and
dren and attending school.
Becker and Applegate both mentioned will be provided.
By Rhiannon Sawtelle
Features Editor
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"I think the university is moving in the
right direction," Applegate said on the
phone as her children chattered in the background.
Becker explained that she hopes Conner
will learn independence from growing up
watching her juggle work and school to
raise him at UMaine.
"When he gets older, hopefully he'll
know how to manage more than one thing
at a time," she said.
Applegate mentioned that
attending school has become a
norm for her children.
"It's a huge time constraint with the kids.
Other than that, it's

pretty normal for them," she said.
Both mothers said that although they do
the best they can, they still miss spending
more time with their children.
Becker expressed guilt, but as Conner
hid his blond hair and brown eyes in her
.chest, it was obvious they were deeply connected.

Amy Brooks + The Maine Campus
Mandy Becker, mother of Connor, is a student at the University of Maine taking foundation
courses in order to obtain her graduate degree in speech and language pathology.
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By Jeff Hake
Staff Reporter
A highlighter-pink splotch of color
visible from half a mile away was the
first indication that Tim Berry was walking up Route 2. A massive orange and
pink Victorian-style skirt offset by an
equally outrageous woman's hat moved
briskly from side to side as Berry came
closer, powering his way up a hill.
Coming to a halt at the top, he took off
his large sunglasses to reveal a tired face
showing the signs of a few days without
shaving. He chose not to sit while he
rested to avoid leg cramps, instead holding his oversized hat against his side
with a white satin glove.
And tired he should be, as he was on
day seven of the "Walk-Across-Maine- •
In-Drag-Athon." The walk has taken
him from the University of Southern
Maine across his own campus at the
University of Maine at Farmington and
past Orono, his hometown, last
Thursday. He is on his way to the
University of Maine at Presque Isle,
where he hopes to arrive on Thursday,
Feb. 26.
The walk is a hybrid of fundraiser,
demonstration and social experiment.
It's also Berry's senior art project at
UMaine Farmington. Berry has been
collecting donations for United Way
programs in Maine but has chosen to do
so dressed in women's clothing that
speaks — loudly — for itself.
According to the Facebook event profile that Berry created for the walk,"this
project is intended as a serious artistic
investigation into Maine culture and how
it relates to something typically outside of
itself (like a drag queen) hying to do
something good within/fly it."
"Art can be in a gallery and it works
as art there," Berry said as he caught his
breath, "but I think it's supposed to
make people ask questions. It's like
preaching to the choir in a gallery. Art
needs to go out into the community."
In this instance, Berry is both artist
and subject, and it's not the first time he
has combined fundraising with public
drag for the sake of his unique brand of
art
Last November he "attempted to seesaw in a huge a-- fluorescent hunter
orange Marie Antoinette dress for 24
hours onjUMaine Farmington's] library
green. I made it 19 hours and raised
$1,500 for a heating assistance program
and filled two 40-gallon tubs with food
for the local pantry," he said.
But Berry felt the need to take the
idea a step further and take his outfit on
the road.
"For this project I wanted to get out
of the, safety bubble of the liberal college campus and be in actual Maine
communities ... half the people I've
met wouldn't go to gallery, and they
wouldn't have met me without me
going through their backyard," he said.
Berry said reactions have been overwhelmingly positive.
"I've only had about four or five negative shouts from cars and been handed
a few 'how not to go to hell' pamphlets.
Other than that, it's all been positive," he
said.

off from his schedule due to snowstorms, but the rest of the time, Berry
said "the plowmen of Maine have kept
the routes clear and dry," adding, "so
thank you, plowmen."
When asked about supporting his
son, who is gay and has made himself
extremely visible through his drag-laden
art projects, he was dismissive of not
supporting one's children.
"You gotta accept children for who
they are,just like any other person.[Our
family has] three children, and they
were raised the same way but have
turned out totally different. Any
parent should be fully supportive," David Berry
said.
"Art net* to go out into
This support has
the community."
been vital to Berry's
walk, not only
morally
but logistiTim Berry
cally.
UMaine Farmington artist
UMaine Farmington
"was concerned about
safety, and they were
really considering not
Berry was also, invited into the endorsing this project,"
American Legion Hall in Livermore Berry said.
He would have
Falls for a pancake breakfast and said
that the Legion's group was supportive, done it anyway.
considering that he's "sure that building Still, after showing them all
the planning he started in
has never seen a drag queen before:"
The most revealing reaction may December with the help of
have been that of a couple who stopped professor Kate Randall,
their truck alongside Berry in Mercer. the university decided
Berry's father, David Berry, who was to endorse it.
Berry is still
"spotting" Berry while he walked, said
that a "huge"4x4 truck pulled up behind soliciting any
all
Berry, and a couple got out. As David and
Berry guardedly watched, he noticed the kinds of
license
truck's
plate:
"H1CK4x4."
"1 was scared," Berry
said. However,the couple had simply
stopped to shake
his hand and
offer encouragement, saying the
Drag-Athon was
"epic" for that
part of Maine.
"We stereotyped,"
David Berry said.
"Stereotypes
are
meant to be, broken,"
Berry added.
Berry's father has
been an important
link in the chain of
people holding his trip
together. For material
and moral support, and
especially for safety's
sake, Berry urged people on his Facebook
event profile to spot him
and follow in a car while he
walks.
His father has been filling in many of
the gaps in the spotting schedule and
helping Berry stay positive and healthy.
-While he expressed concerns about the
weather and the general precariousness
of being outside' for extended periods
this time of year, he was confident
Berry had the support he needed to complete the project.
He has taken two much-needed days
After taking Friday off at home in
Orono due to the heavy snow, Berry
reported a good Saturday on the road.
"Two different groups of women
stopped to take their picture with me;
one woman who was plowing her drive
with an ATV and [holding] a cigarette
told me she was proud of me. A woman
came out of her house to talk to me ... a
guy from Ethel Bangor Ghost Hunters
Society pulled over to talk and take pictures, and two people invited me into
their homes for food and coffee," he
said.

support for his cause and hopes to continue raising funds and causing controversy until he arrives in Presque
Isle on Feb. 26.
His event's Facebook profile,"WalkAcross-Maine-In-Drag-Athon," has an
open invitation and contains links to
make donations. It can also be used to
keep tabs on Berry's progress and volunteer to spot him along his walk.
Driving up Routes I and 2, between
Orono and Presque Isle before
Thursday,onlookers will find the man in
a bright pink dress and hat, wearing a
sign that proclaims in electrical-tape lettering,
"Walk Maine in Drag

Photo by Amy Brooks + The Maine Campus
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Turnin over an old leaf
1UMaine's herbarium collection maintains its deep, local roots
fly Eryk Salvaggio
Interim Editor in Chief

Issue date: 2/9/09

It is a
Monday night and
five members of the
community are gathered
around a table in the basement
of Hannibal Hamlin Hall, looking
through magnifying glasses at long,
yellowed pieces of straw. After
careful analysis, one of them pauses, looks up and makes a declaration in Latin.
It's a meeting of Friends of the
Herbarium — local volunteers
working on a collection of preserved plants under the leadership
of Chris Campbell,the herbarium's
The
director.
group is helping a visitor

identify plants
from their percollecsonal
using
tions,
some of the
herbarium's
specimens as a
reference.
"It's a chance to look
at some species you really
want to look at," Campbell tells the
group of volunteers, before they

"There's a natural
beauty to plants that
anyone can relate to."
Chris Campbell
Herbarium director

begin to cull and clean specimens
from the collection. "If it takes you
an hour to only get through 10 or
20, well, that's OK."
The foundation of the collection
at the University of Maine
Herbariurn began 150 years ago
with a seed that took root in the soil
around Orono. The resulting plant
was hand-picked by the 16-yearold son of UMaine's first president
and mounted to a piece of paper.
Today,it's the oldest contribution in
the archive.
There were many contributions
since then, with specimens coming
in one by one or through large
donations. History is stacked
inside these cabinets. In

Eryk Salvaggio•The Maine Campus
Stephanie Tanzella, a work study student at the
herbarium, repairs a damaged specimen.

one
folder is a specimen from 1962: a piece
of a strawberry bush
pulled from outside of
a ranger's cabin. A
small box holds a
of
collection
Maine moss
sent by a
museum in
Missouri.
Some
recent
arrivals
it
plants stored
in layers of newsprint
dating back to 1936. The collection
has grown to contain an estimated
100,000 specimens.
The plant's are stored on chemically stable, acid-free paper,
explains Stephanie Tanzella, a second-year ecology student who
spends 10 hours a week Maintaining specimens in the herbarium as a
work study job. The paper is thinner than cardboard, but heavy
enough to support the weight of a
plant without bending. They're all
labeled with data — who collected
the plant, where it's from and what
it is. Then the mounted plants
are placed into olive-green and
black cabinets marked with
messages reminiscent of a foreign library: "Case 29 (Dicots).
(part)
Orobanchacae
INxIostemaceae."
A major emphasis of the
herbarium is the preservation and
storage ofendangered and threatened plants in Maine. The file
cabinets of the herbarium could
be the last place people will see
these plants, stored in these paper
binders. In this sense, the archive
is an important piece of Maine's
natural legacy — a way of recognizing the way Maine's

for a dead plant.
For Tanzella,the archive
is less of a morgue and more
of a time machine.
have
"In the back, there are collecpopulations
flower
and
grass
tions of really old resources,"
changed between 1865 and today.
Tanzella's job includes finding Tanzella'explains as she places a
and repairing damaged plants piece of wax paper over her
from the collection. It is repaired grass."They kind of make
tedious work. With grasses,it me feel like `Dr. Livingston,
can take 20 minutes per African explorer' sometimes.
There's a lot of history in what's in
specimen.
"When you first get hired, here."
Tanzella places a piece of cardChris [Campbell] shows you
amuhd and tells you all the stuff board over the wax paper. "You
you have to do, and then he's want to keep some of the moisture
required ... to show you the in there, so they don't become too
chemicals you might encounter thy or brittle." She placed three
in the workplace," Tanzella said. bricks on top of the cardboard to
"So he brought out this sheet with push the glue down and smooth out
the grass.
a description of lihner's
"You could just apply strips of
There used to be more chemi-.
to it, but[just don't think it
fabric
preto
order
In
cats, she explains.
serve the plants and repel insects, looks as good," Tanzella said.
While the herbarium is primathe herbarium would treat specimens with pesticides or other rily a research library for people
preservatives. Now, volunteers put looking to identify plants or the
them into a freezer unit to kill bugs changes in plants and populations
over time, the objects are also a
and diseases.
The specimens are delicate, and joy just to look at.
"There's a natural beauty to
her work to repair them involves a
plants that anyone can relate to,"
paintbrush and a bottle of glue.
Campbell, who said he still
says
plant
a
The process of repairing
from an aesthetic viewthem
sees
out
pulled
Tanzella
tragic.
of
kind
is
one specimen that sits splayed out point, despite the time he has
across the paper, its stems bent and spent with them.
The simplicity makes them
twisted like tangled hair.
They stretch out across
.a
get
beautiful.
to
able
"You should be
sense of what the plant looks like acid-free paper like line drawwhen it's alive," Tanzella says. ings, or silhouettes. It comes
She applies thin lines of glue through in almost every specito the back of some grass. men here — a sense of what
The idea is to make the drives a person to grab a
specimen look like it strand of grass in a single
is in bloom and moment and keep it
thriving — it is there, on a piece
reconstruc- of paper, for
tive surgery 150 years.

•

State should support
equal marriage

•

imon

Issue: Hearings in Augusta have allowed
both sides to define marriage.
Position: We condone the passage of the
"Marriage Bill."

THURSDAY, APRIL 30, 2009 + YEAR IN REVIEW

Issue Date: 4123169
Yesterday, we heard both sides of the same-sex marriage detSate make their cases in Augusta. Those arguments have convinced us that marriage equality, as it is
proposed in Sen. Dennis Damon's bill, L.D. 1020,
prises no threat to Maine's straight marriages or to its
religious faithful.
Damon's bill specifies the protection of religious
groups to determine,for themselves, what kinds of ceremonies they perform. Socially conservative faiths will
not be forced to violate their traditions or beliefs.
Instead, the bill expands the rights of those whose
faith, or lack thereof, allows for the celebration of
human commitment regardless of gender. It seems
disingenuous for conservative churches to argue that
this bill violates their lights, when the current condition
violates the rights of progressive faiths to perform the
kinds of ceremonies they view as legitimate.
But fundamentally, it is important for Maine to take
a stand to declare that all human beings are born
deserving of the same rights. This bill makes clear that
the state will recognize marriage equally, rather than
distinguish acceptable and unacceptable forms of
human relationships. Leave that to the churches,and let
them debate and mull their own positions in accordance
with their own traditions. This bill poses no threat to
that process.
Instead, it allows gay couples access to a fundamental legal distinction. The language is important:
The same words for the same institution means the
same recognition for the same commitment. It
announces to the world that the state of Maine accepts
gays and lesbians for what they are: human.

Colby video raises
troubling questions
Issue: Possible police brutality at Colby.
Position: All questions of guilt or innocence
aside, this is the wrong way for police to
handle a detention.
•

Issue Date: 4/16/09

"Please, let him go!" cried a woman at Colby College
as two security guards pinned their knees against the back
and neck of Oz:zy Ramirez, a Colby student. From what
can be seen in the eyewitness video, available below,
Ramirez was bleeding from his head as the security guards
continued to grind it into the floor.
As reported in The Colby Echo, Ramirez questioned
police officers who were detaining a friend and was subsequently detained himself. Witnesses say another student,
Jacob Roundtree, was maced three times while already
submissive. According to Colby College Security and
Waterville Police,Ramirez and Roundtree were interfering
with a medical examination.
After hundreds of students protested what they
described as police brutality, Colby College President
William Adams said a full investigation will be conducted.
We strongly encourage students to watch the video and
come to their own conclusions. Regardless of whether the
police and security had just cause for detaining the stadents,the video speaks tbr itself. From what can be seen in
the video, Ramirez was not struggling and was obviously
injured. The force used by those officers and security
guards was excessive at best At worst,it was a case of brutality. If this is the way officers are trained to detain people,
change is needed.
We hope no more violence takes place at Colby and
that this incident leads to an examination of police and
security procedures to ensure the legitimate interest of protecting students doesn't give anyone the right to use an
unnecessary degree of force.
The above editorials were written by the
editorial position board
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Obama, Ayers: Under the "Weather"
Sean Hannity recently Fox News and anyone else giving the "dangerous nature" of
hosted an hour-long special this relationship any amount of credence.
program called "Obama and
Often Ayers is quoted as not regretting his actions with the
Friends: The History of Weathermen, but this is irrelevant to the issue. Ayers turned
Radicalism." The program himself in to the police in 1980 and has since re-entered
harped on a new theme in the mainstream society to become a respectea professor and prosmear campaign against gressive activist. The Ayers that Obama met in Chicago while
, Barack Obama that attempts working to better his community was not the same Ayers that
to highlight his relationship went underground in 1969.
with Bill Ayers, distinguished
An interesting question can be raised from_ all of this:
professor
at
of
the
education
Does
the history of a candidate's supporter matter, when
Mario Moretto
University of Illinois in judging the character of the candidate himself?
Issue Date: 10/9/08 Chicago. The link between
A candidate is not an extension of the most radical of his
the two involves little more than working together to fight supporters. The KKK supports John McCain. Ahmed Yousef
poverty, reform the education system and Ayers' political — chief political adviser of Hamas — expressecthis endorsesupport of Obama.They also lived in the same neighborhood ment of Obama back in April. This doesn't mean that Obama
of Chicago at one point, but none of this is the impression supports the ideals and goals of Hamas or that McCain is
we're supposed to have of the link between the two.
burning crosses in Montgomery. Any nutjob, on the left or
We're supposed to think of Ayers not as the professor and right of the political spectrum, can endorse a candidate for
progressive activist that he is today, but as the founder of the any reason.
Weather Underground, the radical student group of the late
It is the responsibility of the candidate to clear up any mis1960s and '70s responsible for the bombings of the San conceptions that may be caused by this — which Obama has
Francisco Police Department and the Pentagolj, among oth- done repeatedly stating that he doesn't support the actions of
ers. We're supposed to think of the casual ties between the the Weathermen 40 years ago, when he was 8 years old. It is
two men as Obama "palling around with terrorists," accord- the responsibility of the voters to stay educated on the posiing to Gov. Sarah Palin.
tions of the candidates, and perhaps most importantly, it is
The surprising thing about all this is not that these ideas the responsibility of the media to not blow tin-foil-hat conare out there; you can find plenty about Obama being a spiracy theories out of context in a way that could, intentionMuslim,a communist, a radical, a disciple of Saul Minsky or ally or not, mislead the public.
even the Antichrist if you look for them on the Internet. The
Mario Moretto is opinion editor for The Maine Campus
amazing thing is the great insult delivered by Sean Hannity, — and pals around with terrorists.
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The end of racism as
we know it, courtesy
of Barack Obama

25

Swimsuit models and
ideal female form
Michael W. Gibson + Issue Date: 2/19/09

Eryk Salvaggio + Issue Date: 11/7/08
Did you hear the news? America is my culture, my opportunities. No laws
totally post-racial! Since Barack Obama ever told me where I could eat. I don't
was elected, there's been a lot of talk see brand names that made early profits
about race, and how its a whole new by reducing my great grandfather to the
post-racial world. Finally, I don't have same status as a mule. For many, that
to think about racism anymore! I voted residue lingers perpetually in the air, an
for a .black guy — and while it never odious reminder of oppression tucked
occurred to me until today, I now have into the banalities of daily life. For me,
a new Way of reminding myself that I'm it's a comfortable cotton shirt or a pack
not a racist. Like mentioning how I lis- of cigarettes.
We can respond that "It's not my
ten to Wu-Tang Clan and how I had a
fault, and so-and-so should get over it,"
black friend in high school.
You see, here's a secret about earnest but that's not empathy. It doesn't make
and clueless white people like me: We you a racist, but it isn't empathy, and to
keep a list of things that prove how un- lack empathy is to ignore a piece of
racist we are,just in case it ever comes another's humanity. And denying
up. Of course, it's ridiculous to do this humanity is, essentially,oppressive. It is
— keeping a stack of evidence that a subtle and passive act. No one ever
absolves us of racism is like taking the schedules a lack-of-empathy rally, and
name of every stranger we pass,just in so it is hard to accept the notion that our
case we ever need an alibi for a poten- boredom with racism is itself a form of
passive racism: It's the type ofargument
tial massacre.
So, I should be embracing the idea that makes the bored-with-racism
of post-racial America. But it seems to crowd angry. They point to the most
radical of black
me that the depth of
thinkers and say,"I'm
racism's imagined
supposed to tuck the
depends
decline
'AIDS-is-a-CIA-conon
color
the
wholly
It seems to me that the spiracy' into my culof your skin.
tural rainbow?" Well,
by
Let me begin
depth ofracism's decline no. Empathy doesn't
per99.3
offending
depends wholly on the mean abdicating the
cent of Maine's popability to reason. It's
ulation: • Stop preofyour skin
color
the ability to honestly
pertending a white
negotiate a common
son can understand
understanding of how
what racism feels
we each got to be who
like. We all have a
we are.
story about how we
sides, can bridge
on
both
Empathy,
were discriminated against once
be the last step
may
it
because we were fat, or skinny, or felt this divide, and
weird when we hung out on a train with America needs to take. Ultimately, you
a bunch of black people and they can't ask white kids to help fix what
laughed at how nervous we were, but they don't see as "their" problem. We
don't see ourselves as discriminating.
.it's not the same.
Regardless of the facts of American Our grandparents? Sure. But the kids
society today, there is a dramatic histo- today'? No way. Racism is no longer
ry of institutionalized racism in pure discrimination. The problem of
America. White folks like to think it racism is foreignness: The idea of
ended in 1972. But even then, 77 per- "them" and "us," the vast cultural gap
cent of whites were against "intermar- that we are desperate to fill and so terrified of talking about. Ignoring it by
riage."
" the world isn't going
"post-racializing
disnon-race-based
your
Whatever
Empathy will.
gap.
that
close
to
you're
unless
—
crimination story is
Martin Luther King,
paraphrase
To
might
You
gay — that's a difference.
to judge a man by
learned
have
We
Jr.,
are
you
but
get harassed by drunk kids,
and not by
character
his
of
content
the
not surrounded by monuments dedicatmade real
have
We
skin.
his
of
color
the
ed to people who nonchalantly believed
can we
But
democracy.
of
promises
you were too genetically inferior to vote the
rock
solid
the
on
living
truly
say we are
or own land.
brotherhood'?
Will white America take those mon- of
"Creating change and making the
uments down? Of course we won't.
Why? Because frankly, most white peo- world better is not always easy, and you
ple think racism is boring. They're done will probably find in your life that it is
discriminating, they mock racists, and more comfortable to ignore injustices
they're sick of it coming up. We can that don't affect you directly," Barack
declare racism doesn't exist because Obama recently wrote in a letter to an 8overt racism doesn't — and in case you year-old supporter of his campaign.
don't believe us, we have that massive "Don't take that comfortable road."
Make no mistake: Barack Obama
secret list of black comedians we like.
That's how we tear down traces of our has torn down a racial barrier — but has
racist past: We buy every season ofThe not abolished inequity in the. process.
He is in a unique position to bring about
Chappelle Show.
dialog that can reconcile the two sides
a
America
white
if
matter
it
Does
the divide. But that isn't the presiof
were
it
wish
I
"post-racial?"
decides it is
job. It's ours.
dent's
of
sick
only
be
can
I
that simple, but
Salvaggio is interim editor in
Eryk
Race
privileged.
racism because I am
life,
for
my
The Maine Campus.
chief
of
part
never factored into any

Who knows, maybe they're all more intelligent
than me, though I doubt this is possible.
Imagine a magazine filled with its opposite
— females in their ugliest forms. They simply
won't sell. People love good-looking people,
that's why. Just as people live vicariously
through the Internet, television and books, so
must we have this wondrous medium of barely-legal, barely-dressed models tumbling in the
sand and sprawling out over couches, beds,
•
rocks and so on. Oh, to be a bikini!
Not only are these women sexy, they show
us their abundant health, their fertility, heredity potential and their exquisitely adapted traits.
They clearly have an upper hand in the search
for physical beauty for which most men search
the world over.
I suggest you study the form of Irina Shayk,
the Russian-born goddess, who steals the show.
Her legs are longer than Bar Rafaeli's! Her
smile extinguishes the sun! I must make it to
Russia someday! Vast armies of men would
comb the world over if we were to misplace her!
So when you're freezing cold and walking
the paths of U Maine to your classes, be not
sad! For there is a savior! It's only $7! It will
thaw your legs, chest, neck and unmentionables! Females, be not shy to look! You can
even channel these raging hormones into success in school! Can't wake up in the morning?
No problem! Ms. Rafaeli's not wearing a top!
Now get up, and make something good out of
your day with bikini models in your subconscious!
Michael W. Gibson is a junior philosophv
their interviews and judge them for your self. student.

Oh, how I love freedom of speech! Why,say
you'? The new Sports Illustrated Swimsuit
Edition has arrived.
Don't bombard me with art in its worst form
— that of human suffering, despair and depression. Excite me instead! Give me inspiration!
Give me Photoshopped portraits of the sexiest
women the world has to offer! Play on my fantasies! Rescue me from the frozen women of
the Great White North!
How wonderful it is to wake and greet the
sun and to look at a photo of some glorious
young model stretching her body and posing
seductively on the shores of Canouan Island.
Who wants to wake up in a bad mood? The
cure is aesthetic pleasure! Find what excites
you, and use it to your advantage! The aesthetic value the pages of SI offer to us are invaluable. They show us the- ideal female form —
the form no man can look away from and all
females should aspire to be.
These statuesque women look as though
they were bred to grace these infamous pages.
Their jobs are to sculpt their bodies according
to what's sexy, and what's more fulfilling than
that? To be paid to remain sexy must be wonderful. Can they pass the SATs'? Who cares!
That's not the point! They sure can win beauty
contests, no problem!
I have failed to find any ugly body parts but there is one limitation of this medium; I
cannot learn of their personalities which would
undoubtedly increase their sexiness, but that's
what the online videos are for! You can watch
them and listen to what they have to say in

'Ideal female form'?
Give me a break
Nicole Galietta + Issue Date: 2/27/09
Don't judge a book by its cover — apparently
this cliche rule doesn't apply to magazines such as
the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Edition.
Apparently, it doesn't apply to women,either.
Michael W. Gibson's accidentally tragicomic
"Bikini Models Show Ideal Female Form"(Feb. 19)
forced me to simultaneously laugh and choke up a
little bile. I chuckled at the exclamatory sentences
condoning unabashed sexism and nearly gagged on
my own involuntary vornit in an attempt to swallow
its ideology. Instead, I should've wept at its stupidity. I'm indignant on behalfof women,the great guys
I know who would never think this way — let alone
write it — and other girls who may not belong to
any specific feminist group, but believe our country
has come too far to regress enough to validate this
viewpoint.
The opening line's expressed adoration for freedom of speech translates to an obvious love for freedom from the constraints of intellectualism, evidenced in statements like "The aesthetic value the
pages of SI offer to us are invaluable. They show us
the ideal female form — the form no man can look
away from and all females should aspire to be."
Modeling irks me.The concept of strictly physical beauty annoys me greatly. But actually telling
me, a reader with the great misfortune of being
female, how to reach my supposed ultimate goal of
superficial perfection is just plain infuriating. A
close reading — yes, girls are capable of reading;
some even enjoy it — informed me there's nothing
more "fulfilling" than sculpting my body for fashion's sake; no one cares about SAT scores, as
"that's not the point," and that I should not be shy
in studying models in order to emulate them.

I especially liked the description of ideal
women who "show us their abundant health, their
fertility, heredity potential and their exquisitely
adapted traits," but sound more like purebred pets
than people. Statements based on one sense out of
five — sight — completely ignore all the others,
including "common," which in this instance is definitely not employed. This voyeuristic' attitude is
why we,as a society, have lost all sense of dignity
and decency.
Instead of poring over the latest Sports
Illustrated — aptly named only if misogyny is considered a sport — perhaps certain juveniles could
"even channel these raging hormones into success
in school" by doing something relevant, like readingPlato and other dead Greek guys,so they won't
be overshadowed by successful "females in their
ugliest forms."
Personally, I refuse to cater to someone else's
vanity. I'll continue to roll out of bed for class
wearing my baggiest sweatpants and unfitted Tshirts, p°n't waste time worrying if I look sexy
enough for some random guy walking to Little
Hall. I Won't lose sleep wondering if"he's just not
that into me," or change who I am to conform for
someone else. Women are real people. The instant
looks are worshipped is when they become as
cheap, worthless and disposable as the vapid reality'shows about them. There's a reason it's called
"plastic surgery" — it's unrealistic and should be
recognized as such.
Next time it's tempting to glorify or undermine
a woman for her appearance,look in the mirror and
notice that superficiality is ugly. Real ugly.
Nicole Collett(' is a senior English student.

The views and opinions expressed in the opinion section are solely those of their authors, and do.not necessarily represent the views and opinions of The Maine Campus.
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Has the Boss
sold out?

inion
p
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Travis Bourassa + Issue Date: 10/23/08
I am losing faith in Bruce Springsteen's
authenticity.
Last week, I watched the video for "Pay Me My
Money Down," a traditional song that Springsteen
extended and recorded for his 2006 album, "We
Shall Overcome: The Seeger Sessions." One of the
lyrics Springsteen added was, "Well I wish I was
Mr. Gates / Carry all that money in 'em crates."
An educated guess led me to believe the Mr.
Gates in question is Bill Gates, the American posterboy for all things wealthy. A short analysis led me to
believe Springsteen would sing this lyric for one of
two reasons. One, the millions of dollars he has
earned as a recording artist are not enough toquench
his thirst for Scrooge McDuck-like riches, or two,
the New Jersey native knows that his working class
fan base can appreciate pipe dream-lyrics about vast
wealth. Let's give Mr. Springsteen the benefit of the
doubt and assume he does not aspire to swim in a
pool of gold coins.
For those of you who aren't familiar with the
Boss, Bruce Springsteen is the open shirt, sideburnwearing Jersey boy who sings about hometown
sports, getting laid under the Exxon light and shaking off his manager on a Friday night. Springsteen
built his career on singing about problems faced by
the American working stiff. This is why I began to
lose my faith.

Bruce.Springsteen hasn't worked
a day since he got signed. How real
can working class lyrics be when
sung by a millionaire?
Bruce Springsteen is a world-famous singer and
songwriter. It's safe to say he hasn't worked a day
since he signed to Columbia Records in the early
1970s. How authentic can lyrics about the working
class be if a millionaire rock star wrote them?
My first reaction is that it's not authentic at all.
A platinum-selling recording artist has no place
singing about dreams of wealth and success. When
Springsteen wishes for success, it's as authentic as
Neil Armstrong wishing he could walk on the moon.
I'd be damned to hear some silver spooned-phony
describe my hopes and dreams. A songwriter's lyrics
should be a personal catharsis. They should spill his
innermost demons, not pander to his audience.
There's a word itching at my typing fingers. The
word was used to describe Metalilea when they
shed their thrash metal manes. The same word is
currently -used by hipster-trash to describe bands
that escape obscurity. In a world where music is an
industry and success is usually synonymous with
wealth, it isn't fair to use this word. It also isn't fair
for me to call the Boss a "silver-spooned phony."
Bruce Springsteen spent the first 24 years of his
life as a working stiff before he signed to a music
label. I'll bet a lot of those years were spent
unhooking bras in the backseat of a Che-vy and
schlepping crates around a warehouse. Bruce's
roots were planted in blue collar Jersey soil. By
continuing to write songs for the working class,
they remain there.
Scratch my first reaction. There's nothing disingenuous about Bruce Springsteen singing "Pay Me
My Money Down." Bruce has been there. It is the
job of the songwriter to provide a catharsis for his
audience, not for himself. If the lyrics are personal,
great — the writer gets to spill his guts and sell millions of albums.
A songwriter's lyrics are genuine as long as his
audience feels they are. If the Boss is able to capture
the anguish, dread and hope of the working class,
he's doing his job right. It doesn't matter if he captured it from a five-star hotel room or a coffee-

stained break room:
Travis Bourassa is a senior communications
student.

The case for closing UMF or UMPI
University
of
The
Maine System is going
through some changes
right now, as budgets are
slashed from the state
level down to the student
level. The chancellor has
recoMmended a task force
to assess ways to scrimp
and save, most likely
through
administrative
William P. Davis
consolidation. There are
Issue Date: 2/2/08 more dramatic and much
more effective ways to
save money. Though nobody will like to hear them, it
has to be brought up at some point.
We must ask ourselves: Are seven University of
Maine campuses necessary anymore? UMS officials
insist the system is unique because of its accessibility,
but in today's society, most people measure accessibility in terms of dollar signs, not miles. With advances
and availability of services such as high speed Internet,
one or more of the University of Maine's campuses may
have become obsolete.
Nobody likes to be the bad guy, and nobody likes the
restructuring that comes from hard economic times like
the ones we seem to have stumbled upon. As unfortunate as it is, such changes must inevitably be made in
order to protect the long-term interests of the institution. Life goes on; people get over it, and in enough
time everyone will probably forget the way it once was.
I'm not indifferent to the arguments against consolidation. Each school does have its own specialty programs and atmosphere, and there is certainly nothing
better than face-to-face instruction. But is it necessary
to have, for example, a campus in Fort Kent and another fewer than 60 miles away in Presque Isle?
The hardest part of consolidation is ensuring the
smallest amount of damage is done to essential support

services. Closing any UMS campus would have a profound impact on the community in which it is located,
as well as on its nontraditional students.
While most students could relocate without much of
a problem, older students, especially those going back
to school, would lose a large number of resources if
UMS didn't already have an impressive network
between the different campuses.
Inface ofcrushing budget deficits, we
must ask ourselves: Are seven University
ofMaine campuses necessary anymore?
Closing a campus could actually increase accessibility because more classes would be offered online and
via virtual classrooms all throughout the state. Many
nontraditional students have already come to prefer
online courses, since they are much easier to fit into
already busy lives.
It's time for the system and the state to come to their
senses. The cost of a college education has been rising
quickly for years, and with Maine's depressed economy, families who might have barely been able to afford
an education for their children a few years ago will no
longer be able to send their sons and daughters to college.
Action must be taken quickly to identify the leasteffective campus and eliminate it, and then use the savings to lower system-wide tuition. It sounds like a drastic step, and it is, but with the economy and the advent
of new technologies, it is not feasible nor reasonable to
maintain seven universities in such a small state.
William P. Davis is Web editor for The Maine
Campus.

Have a great summer — Love, The Maine Campus
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FTCA would spread
democracy to
America's workplaces
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RPGs: A special
kind of escapism
Lisa Haberzettl + Issue Date: 4/16/09

Mario Moretto• Issue Date: 9/29/08
Every election season, Americans manage to successfully join a union
celebrate and participate in one of are never met at the table to negotithe founding principles of the ate a contract.
Scholars from my field of study
United States — democracy. In the
lay down the facts. The
also
the
both
as
seen
is
democracy
U.S.,
Anthropological
means and the ends. It is one of the American
true shining lights of American cul- Association issued a policy brief in
tural and political history, from pre- September 2007 stating that ethnorevolution to post-20th century. graphic research shows, "there is
significant management interference
Americans truly value democracy.
But democracy does not only in employee's right to freedom of
take place at polling points every choice and association. Such interelection season. Democracy also ference constitutes a human rights
takes place every day in some of the violation that the Act is intended to
most democratic institutions of the remedy."
The act would solve many of the
modern era — labor unions. Union
members voCe regularly in a demo- problems organizing workers face.
cratic fashion about wages, benefits, Under the current labor system,
working conditions and representa- employees have at least 45 days to
engage in all of the practices above
tion.
Why then would any self- to inlimidate and threaten workers
respecting American oppose the pas- before they vote on whether or not to
sage of H.R. 800, S. 1041 — The unionize. During this time, they cerEmployee Free Choice Act, which tainly don't let union representatives
will take steps to fix the broken sys- come in and talk to workers.
tem Of labor and union organization, Imagine going to a poll this
and restore democracy to the work- November after being threatened
with unemployment if you vote for
place?
candidate of your choice.
the
a
is
system
labor
current
The
It is no wonder so many bosses
mess. Workers are not free to choose
for themselves whether to join a and employers fight unions. The
union, which will provide them with American workplace is one of the
a means to bargain for better wages, last places in the country democracy
benefits and working conditions. hasn't touched. Employers and
Employers regularly coerce, harass, CEOs have benefits, high salaries,
intimidate, threaten or even fire vacations and health insurance —
workers who engage in organizing things that many, if not most, workcampaigns in attempts to gain a ers don't have. They have power
over workers, and want to keep it
voice in the workplace.
A Cornell University scholar sur- that way in the interest of higher and
veyed hundreds of organizing cam- higher profits.
Unions would bring democracy
paigns and found that more than 90
the workplace, and history
into
employers
private-sector
percent of
facing organization force employees shows that people with power fear
to attend closed-door meetings to and hate democracy. Opponents of
hear anti-union propaganda. Eighty the act are exactly the people you'd
percent require supervisors to attend think they would be: Conservative
anti-union trainings. Seventy-eight congressmen and women who are
percent require supervisors to speak out of touch with the working class
out against unions to their employ- of this country and have only corpoees and 75 percent hire outside con- rate profits in mind. This is why a
sultants to run anti-union campaigns strong labor movement is so impor— often based on mass psychology tant —f democracy need not be
and distortion of the law. Half of spread only overseas but into our
employers threaten to shut down and own workplaces. Any American
25 percent of private-sector employ- who values democracy should agree.
ers illegally fire workers for engagMario Moretto is the opinion
ing in their legal right to form a
union. Many workers who do editorfor The Maine Campus.

The Maine Campus
Year in Review + Thumbs Up / Thumbs Down

• Renewed interest in goodwill

•Economic Disaster

• Barack °barna (apparently)

•John MCCain(apparently)

• Football team going to Football
Championship Series playoffs

• Dropping men's soccer and
women's volleyball

• Bridge in a backpack

•Layoffs and furlough days

• Marriage equality

• Status quo

It's a long-standing mark of geekdom. and it's
more widespread now than ever before. I'm talking
about role playing, particularly role-playing games,
it's one of
and — aside from alcohol and drugs
young
for
escapism
of
forms
addictive
the most
adults. From the classic"Dungeons and Dragons,"to
the more recent "World of Warcraft," people are
leaving their lives and diving into a world of fantasy
at an alarming rate.
Role-playing games typically fall into three categories: video games,table-top games and live-action
games. Which means role players have the fullrange of options for turning into their made-up characters. At the end of a long day,they can sit down at
their computer or game console and play games
alone or online with friends — or strangers — and
button-mashing their way to stress relief. After a hard
week,they might gather with a group offriends to sit
around a table and roll 20-sided dice to battle a giant
ogre. Some of the more intense gainers choose to
completely immerse themselves into their characters, dressing up and physically acting out story lines
with others.
All of this I'm line with. Really. Personally, I preby reading novels or looking at pointless
escaping
fer
Web sites such as thisiswhyyourefatcom. To each
his own, 1 suppose.
The problem comes when people immerse themselves so completely in their role playing that they
neglect their real life. Pretending to be a half-elf sorcerer for an hour or two at the end of the day in the
name ofstress relief is one thing. Pretending to be the
same half-elf so much you completely ignore your
real life, and refuse to fix whatever is wrong — that's
unhealthy. But it happens all the time, and it's a dangerous, downward spiral. Sometimes it gam so far
the person has a hard time telling the difference
between their character and themselves.

I've seen brilliant students walk around campus
midday in the same way they do when they're tole
playing as 19th century vampires. A friend has told
me about her boyfriend "slipping into character" in
the middle of real-life conversations. Another friend
once had her ex-boyfriend stop in the middle of sex
to play World of Warcraft
That's just too much.

Pretending to be a half-elf
sorcerer can befun, but doing
so wbile completely ignoring
your real life isjust wrong
Role players, hear me out: I don't care what your
characters do,and I don't care that you participate in
one of the geekiest things known to modem man. I
understand the appeal of forgetting your life woes by
pretending to be someone else. If it makes you feel
any better, my boyfriend is a storyteller for a live
action role playing game, and one of the funnest
dates I've ever had involved a game of Dungeons
and Dragons. I'm even considering buying my own
set of dice.
So play on, games.. Just please — don't do it so
much that everything in your life falls apart. Fix in
your life what needs to be fixed. Talk to people in a
normal setting, without the guise of your fantasy
character. Work on paying off those late bills. Find a
better job if your current employment sucks. Dump
your significant other if he or she is a frigid jerk.
Just don't get so sucked into your games that you
forget to live.
Lisa Haberzettl is head copy editor for The
Maine Campus.

Graffiti: freedom of
speech at its finest
Matthew McEntee + Issue Date: 2/16/09
What ever happened to writing "penis" on
bathroom walls? "We Woke Up," comes the
response etched into the stall door. Lower and to
the right, just above the latch, a short diatribe
expounds about religion, insanity and psychologists. In the center, rising from the bottom of the
panel and framed by scrawl,a skeleton is detailed
in a style that brings to mind Jerry Garcia. The
graffiti in the stalls of the men's bathroom on the
first floor of the library is atypical to say the least.
This,of course, is not to say one cannot find plenty of the classics — there is even a "here I sit broken hearted ... "There is something for everybody on those walls. At least two political parties,
not counting the Nazis — four quick strokes of
the pen renders a swastika into a friendly pinwheel — are represented. Greek life makes an
appearance, and recently the lyrical, stylized
forms of marker tagging can be seen. This bathroom is a prime place for a good sitdown.
Graffiti is a tradition that has been around probably as long as the wall. It can be found on everything from Roman ruin,s to sidewalks, to the subject of this article: stall doors. At times, the content
is enough to make the average individual lobby for
Sharpie and spray paint control legislation. When
executed well, graffiti is one of the higher forms of
freedom of speech. Unlike other avenues of
expression, where the filter of an editor or a curator stands between the individual and the public, a
blank space and a mark-making utensil allow nearly anyone to broadcast themselves into the corn=nal forum. Furthermore, our built environment

is composed primarily of rectilinear, uniform surfaces when our biology evolved in an environment
of variegated forms, colors and lighting. It's no
wonder some of us have the urge to modify our
spaces. The roots of graffiti are more than just
some biochemical drive for diversity amidst our
line of sight: they stem from some basic need to
express and be heard.
Unfortunately, what many choose to express
doesn't speak to all of us. Admittedly much of
what is scribed is hastily thought out or poorly executed. But in that stall, closest to the sink, evidence
would suggest otherwise. Whoever took the time
to scratch that Dead Head certainly put in his time.
Other than a crudely drawn phallus, this piece has
remained respected for as long as I have been a student of the University of Maine. Even those
responsible for repainting have elected to leave this
image — I would like to think they did so out of
deference for craft. It really is the level of craft,
whether it is artistic or articulate, that makes a successful scrawl. While the "pen I 5s" are quickly
painted over or overlooked, those that are clear
expressions of consciousness tend to remain.
I love taking a break from my work to Andy the
most recent additions to the stall walls. I have
found the right stall is better, but would like to see
some work on the left one; perhaps even a stencil
if anyone is feeling brave.
Keep up the good work,chaps.
Matt McEntee is a senior interdisciplinary studies student.

The views and opinions expressed in tie opinion section am solely those at their aulhom,and do not necessarily represent the yievm and opinions of The Maine Campus.
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With alcohol,
honesty is key
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Jaime Larese + Issue Date: 2/23/09
The first time was drunk, I was 13. I came home
and climbed up the 15 stairs to my bedroom but kept
bumping into the other door. My mother opened it, and
I remember seeing her face and then tumbling backward down the stairs until I landed in a heap at the bottom. I swore that next morning I would never drink
again, not realizing how close I came to dying.
Fast-forward to a few years later. I had my two best
girlfriends in the car with me,and all I can remember is
one of my friends screaming, "White line, Jaime!
White line!" Turns out I had gone over the white line
and into a ditch, made a full 360-degree turn and kept
driving erratically until we got home. I could hardly
look my friends in the face, because I knew how close
we had come to dying.
Fast-forward again to my 19th birthday party where
[woke up naked in my bed and could only remember
a glimpse of someone leaving my bedroom. Turns out
my friends had put me to bed fully clothed, and while
everyone was asleep, I was raped while unconscious.
There are many more stories just like this, shared by
thousands, and I write this piece in homage to the sad
stories related to drinking. In particular, I write this in
response to the tragic passing of Dylan Lyford.
I am not here to lament what drinking does or to tell
anyone how to make decisions, because I would be
telling you to do what I say and not as I did. All I hope
is that all the sad stories related to alcohol resonate with
readers so they can start to tell their own. I just went
first. Whether you knew Dylan or not,I beg you to take
a mature moment and share your stories. Not for
laughs. Not to be the cool guy. Simply to admit aloud
that America's youth has a drinking pmblem. Add up
all your stories, and it becomes ironically sobering.
Bad stuff happens to those who drink too much.
And as you can see, you never know what's going to
happen until it happens. Alcohol was not forbidden in
my house, but my European father detested stupid
drunkenness. Alcohol, he said, is there to open our
minds and let loose our tongues for philosophy.
Alcohol is not meant to be chugged, bonged and drunk
until we puke and pass out
Why do we do it, then? My answer was probably
the same as yours: Drinking is fun.lam now in my 30s,
and [think my father wise. The fun I have is limited to
the perfect buzz I get after a few that gets me philosophizing, telling jokes or laughing until I pee my pants.
But, it's fun. That is the extent,though, because I know
what too much drinking does.Take'a moment,talk with
your friends and admit that drinking is OK.But the way
in which many drink is not OK. It's serious, and it
needs to be talked about. Not by your elders, not by
your teachers, but by you and your drinking buddies.
Jaime Larese is a graduate assistant in the
Residence Life Department.

Readers Speak
Letters to the editor
RE: Constitution be damned (2/16/09)
In my line of work I spend a fair amount
of time reading the American Constitution,
and the text assures me that it is the "supreme
law of the land." Since I am an unrepentant
believer in the rule of law, I cannot subscribe
to Mario Moretto's assertion that "it is
important not let any document be the sole
deciding factor in what is the right thing to
do."
Throw out fidelity to the law, and you
make everyone a law unto themselves.
Allowing or advocating extra-constitutional
steps because "it's the right thing to do" can
lead in many directions, hardly any of them
happy.ones.
In their famous interview, now the subject
of a major motion picture, David Frost asked
Richard Nixon, "so what ... you're saying is
that there are certain situations ... where the
president can decide that it's in the best interests of the nation or something, and do something illegal," and Nixon replied, "Well,
when the president does it that means that it
is not illegal."

LETTERS next page

Michael Phelps: model pothead
Olympic gold medalist
Michael Phelps has been
caught smoking pot, and so
we're hearing the usual caterWauls of the "save the
children" crowd: Michael
Phelps is no role model,
kids, because he smokes
the marijuana.
He smokes the marijuana, the logic goes, so do not
Eryk Salvaggio
look to him as a hero.
Issue Date: 2/12/09 Because then, young children, you might smoke marijuana, and it will destroy
your lives. Just like it did to Phelps, whose use of the
drug delivered him into the seedy world of collecting
gold medals in numbers so large that history itself is
ashamed.
I'm no advocate of marijuana. I don't smoke it, but I
also don't get whipped into a moral outrage if someone
else does. It is about time our culture starts getting its
facts straight: If so many of our role models have smoked
pot, maybe pot is not the source of our wasted lives.
Pot smokers can be standard cliches of yore — musicians, artists, writers. But they can also be presidents,
athletes, academic whizzes, professors or CEOs.
Or they can be criminals. Which is the ultimate absurdity: We outlaw pot because it ruins lives, and we want to
save those lives. So we imprison kids who get caught with
it and ruin their lives before pot ever has the chance to.
As far as I can tell, the harm pot inflicts is limited to
narrowing people's social circles and conversational
interests. That's the true cost of pot smoking. That, and its
seductive lure toward a lifestyle of humiliating CD collections and degrading wall tapestries. But to protect chil-

dren from respecting Michael Phelps emphasizes our collective, paranoid delusions about the effects of marijuana.
We should be embracing Phelps as direct proof that marijuana isn't an impediment, that potheads can have interests beyond getting fried.
What about "those guys?" You know, the unemployed
cousins watching hockey and smoking a turducken bong,
going nowhere, doing nothing. Take the pot away and
you'll have an unemployed cousin watching hockey with
a slightly better taste in music. Habits do not define us,
decisions do. I've come across too many pot smokers
making the same decisions I make to believe that pot
impairs their ability to make those decisions.
What matters is personal responsibility. Personal
responsibility is completely compatible with smoking
ganja out of an apple. Can you push yourself to keep
engaging with the world, instead of locking yourself up
witlya window fan and incense matches? If the answer is
yes, then I don't see why we need to make you a criminal. If the answer is no, then you probably don't care
about role models, because you are clinically depressed.
Culture teaches us to be terrified of the idea that problems take root inside of us. We forge identities through
the outside world and our consumption of it, so it is
tempting to believe our ills can stem from consuming the
wrong things. This premise is untrue. No one smokes
away his or her life's purpose unless something inside of
them is lost or damaged. They need help, not laws.
Perhaps Phelps can prove to potheads everywhere that
they can smoke without making it the centerpiece of their
lives. If we accept this, we may begin to judge people
based on the values they bring to the world, rather than on
the air they choose to breathe.
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Eryk Salvaggio has never inhaled.
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Student Senate disses
Maine Masque, denies
funding request

29

Let us hope for
Obama to fail
Michael Craft + Issue Date: 4/13/09

Mario Moretto + Issue Date: 2/5/09
At Tuesday's meeting of the However, they haven't had a problem
General Student Senate, a resolution doling out more than $2,000 each to
to allocate $900 to the Maine Masque the rugby, baseball and Nordic ski
— the University of Maine's student clubs; $4,000 to the roller hockey club
theater group — was rejected by our and between $6,000 and $7,000 each
student representatives. The money to the field hockey, ice hockey clubs
would have been spent to help fund a and women's rugby clubs last semestrip to New York City, where the ter.
The same night senate denied fundgroup plans "to attend Broadway
shows,[take] dance classes and visit ing for Maine Masque, they allocated
museums," according to Sen. Rob $2,000 to the ultimate Frisbee club.
Goodwin. This is the second time in What message does this send to stuas many years that the student senate dents who care about the arts? The
has opted against funding trips for the members of the ultimate Frisbee club
aren't going to be professional Frisbee
group.
players, but these
problem,
The
thespians want to do
according to Vice
$7,000 each tofield theater for a living.
of
President
Financial Affairs
hockey, ice hockey and How is this fair?
The "slippery
Justin Labonte, is
women's rugby clubs
argument
slope"
not one of money.
made by the majoriHe says the danger
while Maine Masque
ty of student senais in setting a precedent for giving can't get $900? We know tors doesn't make
sense.
money out for indiwhere GSS'interests lie any
According to Sen.
vidual hobby trips.
Goodwin, strict itin"There
were
some senators who think seeing the- eraries aren't required from any other
ater in New York is something we groups, so why is senate so harsh on
shouldn't allocate money for. It's a Maine Masque?
What is the difference between
personal thing," Labonte said. He
a
funding
an athletic club to travel to
complaint
was
another
added that
another
state
for a competition, and
the
itinerary"
for
lack of a "concrete
Maine
Masque to go to New
funding
trip.
see
plays
and take dance classHe
York
to
disagrees.
Sen. Rob Goodwin
scenarios
involve student
es?
Both
said there is nothing out of line with
manner
related to
providing the allocation money to groups traveling in a
their interest. What's more, Maine
Maine Masque.
"There was an itinerary. It said why Masque provides a service to the
they were going, and to me it was suf- UMaine community by putting on
ficient." Goodwin stressed that he plays that any of us can go see — free
wouldn't find it appropriate to fund of charge. What service do athletic
just any group who wants to go to clubs provide to students who aren't
New York, but in the.case of Maine members?
This isn't to say that athletic clubs
Masque, it makes sense. "In this case,
Maine Masque provides a [theater] shouldn't get the funding they do, but
service by putting on plays - free of theater is no more or less of a "personcharge - without money from Student al interest" than any sport.
Maine Masque was able to go to
Government." Goodwin thinks the
ability of Maine Masque to continue New York last year, even without the
providing this service could only be help of Student Government.
Hopefully, this year will be the same.
helped by the trip.
Student Government can't manage
Mario Moretto only likes one sport,
to give 0.9 percent of the $100,000 of
Masque.
and
it isn't ultimate Frisbee.
funds
to
Maine
unallocated
Achieving
"good" ends and
enduring unseemfrom page 28 ly scandal easily
from
result
Moretto's logic.
RE: Maine in the limelight
It is no help at all to assert that (2/12/09)
it's only when the end is just or
right or good that we can safely
There's absolutely nothing
ignore the demands of the wrong with some poppycocked
Constitution. I do agree with Republicans taking a harsh look
Mario that residents of Washington at this stimulus package. If you
D.C. should have representation in were buying a new car, you'd
Congress, but I would suggest that want to know how it worked,
the legal challenges to legislation wouldn't you? If you were in the
providing for it be made and market for a new phone you'd
allowed to run their, course want to know that you'd use all of
(assuming the legislation passes), its functions before you spent the
and if that option is in fact unavail- money on it.Now imagine you're
ing there is a constitutional remedy spending 789-800 billion dollars.
in the amendment process.
- Ezra J.
- Dr. Timothy Cole

Letters

Best of Web
comments

Last week, I was entrenched in a conversation
with a good acquaintance. We started talking about
Rush Limbaugh. Because this conversation happened on campus,please accPpt that our location will
be kept secret,as to not endanger anyone. Like Anne
Frank, we must be as invisible as possible. The conversation turned into a debate about decency and
civil discourse — whether or not commentary,especially Rush's, is constructive toward debate. Rush's
comment — that he wanted "Obama to fail" —
came to mind after our conversation.
For the last month or so, the Obama
Administration — also known as the "Teleprompter
of the United States" — has been on the warpath
against those with whom it disagrees. While the
overriding message from the administration has
been against Rush's Comments,it has also gone after
Rick Santelli of CNBC for suggesting the administration is deepening the recession with plans for taking over banks and mortgages.
It is plain to see the Obama administration is not
alone in this fight. The administration's daily chorus
at CNN, MSNBC, NBC, CBS, ABC, PBS and
Comedy Central has been fine-tuning its vocals for
vilification of Rush and his first amendment right
Lest the left forgets, here are some lefty comments
from yesteryear that seem to sing the"Ave Maria"of
hoped-for failure — not only for the Bush administration, but for America herself.
•"You can't go head to head with the president
until you take him down.Take him down,make him
pay, and then we can have a conversation." Nancy
Pelosi, to The Philadelphia Inquirer, July 31, 2006.
•"Democrats begin waiting for George W. Bush
to fail," the title of a column by syndicated liberal
columnist EJ Dionne Jr., Jan. 9,2001.
•"I think this guy [Bush] is a loser." Sen. Harry
Reid,speaking to Nevada high school students about
"civics" on May 6,2005.
•"The idea that we are going to win this war is an

idea that,unfortunately,isjust plain wrong." Howard
Dean, December 5,2005.
•"Let me be clear: There is no military solution
in Iraq, and there never was." Barack Obama,Sept.
12,2007.
Isn't it amazing how no one said these comments
were nonproductive toward the previous administration? Yet the most amazing aspect of these previous
comments is that the constant Rush-bashing does not
deflect.from the fact that, based on America's history, Rush is right to hope for Obama's failure.
The Great Depression was extended by seven
years because of Franklin Delano Roosevelt's New
Deal policies. Remember when Obama said that we
all must sacrifice? It sounded very similar to
Roosevelt's first inauguration speech in 1933,"If we
are to go forward, we must move as a trained and
loyal army willing to sacrifice for the good of a common discipline." Roosevelt goes on to state,"We are,
I know, ready and willing to submit our lives and
property to such discipline, because it makes possible a leadership which aims at the larger good." To
liberals like Obama,the ends justify the means. This
slanted concept undermines individual freedom and
liberty.
If Obama succeeds, our national identity will be
in jeopardy. The talk of transnationalism through a
global currency, taxation of industrial carbon footprints and international boards to regulate American
markets is one example.The Obama world-apology
tour is another. Domestic policies like universal
healthcare, hiring and firing of CEOs, union card
check and regulations relating to planting private
gardens are a few examples of an Obama success.
Let all of us hope for Obama to fail, because if he
doesn't, America will be a distant memory of freedom and liberty.
Michael Craft is a history student and a
conservative.

Teenage strip-search
pushes privacy rights
Wiliam P. Davis + Issue Date: 3/26/09
The Supreme Court will hear a case next month
that may well set a precedent for privacy cases for
years to come.
The case concerns a girl who was strip-searched
by public school officials at the age of 13. Sandra
Redding attended middle school in Safford,Ariz. and
was accused by another student of having prescription ibuprofen. The assistant principal ordered a
teacher and a nurse to strip search Redding, without
asking questions or seeking advice or help from
lawyers, police or Redding's parents.
The school argues it was well within its rights to
order the search,despite the fact that Redding had no
prior disciplinary record and the officials had only
the word of another student to go on. The school district even seems to harbor animosity over her disciplinary record. A brief by the school states, "Her
assertion should not be misread to infer that she
never broke school rules, only that she was never
caught."
The court's decision in this case will be important
in the battle of rights for minors,especially for those
attending public school. Previous court cases have
set precedents that strip public school attendees of
nearly all personal liberties — lockers and book bags
can be searched without reasonable cause, and students can be subjectively punished. Students have no
right to freedom of speech while on school property.
In many schools, students are treated no better than
any other property.
But this violation of Redding's most personal
space has to be one ofthe worst abuses of power ever

seen in the American school system. After officials
made Redding strip to her underclothes they asked
her to "pull out my bra and move it from side to
side," and "open my legs and pull out my underwear."
A brief by the federal government stated the
search was unwarranted because there was no reason
to believe Redding was "carrying the pills inside her
undergarments, attached to her nude txxly, or anywhere else that a strip search would reveal."
However, to imply that the search would have been
okay had there been reasonable suspicion is dangerous. Teachers and administrators are not trained on
how to strip search students or how to recognize reasonable belief. Such matters are best left to the
police.
Redding is now 19, but she feels the effects of the
search every day. She was humiliated and refused to
return to ichool. She developed stomach ulcers and
becomes emotional when she talks about the incident.
The case will provide an important test for conservative justices who screech about violations of
their personal liberties over the Second Amendment
If they are truly serious about protecting everybody's
personal liberties and limiting the rule of government
the court will come down squarely against the school
district. Any justice to side with the school will be
showing his or her stripe ofcowardice and hypocrisy.
William P Davis is Web editor for The Maine
Camplis.

.....
The views and opinions expressed in the opinion section are solely those of their authors, and do not necessarily represent the views and opinions of The Maine Campus.
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Issue Date: 2/26/09
By Zach Dionne + Style Editor

Creative minds and shutterbugs put essence of their state between Flannel Magazine's covers
aine art is-more than lighthouses and pictures ished his sentence: "There's more to Maine than the
of the waves," Sean Collinson said. "No one coast."
"This is Maine, and it's not Bar Harbor, and it's not
from Maine wants a lighthouse painting. My
mom doesn't have a lighthouse painting; I Portland, and it's not on the water," Bourassa said.
would never enjoy looking at a lighthouse," the 24-year- "There's already a voice for that Maine. Flannel is the hidold senior University of Maine new media student fin- den Maine that only Mainers know."
Bourassa enjoys the coast and lobster. But he also recished, only half-joking.
He's the founder of Flannel Magazine — a free, home- ognizes Maine as "going to Old Town and seeing some fat
made product full of black-and-white photography and inter- guy on steps drinking a 40 'cause he just got out of work
at the paper mill."
views on 8-inch-by-8-inch paper, tied together with string.
"It's an art and culture magazine, but we're not taking ourWould he take a picture of a lighthouse?
selves seriously," Collinson said."And [don't think Maine peo"If something terrible was happening to it," he said.
"If it was on fire," chimed in Travis Bourassa, a 24-year-old ple take themselves seriously. A lobsterman is a lobsterman
UMaine broadcast journalism student and Collinson's col- because he likes to get lobster. I am a Mainer, proudly.[hope I
have an arrimt, and I hope I sound ridiculous."
league.
The zinc's final product is a crossroads of crisp and
Flannel's mission, proclaimed on the first page of Issue One,
is to display "what we love about the state: the great outdoors, coarse. Two editions in, the plan is for all issues to feature
interviews with contributors and showcase their art. At this
the creativity and the do-it-yourself mentality."
The first issue took a year to complete from thought to page. time, contributors must be from Maine,although where they
Coliaison's final project for a graphic design class set off along- live or make their art is open.
"This is for people from Maine, that love Maine,"
burning creative fuse; he had to make a book.
Reading art publications, Collinson sensed the misconcep- Collinson said.
Flannel doesn't roll off a printing press — it's built. Issue
tion that only a few U.S. cities were where important art was
One was assembled in Collinson's basement, hand-cut with
occurring. His zinc's premise was complete.
"Flannel came about because we think Maine is just as cul- X-Acto knives and tied with string, while they watched
VHS tapes on a tiny television. They moved at a clip of
turally significant," Collinson said.
Bourassa said they want to give a voice to typically over- about six copies per movie.
"It just sucked, because there's no natural light, it's dusty,
looked or unseen Maine art
it's gross," Collinson said. They crossed the basement with
Pine Tree State stereotypes included?
"Hunting, woods,driving four-wheelers through the mud — .an extension cord to access the single working outlet.
The zine is printed on laser printers and copier paper.
Flannel stands for that stuff," Bourassa said."It doesn't stand for
"It's basically the worst quality you could get, but I think
the touristy Maine. It doesn't stand against it, but ..."
Jessica Harvey, 19, the third leg of Flannel's tripod, fin- the integrity of the photos still holds up," Collinson said.
Flannel is the kind of publication that embraces grit and
grain honestly — there's no irony in a contributor praising
Steel Reserve,a lethal brew that has six-packs priced at next to
nothing, as his favorite beer. Or the bassist of Belfast punk
band Afghan Banana Stand saying he and the dminmer couldn't play their instruments when they joined the group — they
learned as they went. Kind of like Flannel.
The zine didn't need to have all its pieces in line —
advertisers, a business bank account, arrangements for
glossy prints. They interviewed their friends, a girlfriend
or two, and showed the diversity of their neck of the
woods with pictures of guns, embroidered Web speak
and tattooed dudes doing cannonballs into aboveground pools.

M

here was no plan for Flannel
to make money. Then the first
order came from a girl in
„•Kansas — a girl no one involved with
/
Flannel knew.
"She just found it," Collinson said. "We
never said,`Go to the blog, get our magazine.' We
just started getting orders. So then we just started
running with it." The majority of the orders for Issue
came from the Internet
"We couldn't keep up with the orders. We were getting
them out like three weeks after they were ordering them,"
Collinson said. He estimated 50 requests in two weeks.
The Flannel crew planted copies in Bangor stores and
the University of Maine Art Museum, where director
George Kinghorn was smitten — he called the next day
}
and asked to meet them.
"We still can't come to terms with the fact that something we made, people are interested in and want it and
would be willing to write a letter to us and be like,'Can
I have a copy of that?" Bourassa said.
Bourassa browsed his e-mail for a message from
Bangor High School student Hannah Hirsch.
"Finally we have a cool, hip, independently produced
photography/art zine that focuses on the true meaning of
Maine: finding the true beauty in the grimy and gritty,"
Hirsch writes. The message concludes with her asking
what the process for subscribing is.
"When Sean and I read that, we were like,
'Subscribing?"

T

ollinson and Bourassa are sitting at their workspace. Bourassa is wearing corduroys and a
.
bolo tie. Collinson wears a red-and-blue flannel
shirt and jeans. Both have mustaches. Neither
Photo by Jessica Harvey are wearing shoes. They tap away on MacBook Pros,

C

working to finish Issue Two before a Friday night party.
It's being produced in nicer conditions than the inaugural issue; Flannel recently secured a space at the Foster
Student Innovation Center on campus. They were offered
an interview on 101.3 WVOM on their first day.
The second Flannel doubles the amount of contributors
and stacks to 52 pages — up from 36 in Issue One. There's
a death theme — contributors spoke about their near-death
experiences, ghosts and the afterlife.
"We were a lot more excited about Issue Two because we
felt like we built kind of a fanbase," Bourassa says."We were
a lot more motivated to get it done and do it for the audience."
They feel more professional in the Innovation Center.
"It makes you feel like what you're doing has more
worth," Bourassa says.
The creative and production side, although time-consuming, is the simple part. Business decisions are tough.
Flannel is printed at home and on a university printer,
but Collinson and Bourassa dropped some of their own
cash on supplies and charge $2 for shipping. They'll soon
spend $60 to have Flannel copyrighted.
While the zine isn't turning a profit yet, it is now produced without a cash loss.
"I haven't given making money much thought,"
Collinson says.
"We're the least business-minded people in this business building," Bourassa says, gesturing to the Innovation
Center, where video producers and software engineers
hang their hats. With a long desk and natural light pouring
in from floor-to-ceiling windows, Flannel is now a far cry
from a shoestring setup in a musty basement. They have
support from the business-savvy Innovation Center staff
and 24-hour access to their workspace.
Rubbing shoulders with entrepreneurs and dedicating
so much time to Flannel, is it crossing into career territory,
or still a hobby?
"Definitely a hobby," Collinson says.
"Both," Bourassa says.
"It's a hobby, but we want it to be our job," Harvey says.
"We can say it's a passion. We're working on this at the level
where we'd like it to be a self-sustainable thing, like this could
continue happening. This is not a school project that xou do,and
you get a grade and you're done," Collinson says.
Bourassa worries his girlfriend will dump him if he works on
another issue; he's so absorbed in Flannel, he tends to forget
plans with her.
"I get stressed out, constantly," Collinson says. "It's a good
stress. It's not a stress where we hate to do it; it's just a stress
where we're constantly pushing ourselves.
Collinson forgot to show up for his job recently; he was
working on Flannel.
"We're gonna make real good adults someday," Bourassa
says.
"I have a really hard time keeping track of anything. Jess is
our staff," Collinson says. He tells her every detail, and she
serves as his memory. She's also his girlfriend.
They face tough questions on an almost daily basis.
"Where do you see the zine in five years'?" Collinson mimics.
"In a Dumpster. In my woodstove," Bourassa answers.
Bourassa had been skeptical about creating a paper
product he'd hand directly to people, but said it trumps the
ease and forgettable nature of a blog.
. "Turning the pages, I think that gets people really into
it," he says.
"If they know next month there's going to be an actual
physical copy of something waiting at the door, people get
way more impressed by that," Bourassa says. "It looks like
a magazine. That's what I want it to do."
Collinson and Bourassa hope to include new artists in every
issue, as well as more writers and articles. Their immediate
business goals are to earn advertising revenue and secure professional printing. They want to increase in thickness and.
expand their painting and multimedia content.
Collinson hopes to build up the Flannel Web presence to a
space that can advertise artistic and DIY Maine happenings.
Flannel will be the organization behind a multi-genre rock
show for the Keith Anderson Community Center on April 17.
Their highest aspiration is to become, as Collinson puts it,
"an art collective, where there's this art group of young artists
who are not doing what's in most Maine galleries."
"We want it to become more than just a magazine," he says.
To order Flannel, e-mail order@flannelzine.com. Flannel
is online atflannekine.com and Facebook.
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Feel It Robot knocks the pants off fans
Issue Date: 11/17/08
By Casey Hill
Copy Editor
There's a time and a plare for everything. At
a Feel It Robot concert,the time is for dancing,
and the place is for de-pantsing.
During the band's rehearsal, the pants stay
on.
The group faces each other, gathered in a
comfortable circle. D-Bot is cornered behind
two keyboards, warming up,tinkering with the
keys, playing the right notes at the right time
and making it look easy. Without his shoes on,
his stockinged feet partially sink into the matted red and brown carpet.
S-Bot sits behind the drum set with a new
microphone resting on her head, drumsticks in
hand. I'm shivering in my fleece, but she's
ready to go in a tank top and jeans just slightly
rolled above the ankles, her feet ready to pound
the bass drum.
M-Bot covers a third keyboard, with an
assortment of instruments behind him. He
picks up his electric guitar, the unkempt
strings flying from the top of the Fender
like the hair of Medusa.
B-Bot is sitting down, holding a tuba
that's about to swallow a microphone. She's
ready with her brass and her music set up in
front of her.
At the top of the ring is K-Bot, standing
with her microphone, trying to avoid MBot's flailing guitar strings.
They open rehearsal with their
title track,"Feel It Robot." I have to
fight the urge to get up and start
dancing. I control myself and
resort to tapping my feet and
my
bobbing
head. As the
rehearsal

continues, the energy level never plummets
or even tapers slightly.
K-Bot,S-Bot, B-Bot, M-Bot and D-Bot are
Feel It Robot. If you've heard of them before
and been to a show, you know the kind of vim
that fills the venue when they're on stage. This
five-Thot" band hailing from Bangor. Maine is
a surge of energy lighting up the local music
scene. Ironically, only S-Bot is a Maine native.
She was born in Bangor. B-Bot is from
Minnesota; K-Bot hum New York; M-Bot and
D-Bot from New Jersey.,
Everyone's musical history varies. For MBot and D-Bot, who happen to be brothers,
music has been in their lives since age four.
M-Bot started with the violin while D-Bot
took to the piano. They each moved to a number of different instruments such as guitar,
bass and keyboards. ,
S-Bot has been playing the drums for only
a year. For the most part, she learned how to
play for Feel It Robot.
For B-Bot music, more specifically the tuba, is in her blood.
Playing the tuba is a family tradition. She started when she was
10 years old and has kept on
with the tradition.
K-Bot doesn't quite
have a musical background like her
bandmates.
"I've never
done anything
musical my
whole life.
People
always

used to tell me not to sing," she said.
There couldn't be a better lead vocalist for
Feel It Robot.
If you plan on seeing the dance robots live
— and yes, you absolutely should — you
might want to consider taking your bicycle as
opposed to driving. One of their newest songs
is called "Check Out My Whip." D-Bot, who
wrote the song, describes it as being about
"having a driver's license but not needing it
because you have such a cool bicycle."
Bicycles are one of Feel It Robot's themes,
along with dancing, taking off your pants and,
well, robots. But they're more than motifs; for
the band,they are a frame of mind.
"It's all about deprograminization and
reprograminization," M-Bot said. With the all
the problems in the world and the economy in
its current state,"this is a good time to re-evaluate." When there's a choice between guzzling
gasoline and pedaling a bike, Feel It Robot
advocates for the latter.
"If you're having a hard time, get up and
dance," sings K-Bot on one track.
"Don't take yourself so seriously," M-Bot
said. Basically, if you can dance and take off
your pants, life can't be too bad.
Halloween marked Feel It Robot's official
one-year anniversary. A handful of lucky students got to see them live at the WMEB
Halloween gig at the Keith Anderson
Community Center in Orono.
"The Halloween [show] wasjust amazing,"
said Alec Richardson, a senior theater student
at the University of Maine.'There were characters from all around campus.[Feel It Robot]
always draws kind of an eclectic crowd,"
Richardson said.
Among the many different costumes at the
show,one couldn't be matched.To show his
allegiance to Feel It Robot, a fan dressed
in a fully decked-out robot costume.
This was more than a pleasant surprise
for the band, and K-Bot made sure to
snap some photos.
"That's a sign that people really enjoy their stuff. They have a
cult following," Richardson
in
said

regards to the robot man.
Along With a tricked-out robot at the
Halloween concert, "There was a pants-less
conga line," according to M-Bot.
"At least 20 to 25 men took off their pants
at the Halloween show," he said. M-Bot and DBot, being the boy hots of the act, usually join
the crowd when the time strikes for trouser
removal. K-Rot, B-Bot and S-Bot don't partake in the traditional removal of the pants.
Sometimes the guys prepare themselves by
wearing bicycle shorts underneath - and sometimes not Either way, it gets the crowd going
and makes for a show that could only be conceived by Feel It Robot.
"The longer we play without our pants, the
better the show," M-Bot said.
The hots get together twice a week at MBot's studio in downtown Bangor to rehearse.
Right now they are preparing for their next gig
at Space Gallery in Portland on Nov. 20.
Despite a setback this past summer when BBot left the area from May to September, the
robots have returned full-force, B-Hot and her
tuba in tow, with the high energy and funk that
fans appreciate them for. They're still pounding
out the tunes and dancing hard, and they're not
showing any signs of letting up.
The refreshing appeal of Feel It Robot,
other than their unique sound and persona, is
that they're all true friends. "I love working
with these people," K-Bot said. "There are no
divas here."
"Everyone is respectful and so good to each
other," S-Bot said of her and her bandmates.
Feel It Robot are currently working on their
first album. There is no set date for a release,
but be on the lookout. Their MySpace page
offers free listening to four of their recordings
and updates on upcoming gigs. They are also
on Facebook.
"Feel It Robot is a band with a lot of promise," Richardson said."You can tell that they're
all so happy to be doing what they're doing ...
It's interesting to see what kind of eclectic
sounds are coming from our area, especially
downtown
the
scene. It's really
powerful."

Art Courtesy of Feel It Robot

Winter bike riders: two wheels below zero
Issue Date: 2/5/09
By Eryk Salvaggio
Interim Editor in Chief
It is 9 a.m. and 5 degrees below
zero,the third day in a row of negative temperatures for Orono. Car
engines are frozen. The sound of
ice scrapers and idling engines are
heard across town.
Matt McEntee is about to go
on a bike ride.
His morning starts with boxers,
black long johns and an undershirt
vaguely resembling swaths of felt.
Next is a polo shirt, so he can look
presentable to his business class;
followed by jeans, wool socks, a
fur-lined corduroy jacket, Nikes
and a bike helmet.
There used to be ski goggles,
but they went missing somewhere.
He used to have a down jacket, but
he slid on a patch of ice and tore a
hole in it: "I had to bike home with
one hand, trying to keep all my
feathers in," McEntee said.
Winter bikers contend with a
series of additional obstacles.
Muddy snow cakes itself onto tire
treads, which lose grip on icy roads.
The lightness of bike frames makes
braking less effective, especially on

long downhill slopes. Bikers share
the road with larger, heavier objects
moving at faster speeds.
Certainly, there are easier ways
to commute. McEntee owns a car
and the BAT bus stops right by his
house. But when there is an easier
way to do something, it doesn't
mean you always have to take it.
"I don't want to say it's a
machismo thing," McEntee said.
"But it's kind of along the same
'lines. It's kind of what it means to
be alive, to be human. You push
yourself a little bit."
Looking at McEntee on a bike is
kind of like looking at a tree on a bike. He is tall, spindly, with long
hair held in place by chopsticks.
His ride spans about three miles
with three hills. You notice hills
when you're on a bike.The curves of
the land begin to matter again: The
areeleration of a bike as it speeds
down hills builds up wind resistance,
aggravating frigid temperatures. For
winter bikers,tears stream as cold air
spurs the immune system into
pumping out saline — an attempt to
keep eyes from freezing solid in their
sockets. McEntee's legs burn, his
back sweats, his face and chest are
"f--in'cold."
It all begs the question: In

the face of all that pain, why
not just drive to campus and
work out at the gym?
"Excruciating pain, for me,
would be sitting on a bike that doesn't go anywhere," McEntee said.
"There's a bent appeal to being out
in conditions that would deter most
people from leaving their house."

"It's not that big
of a deal."
Jeff Hake
Winter biker
McEntee started biking to avoid
the pitfalls of using a car: gas prices,
parking, environmental devastation. He's been biking to school for
three years now, taking a semester
off when he got too sick to risk the
exposure. He has been back on his
bike this semester, despite temperatures that have hovered at zero.
McEntee isn't alone. Across the
University of Maine on days when
weather approaches brazen disregard for human survival, there are
usually bikes tied to the racks in
front ofthe library. McEntee's roommate, Jeff Hake, frequently takes a
bike to UMaine in these conditions.

His standard uniform includes two
pairs of socks, jeans, overalls, a Tshirt, a long-sleeved shirt, two
sweaters and a fur-lined jacket
"Once you realize no one on
campus cares about what you
look like," Hake said, "you just
buy warm clothes."
Hake and McEntee both seem
perplexed by any suggestion
that biking to school in Maine's
hostile winters might strike
some as extreme.
"The main thing I want people to know about this is it's not
that big of a deal," Hake said. "It
just makes so much more sense
to bike whenever you can bike."
Hake and McEntee have as many
reasons for biking as they have layers of clothing: They get to class
faster, because they don't get stuck
in traffic or spend time looking for
parking spaces. They feel refreshed
when they get to class. They're both
concerned about the ecological
impact ofcars. They burn more calories biking, so they can eat whatever
they want — it shows,because Hake
and McEntee are both rail-thin. They
aren't constrained by the BAT
schedule. It's also cheaper.
For all of their reasons, the sight
of a student on a hike tends to bring

out a lot of obnoxious drive-by
behavior. Hake and McEntee both
have experiences of hostile beeping
and taunts to "get dear" hurled at
them by warmer commuters.
McEntee compares it to animals yipping at passersby.
"A little annoying dog is not
going to bark at you in the street,"
McEntee said. "But if it's in a car, it
will. It's something to do with an
inferiority complex."
Neither believes the willpower
required to bike to campus has
shown up anywhere else in their
lives, and laughed when asked if
they considered themselves disciplined. It is, they assert, a labor of
love. Hake and McEntee want to
be outdoors. The cold is just
something they deal with while
they're out there.
"This morning, the river was
giving off steam," Hake said."On
a bike, you can just stop and look.
In a car, people would honk their
horns and scream at you for holding up traffic."
Both recommend the ride to
others.
"Take the money you'd spend on
one tank of gas and just buy some
warm clothes," McEntee said."You
don't even need-a nice hike."
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Demetri Martin says "Hi."
Zach Dionne + Style Editor

"This is the worst comedy you'll hear in the country tonight."
ice
try, Demetri level of activity from a syntax is sacred for him.
"I don't know what the long
Martin. There was no Manhattanite's perspective.
The most specialized portion form of OK is. I wanna think it's
fooling the sold-out
University of Maine of the show for the UMaine okie dokie. 'I'm okie dokie. I'm
crowd at the Collins Center for audience was the question-and- a little shaken up, but I'm okie
the Arts on Saturday, Feb. 21 — answer encore with the entire dokie.' The good news is, she's
house. Martin transformed mun- okie dokie. The surgery went
the night was all laughs.
Martin stepped onstage short- dane questions like an inquiry fine."
"I wish my name started with
ly after 8 p.m., laid his guitar about his favorite food into
a
comma.
That would be so draFans
tangents.
humorous
nonchalantly on the floor and
he
said, doing an
middle
matic,"
learn
his
screamed
out
to
improvisation
and
launched into
apparently on-the-spot Maine name, how he traveled to Orono impression of the pregnant
from the Bangor airport and if pause that would come before
jokes.
One audience member was they could have his drawing his name.
Martin's rouenthralled with the sight of a pad.
tine
favored
"Holy
s---,
celeb
bona fide Comedy Central
"Tree houses are really abrupt or nonexbefore his eyes — he couldn't Maine is inquisitive," he said.
insensitive. That's like istent segues
stop hooting.
between jokes.
mopThe
"I heard there was a chookilling something and This
style, rather
monotopped,
choo studies major. This guy is
one
of
its
then
making
than
long
Martin
tone
said,
setting
acing it," Martin
buildups
and
his
the tone for the show. showcased
friends hold it."
drawn-olit tales,
of
Conversational and comfortable dominance
lead to a colossal
on the college humor wave- deadpan delivery,
Demetri Martin batch of one-linits
doubling
length, Martin never missed a
Comedian ers and odd,
beat, much less a chance to charm by occahilarious
spearhead an impromptu joke sionally giggling
thoughts in the hour-and-a-half
with the audience or a tangent of at his own cleverness.
Martin mixed up the routine performance. The experience
his imagination.
with
a drawing pad on an easel was kinda like this:
The 35-year-old's half-hour
Tree houses are really insensignature "Large Pad" —
—
his
Things
"Important
show,
TV
with Demetri Martin," aired its and a keyboard and guitar. The sitive. That's like killing somesecond episode on Comedy Large Pad included a graph thing and then making one of its
Central last Wednesday. He has comparing the thickness of a friends hold it."
"I like when people wear a
also appeared on "The Daily person's neck versus the thickShow". and "Flight of the ness of the books they've read WWJD bracelet, because it's
Conchords," and starred in his and a list of the five best poli- like an example of the first thing
own CD and DVD specials cies after honesty. Drawings and Jesus wouldn't do, probably."
='Wind chimes are also earth"These Are Jokes" and "Demetri pie charts were also fodder for
chimes."
quake
drawing-pad
antics.
Martin's
Martin. Person."
There was plenty of laughter
"You can't say duper without
Martin riffed on the town
names of Bangor and Orono saying super first. That's bulls---," — enough so it couldn't quite
fade before the audience was
before kicking in to his regular he said.,
Martin is a logophile — a smacked with each new joke:
stand-up routine.
"If I were blind, I'd wear a
"Bangor. Bang. Or. OK, what word lover. If he reads this,
all the time."
joke
blindfold
probably
make
a
he'll
he
just
'bang,"
Oh,
there's
else'?
That particular musing was
said, commenting on the city's about the word logophile. No

N
A bonus interview
with
Demetri Martin
MC:So what'd you
think of Harvest
Moon?
DM: Oh,it was great.
I went there and I had
a roast beef sandwich
on wheat bread. It was
delicious.
[Student Entertainment
cuts offinterview]
DM: OK. Sorry. Ten
everyone I said hi.

4

set to a lengthy keyboard jam.
Martin first played smooth chords
over his standard jokes _before
offering a handful of themed
tunes; motifs such as "Things That
Rhyme That Would Be Fun to Do"
— like "hide some croutons in an
enemy's futon."
"I ate at Harvest-something
today," Martin sang, referring to
Harvest Moon Deli on Mill Street.
Did he get recognized in the
small sandwich shop?
"I think on the way out, I
heard my name; somebody muttered my name. It could've been
a coincidence," he said after the
show.
Another tune sarcastically
detailed the painful activities
Martin would prefer over waiting
in line at a night club.
"I'd rather live in Maine without a car," made the cut.
Listening to the crowd was like
listening to a laugh track on
"Seinfeld" — absolute silence,
utter attention, then — barn — cue
laughter explosion.
After the show, Martin identified Peter Sellers, Gary Larson
and Stephen Wright as comedians
he thinks are funny.
Before the Q-and-A encore,
Martin "closed" with a 15-minute
routine playing guitar and spouting a seemingly endless stream of
jokes while he finger-picked soft
progressions.
"I think it'd be cool to see
someone playing air guitar suffocate. How ironic," he said.
Then he picked up a tape
recorder. "Don't ever say that
again," he whispered into it.
Awfully tough on himself for
such a witty guy.
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I'd rather drink nothing than lapsang souchong
In a change of pace for the TeaTotaler, I am going to discuss a
type of tea I simply cannot stand:
lapsang souchong.
Maybe it has something to do
with being a vegetarian, but the
lapsang souchong flavor's resemblance to an Al-heavy summer
barbecue is rather unsettling. Or
maybe that is just what the smell
implies. The flavor is more
unpleasantly pungent, like drink•
ing liquefied charcoal.
Lapsang souchong is a specialized tea from the Fujian proviti7e
of China. It is known as a
"smoked tea." While it is indeed a
dark black tea that I would normally enjoy, the leaves, after harvest, are initially "withered over
pine [branch] fires." After a somewhat different method of fermentation in which the leaves are
pressed into barrels and covered
with cloth, the leaves are "placed
in bamboo baskets and dried over
smoking pine fires," according to

"The Tea Companion."
I had my first cup of lapsang
souchong as a first-year student.
This was back in.the days when I
was still putting some sugar in my
tea, so to come up against a tea
that at the time tasted not only bit-

saying a lot.
Adagio Teas, a popular online
merchant of loose and bagged teas,
is honest about its lapsang souchong blend:"You either love it or
hate it." The tea's user comments
support this. Marianna W. says, "I

opened the box ... all I could smell "one of my new favorites."
I have had friends try to conwas the smokiness of this tea,
me that lapsang souchong is
vince
which wasn't unpleasant. But
and that I should give it
delicious
smelled
it
cup,
when I made a
almost like tires. I couldn't bring another try, including the interim
myself to take a sip." On the other editor-in-chief of this newspakr.
side of the coin, Christine A. However, I am inclined to consider
this a lapse in judgment, or that the
lapsang fans are in fact closet arsonists who get their kicks from tea that
tastes like the plantation caught fire
and was harvested in any case.
Nevertheless, if you feel so
inclined to try this monstrosity
— just to spite me — it can also
be found under the name Russian
Caravan (signifying that perhaps
all of .Russia's citizens, with
whom the tea is popular, have no
taste buds). Less common blends
echoes a sentiment that Mainers of smoked teas can be found
may relate to: "When the weather under the names tarry souchong,
gets chilly, it's time for me to order yo pao or simply smoked tarry.
this tea. I love the smoky flavor! Many teahouses and other merDelicious with lots of sugar, a chants carry these smoked
snuggly blanket and a good book." blends. I hope they store it away
Likewise, Chris H. describes it as from the other teas.

Ebe Tea -Eotater
By Jeff Hake
Issue Date: 2/26/09

ter, but like it had been trapped at
the heart of a forest fire; I was
completely turned off. I'm still
repulsed every time I smell it and
prefer to go without tea rather
than have a cup of it, which is

was hoping to like this tea since I
generally like strong flavors.
Unfortunately, the taste was exactly like the horrible smell of an oin4ment that my mom used on bums
when I was a kid." Ashwini P.
agreed: "I'm not a fan. When I
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Artist Spot: Anthony Arnista
Issue Date: 12/11/08

'The Big Burrito' with Michael Fournier
Issue Date: 1/29/09
By Kegan Zema
Staff Reporter
Michael Fournier, a graduate student and English profesor at the
University of Maine,hosts the weekly
radio shows "The Big Burrito,"
Mondays from 9 to 11 p.m. and "The
Living End," Fridays 4 to 5 p.m.
MC: When did you first come to
Maine?
Fournier: My girlfriend moved
here and it sounded pretty good. I was
in Boston for 10 years before this and
an undergrad at [The University of
New Hampshire] before that After 10
years of living in Boston and doing
the starving-artist thing, I was like
"Alright"
MC:Did you live right in the city?
Fournier: I lived in Alston. Alston
is kind of the [Boston University
neighborhood. You can't swing a bat
without hitting hipsters and people in
bands, so it was really cool.
MC: How'd you get involved
with WMEB?
Fournier: I was involved with
WLTNH when I was an undergrad but
I wasn't as involved with that as I
would have liked, so I was like,"I'm
sure Maine has a radio station."
MC: What has drawn you to punk
music in particular'?
Fournier: I was 14 and I lived in
New Hampshire and didn't have any
neighbors. It was really rural and I
was skateboarding a lot because you
could do that without a team or something. So as I started skating, I started
reading magazines and my favorite
skaters always had T-shirts on, like
Sex Pistols shirts or whatever. So I
was like,"What is this, why do I keep
hearing about these bands?" So I
bought a Sex Pistols tape and took it
home and I remember that I listened
to it right before I had to go to church
with my mom. So I listened to
"Holidays in the Sun" [the opening
track on "Nevermind the Bollocks,
Here's the Sex Pistols"] and all
throughout church all I could think
about was,"Who is this guy that is so
pissed?" It was obvious to me that he
couldn't sing very well, but he was in

By Kaley Roberts
Copy Editor

Instead of spending last summer
relaxing or exploring exotic lands,
Anthony devoted the bulk of his
break to acting. "I did a summer
internship at Monmouth Theatre [in
Monmouth, Maine], and I did two
Shakespeare shows and 'Arsenic
and I ace."
Anthony said that with all of his
theatrical duties, his free time is
scant.
"Well, theater is pretty demanding. You rehearse after school every
day when you're in a production ...
I'd come home from rehearsals and
just be tired and do homework and
go to bed. If I could make more
Arnista
hours in the day, you could rest
numerous student-directed shows. assured that I would be doing
He estimates having taken part in more."
Even with everything theater
"about 20,25 shows" in his lifetime,
of him, Anthony still finds
requires
as
stage
the
to
taking
recently
most
the titular character in "Sc,apin."
See ARNISTA on page 36

A long way from playing multiple filler characters during his childhood in Germany, Anthony started
in the on-campus productions "Bat
Boy," "Betty's Summer Vacation"
and "Hedda Gabler," along with

a band. It really appealed to me that
you could create something yourself
For some,acting is like a drug —
without having formal training.
a fact University of Maine junior
MC: Did you grow up around Anthony Arnista is well aware of. It
music'?
may have been his mother's need to
Fournier: Yeah, I did. My dad get him out of the house that introwas a DJ for a long time. But my par- duced him to acting, but it's the
ents' progression kind of stopped with exhilarating feelings of acceptance
like, Judy Collins. My parents were and fascination that kept him on
folkies, they were never hippies. stage since.
There were some Beatles records at
Now in his third year of
the house but that was about as edgy UMaine's theater program,Anthony
as it ever got. So it made sense that I enthusiastically recalled one of his
should learn as much about the Sex earliest acting experiences."I was in
Pistols as I could and then sort of 'The Wizard of Oz.' I was a
spring offfrom there.
munchkin and a flying monkey. But
MC: And when was this?
they couldn't afford to make the
Fournier: That was 1988 ... I monkeys fly, so we were on roller
guess, so that was like eighth grade.
skates."
MC: Can you tell me a little bit
about the History of Punk Rock
course you taught at Tufts University?
Fournier: That was so much fun.
I taught that for five semesters. It just
occurred to me, "I think I know
enough about this, so I could teach it
at a college level." And Tufts has the
experimental college so I pitched
them the class, and if you can provide
evidence that you are an expert on
something, they'll hire you at least
once. After the first semester I started
using it as a calling card to get people
interested. Clint Conley from Mission
of Burma came by first and that blew
my mind. And then last April, Ian
MacKaye from Fugazi and Minor
Threat came in and that was like
Abigail Siegfriedt
hanging out with the Dalai Lama for
Adrienne Fine
me. For an entire day we just rode
Amanda Hallett
around and I picked his brain about
Amelia Catherine Buttnart
stuff.
Andrea Ahearn
MC: With punk music being such
Andrea
McLaughlin
a big part of your life, do you feel like
Doak
Andrew
you are still an angry kid at heart?
Briggs
Ashleigh
glasses
thick
had
I
Fournier:
Daniel Potter
Ashley Willis:
when I was a kid, and really bad
Emily Alboo
Brian Wages
acne and braces and all that. Plus, I
Bellmore
EfTlilg
was going through puberty and ridBriatta Lay(lulu°
Desjardins
Emily
Brittatill Bean
ing a skateboard. I think it's really
Emily Moniz
natural to feel angry when you are
Brittany Paul
M oody
Emma
getting into it. It's a coming of age
Caitlin Rafferty
McAllister
Erwin
thing. I didn't really know why I was
Casey Kenahatt
angry, I just knew I was angry. I had
Grace Veasey
Celeste Clark
too much energy, is what it was. I
James Bell
Watts
Chad
don't really think I was angry about
.loshua D. Beriistuiri
Cody Bishop
the economy or the government or
anything. That stuff angers me now,
OF

ank You
Meghan Robitaille
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He goes on to tell me stories unfit for
print, but fit to make me laugh until my
face hurts — one memory ends, "that
was the best $101 ever spent."
That's the vibe of the evening —
there doesn't appear to be much sad
drinking."Commemorate Andy Gerke"
is the name of the Facebook event, and
that's what is happening.
"By the time today came around,
we'd gotten a lot of our tears out," says
Dennis Boyd,a 2005 UMaine alum arid
one of Andrew's many Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity brothers. He was at
the hospital with Andrew when he died.
"He wouldn't have wanted a bunch
of people sitting around crying about it
He would've wanted all his friends to
get together,raise a glass, here's to you,"
Dennis says. "This is how I wanna go
out Line 'ern up at the bat"
Boyd has done his fair share working
through Andrew's list He estimates 25
Sig Ep brothers came to Novare Res to
do the same.
"We had people come incredible
lengths just to say goodbye," Dennis
says. Andrew's friends traveled from
Massachusetts, New York and
Colorado.
Novare Res is a pub for beer lovers.
They serve beer in more than 35 styles
of glasses. They decorate the tables
with makeshift beer-bottle vases filled
with baby's breath. Empties of prestigious brews line every spare inch of
shelf space.
A guy I've never met toasts my
glass and says,"To Andy." Photocopies
of Andrew's list float around —
"Gerke, Andrew, November 14, 2008,"
is written in his handwriting.
At 10:13 p.m., Andrew's sister Katy
buys the last beer. It's an Allagash,from
Maine.
"We are here for one man,"someone
yells as a toast. Glasses clink and tears
are shed.
Each person who finishes the 200beer list is given an engraved chalice and
a spot to keep it in a locked room.
"There's one person that's awarded
with a key," Cory tells me. He holds up
a small, ordinary silver key."Whenever
we want, we can open up the gate with

"He'd never done anything like this
When Andrew Gerke told me in an
interview he'd booked the Dropkick before, and he was ready to just do it,"
Murphys for a concert at UMaine,I said he says.
Cory left with Andrew's sister, Katy
"cool" and wrote it in my notebook. The
next thing he told me was that it was on McAlister, at seven for dinner at
a Thursday — and we started laughing Margaritas.
"At that point, the bartenders were
about it being a thirsty Thursday with an
Irish-punk band from Boston. Andrew like,'You know,if you guys don'tfinish
said he was looking into the possibilities it tonight, we'll keep it going. You've
of a beer tent for the show.
got a long ways to go.'And we got back
While we never found time to hang here at nine and they're like, 'There's
out apart from our relationship as editor at only about 12 beers left," Cory says,
the Maine Campus and Student laughing."So people did a lot of work."
The beers range from $5 to more
Entertainment maestro, he texted me
more than once suggesting we chat over than $30 and come from all over the
world, with a big chunk hailing from
beer.
That's the long way of me proving Belgium and Germany. With no
the guy was a beer lover. Since last fall,
he'd been a fan of Novare Res Bier Cafe
in the Old Port — a pub that offers"members" a checklist to keep track of their
conquest of 200 beers. When he died
last Tuesday, he had 13 down, 187 to go.
Andrew Gerke's friends and family
made a pilgrimage to Novare Res on
Saturday hight to finish what he started,
just as Christopher Tolkien finished the
work of his father, J.R.R., in chronicling
Middle-earth.
+++
At 9 p.m., I find the brick pub and
proceed to wait 15 minutes' for a bePr; a
side bar is completely mobbed with peoWing away at Andrew's list.
ovareIRes and its spacious beer garden
are Swarmed with people wearing both
red and blue Red Sox hats reading, "In
Loving Memory: Andrew Gerke: 8/8/84 method, I pick a Belgian Augustijn Ale
— 4/14/09." Later, upward of 40 people from the menu;the bartender ducks into
gather for the event to sing a boisterous the bottle room and returns with a green
rendition of the Maine "Stein Song"out- monster reminiscent of a wine bottle,
cork and all. I'll find out later it costs
side.
When 1. finally get my hands on the $21. I'm okay with it because I know
list, there are hardly any beers left. why I'm here.
"To'finish his list, to finish his goal?
According to Andrew's friend Brandon
,Aaskov, a separate group from Team I think this is the perfect tribute, because
Gerke heard what was going on and no matter what Andy and I were doing,
pitched in, purchasing some of the more we had a blast. No. Matter. What," says
expensive beers.
Kyle Nonis, punctuating each word
Cory Sims, Andrew's sister's with a slap of his hands. He's known
boyfriend, orchestrated the event Cory Andrew since age six. "Bringing all
is quick to downplay his role.
these people together — from his frater"It's all in the name of Andy." Cory nity,from high school,from drum corps,
says. After hearing Andrew was a fan of from bands, everyone together in one
the establishment and that he'd hoped to place, to celebrate the life of one of the
finish all the beers, Cory spoke to the most amazing people I've ever known
Novare Res manager.
— is incredible."
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Andrew Gerke's list of completed beers at Novare Res Bier Cafe.
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Beer, a unifying force: a drink for one, a drink for all
One morning, when I was three
or four years old,! was the first in my
house to wake up. I spied a cup of
apple juice left out from the night
before and set to sipping.
It was beer. I spat it out, repulsed
and mad as hell.
A few years later, I either snuck or
was graciously granted a sip of Sea
Dog Blueberry Ale from a relative.
My immediate reaction was,
"Wait, beer can be good?"
Beer, coffee and the opposite sex:
I'm not sure how we go from hating
these things as youngsters to writing
columns about them as adults, but I
concede that they're each magnetizing forces from youth to maturity.
When Ben Franklin said,"Beer
is living proof that God loves us
and wants us to be happy," he didn't begin with "beer and wine and
spirits" or simply "alcohol." Beer
is a culturally permeating force,
and I'm going to take a stab at
explaining why.

It's the most arressible of alcoholic beverages. There is no way to
classify who drinks Sam Adams or
Budweiser,Guinness or Geary's. For
every college first-year drinking a

Route 66. And for every old
Englishman sipping a Samuel Smith
Oatmeal Stout at a pub in Yorkshire,
there's an American 20-something
trying to track down their first bottle.

killing $8 bottles versus extravagant
types buying $500 selections at dinner. Yes, I've seen one singular person,a college kid,sip liquor delicately, and I've met others who defy
these stereotypes. Casual cocktail
fans do exist, but the disparity
between people getting sloshed and
snobs nursing their astronomicallypriced drinks is huge.
Not so with beer. There's room
fir snobbery, but it doesn't dominate..
The person who plunks down $5 for
a Dogfish Head at a bar can rib the $1
b;E>ireBud drinker all they want, but the
common denominator remains:
l'hey're drinking beer.
Vag/og
All alcohol-imbued beverages
have merit, but beer is the master.
There's a reason Abraham Lincoln
The partiers pounding shots ofcheap said,"I am a firm believer in the peoliquor and concocting shabby mixes ple. If given the truth, they can be
with soda or Kool-Aid versus the depended upon to meet any national
classy types sipping scotch or tequila crisis. The great point is to bring
in a tumbler with a couple ice cubes. them the real facts, and beer."
Smart fella.
With wine, partiers — again —

25 percent alcohol by volume —
or brews crafted in small batches
just once a year.
Wine and spirits, on the other
hand,leave a huge gap in the middle:

i3eer
Ecliee
sst)z_

Natty Ice on a Friday night, there's a
crazy uncle bringing a 30-rack to a
family reunion. For every flanneldonning hipster chugging a PBR,
there's a tough-as-nails biker couple
toasting two tallboys at a diner on

And there's still room for beer
connoisseurs and elitists. There
are multihundred dollar single
bottles to scout out — see Sam
Adams' Utopias, the world's most
alcoholic beer, hovering around

Hardcore garners embrace their social hobby as lifestyle
Issue Date: 1/22/09

By Travis Bourassa
For The Maine Campus

"Some people have no imagination. They're mundane; they're
bored. They look around Bangor and
see a movie theater, and that's it.
Then there are people who go out
and make their own damn fun," said
Griffith Kelog,a substitute teacher at
Orono High School.
Kelog is talking about garners, a
title he wears proudly while making
his own damn fun.
On Jan. 17 and 18, Kelog, along
with dozens of other garners,fantasy
fans and self-proclaimed "geeks"
trekked to the Black Bear Inn and
Conference Center in Orono for
SnowCon, a gaming convention.
SnowCon featured 17 tables for
gamers to congregate and play their
favorite tabletop games.
What is a gamer? Simply put, a
gamer is someone who plays games
— role-playing, card, tabletop,
board, live-action or video games.
Garners can be casual or hard-core.
A Mountain Dew-fueled night
with friends isn't rare for hard-core
gamers, joining together to play
"Dungeons and Dragons," "Magic:
The Gathering" or even "World of
Warcraft."
To some, the thought of playing these games evokes Visions of
socially awkward McLovins or
"Revenge of the Nerds" types in
dusty basements.
this key, grab
the
chalice
comjust
and
from page 34
memorate
Andy Gerke."
We do just that. Cory removes a
large link of heavy chain from a
formidable metal gate, and we go
into a room full of cubby holes;
less than two dozen belong to
champions of the challenge. The
room is peaceful and quiet, even
with the roar of the bar audible in
the background.
Cory and Katy say the chalice
will be engraved with Andrew's
name, his birth and death dates,
and the word "commemorative."

Gerke

"Garners are nothing like most
people would expect. They're not the
nerdy, pimple-faced stereotype," said
Jeff Spaulding, a first-year new
media student at the University of
Maine and volunteer at Initiative 17,
a gaming store in Old Town."A lot
ofthem are creative. A lot ofthem are
adults."
Valerie Griswold-Ford is both.
She turned her love of role-playing
games into a writing career.
"My family was very much into
role-playing. My dad is interested in
games where you act as a character
and tell a story," Griswold-Ford said.
The storytelling skills GriswoldFord learned through role-playing
games led her to a career as a fantasy
author.
In a role-playing game, players
take on the role of fictional characters. The "game master" describes
the situations their characters
encounter. During a session, the
players and game master weave a
story. The story may take place in a
fantasy world, such as "Dungeons
and Dragons," or in the universe of a
popular television show or film such
as "Star Wars."
Russel Jarvis, owner of Initiative
17, describes role-playing as "the
integration of acting and imagination." He relates gaming sessions to
movies.
"Your scriptwriter is the GM
[game master], and you the player]
play a part in the movie," Jarvis said.
Role-playing games feature an
open-ended format. Some stories
that players create last through many
gaming sessions.

"It isn't about winning; it's about proceed to compete on a national
how you play the game," Griswold- level. The tournaments, local and
national, are sanctioned by Wizards
Ford said.
For some gamers, storytelling of the Coast, the publisher of
."Magic."
takes a backseat to victory.
For the garners at SnowCon, the
"I've been playing 'Magic: The
Gathering' seriously for about four convention was more than storyyears," said Tony Spero, a second- telling and strategy; it was about
year electrical engineering technolo- being with other garners.
"You get to be with a bunch of
gies student. "By seriously, I mean
people who understand you. They
that! play in tournaments."
"Magic" is a collectible-card get the geeky jokes that I get and
game that allows players to build laugh at the same stupid things that I
customizable decks. Players use laugh at. I have great social interaccards to weaken their opponent's tions here," Kelog said.
"I've met at least three people
deck. A strategically built deck Will
give the player an advantage over his here who I'll get into contact with on
campus," Spero said.
opponents.
SnowCon was sponsored by
"It's a game that's simple enough
for anyone to play, but it's complex BangPop!, an organization which
enough for intricate strategy," Jarvis prides itself as promoting events
from the "pop culture fringe" in the
said.
Initiative 17 holds "Magic: the Bangor area.
Last September,the group organGathering" tournaments. Winners

They'll also put a picture of
Andrew in the cubby. They've
been drinking from Andrew's chalice — they give me a sip before
setting it in his cubby and showing
me his completed list.
The list is like Andrew's life:
You show up, it's astonishing, and
you can't wait for it to go on and
on. Then all of a sudden, it's over
with three hours till last call. And
it's still a hell of a way to be sent
off. There's no question everyone
here will remember the night and
tell the story for ages. The Beer
Police will certainly be back, thinking of Andrew and sipping one in
his honor.

STREET

ized a comic book and pop culture
convention at the Spectacular Events
Center in Bangor Gibran Graham,a
founding member of BangPop!,said
the success of the convention led him
to believe a gaming convention
would be just as profitable.
"The gaming community has
been hungry for,something like this,"
Graham said.
Though the organizers of
SnowCon may describe gamers as
"fringe," Jarvis said the number of
garners in the Bangor area is growing. He claims his store attracts
repeat and new customers alike.
"A lot of the same kids come to
hang out and play, but we get a new
customer at least every other day,"
Jarvis said.
If Kelog is right, these kids were
meant to be gamers from birth.
"You're either a gamer,or you're
not," he said.
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Straight razors: not just for demon barbers
There comes a time in every
beard columnist's life when the
unmentionable must be mentioned:
Shaving.
Normally I wouldn't even consider broaching the subject of shaving
— with an important exception made
for the shaving of one's head — but
I've• recently been exposed to a
method, nay, a lifestyle, of shaving
that is of comparable manliness to
beards.
. Matt McEntee, a senior
University of Maine student, shaves
only one way. His method is so
intense, so brutally embodying of
everything that is masculine that the
first time he tried it, he "thought he
was going to puke"from fear.
He shaves with a straight razor,
and he's been doing it for about a
year.
A straight razor, for those of you
never saw "Sweeney Todd," is the
simplest form of personal shaving
devices. It consists of two parts: A

handle and a blade. Generally speaking, the blade folds down into the
handle for ease of travel. If you still
can't grasp the gravity of what shaving with this thing would be like,
imagine trying to shave with something about as forgiving as a steak

he first considered taking the sharp
dive when his electric razor broke
down. The major benefits of the
straight razor, according to McEntee,
are its sustainability and.longevity.
"This is ultimately the way to go,
environmentally and energy-wise,"

far more involved process than the
lazy shave to which most men are
accustomed today. Aside from the
dangerous prospect of the shave
itself, it also requires practice to hone
and strop the blade, to maximize its
effectiveness.

VI MAP40 MOILETTO
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Isnife — and much sharper. It was the
implement of choice for men everywhere until the invention of the safety and electric razors.
"I'd been kind of enamored with
the idea,- McEntee told me. He said

he said. "If you screw up the edge,
you can re-sharpen it. If well maintained, it'll last you your life, and
then You can give it to your kids and
they can use it."
Shaving with a straight razor is a

McEntee never learned how to
hone the blade, he said, but the blade
is still incredibly sharp, and thinner
than a sheet of paper at its edge.
Stropping is the process of smoothing out the edge of the blade, which

may become dented or uneven on a
microscopic level. Running the blade
across a strap of leather does it — 'in
what seems to be a typical utilitarian
bent, McEntee uses the backside of
his belt.
Talking to McEntee, the shift
from using an electric or safety
razor to a straight razor takes on an
almost spiritual quality. He mentioned it becomes "very much" a
ritual and takes on a different
importance, like becoming skilled
at any other craft. He said the
straight razor "does make it a little
more challenging to get all the little
facets of your face," but said it's
worth it. "It's a nice process."
Though I don't advocate for
any man to make a habit of
shaving, I must say the willingness to run a blade that looks
more fit for murder than whisker
removal across your face is
more than admirable enough to
make up for it.

Alex Irvine takes 'novel' approach to teaching
Issue Date: 4/2/09

By Spencer Morton
Staff Reporter

Chapter 1: Numbers
One hundred thirty eight miles separate
Orono from Portland. A 2006 Toyota Corolla
gets about 37 mpg highway. Perhaps better
than any measure of gas money or miles per
week is the outline of Alex Irvine's backside
permanently emblazoned into the driver's side
seat of his trusty Corolla.
Every Tuesday and Thursday at 7 a.m., the
University of Maine assistant English professor
and award-winning novelist greets the day with
some fruit and a bowl of cereal, though sometimes he cheat's and visits the Commercial
Street Irving station for a sausage, egg and
cheese sandwich. Jeans and a sweater are standard. Key meets ignition, and Irvine begins his
boring drive up Interstate 95. AC/DC, Johnny

Cash and Bob Dylan tag along for the ride.
"I live in Portland largely for family reasons. My wife and kids live there," Irvine, 40,
says."I've gotten used to the commute,though.
So it all works out OK."
Irvine, a Michigan native who received his
Ph.D. from Denver University in 2005, has
taught a variety of English courses at UMaine,
ranging from The Act of Interpretation to
Topics in Film — Screenwriting. This semester, Irvine concludes his teaching of
Contemporary American Fiction at 3:15 p.m.
But it's not time to head home yet.
Office hours and other meetings can
keep him on campus until well past 5 p.m.
some days, with his old friend 1-95 always
waiting. Two hours and 15 minutes later,
he puts the Corolla in park outside his
Portland beach house.
Nourish
Chapter
There are professors who teach because
it's a hobby. Others teach because they

'de
Congratulations & good luck, graduates! Thanks to ALL
the students for your patronage. Have a greatsummer!

need the paycheck. Alex Irvine teaches
because he has an undying love for it. The
six digits on his Corolla's odometer are just
a small example of his passion.
"It's hard to complain about the job. It's
intellectually stimulating. I get to constantly talk about books, poems and plays that I
think are cool," Irvine says. "I get to have
good discussions with smart people, so it's
a terrific job."
Interaction with students is not only fun for
Irvine, it nourishes his own writing.

comfortable with.
"He's not pretentious at all. He was talking
in class today about how he feels weird that
'Doctor' is on his ID," says Ryanne Nason, a
student in Irvine's Arneriean Short Story class.
"As a teacher, he is so laid back, and the things
he says will probe your mind."
Chapter ilk Finger
While he's not engaging students in
deep discussions, Irvine makes a living as
an acclaimed, prolific author. He has
penned half a dozen novels, a handful of
"When we workshop student work in a cre- short stories and has made a name for himative writing class, it will get me thinking about self in the comic book industry. Irvine's latsomething I'm working on in a different way, est release is the futuristic thriller
and there's a great interplay there."
"Buyout," which was released on Tuesday.
Irvine teaches two or three courses each
"What happens when the life of a prisonsemester, rarely with more than 25 students er, in a private facility, becomes a commodper class. Animated, intimate conversations ity?" Irvine says, describing his new novel.
are common.
"What if you had a life sentence and the
Jared Maddox, a junior wildlife ecology value of your life was tied in to the amount
student, took part in such conversations when of time you were going to spend in prison?"
he took Foundations of Literary Analysis.
Early reviews of "Buyout" look good.
"Irvine is a very personable teacher. He Publisher's Weekly writes,"This well-written,
interacts with the class in an informal way suspenseful and just slightly absurdist novel
that allows all the students to always feel will appeal strongly to fans ofclassic dystopian
comfortable," Maddox says.
See IRVINE on page 37
"Doctor" isn't a title Irvine is fully

time to
squeeze
from page 33 in other
art
forms. The thespian who
boasts minors in German, studio art and dance, Anthony
performed a dance duet titled
"Don't Look Back" with fellow UMaine artist 'Molly
Schenk at the university's
annual dance showcase last
year. The experience helped
broaden his artistic horizons.
"Molly and I spent a really
long time working ... and I
really think that I fell in love a
little bit more with dance
through that ... it was another
way of getting what I'm feeling across in a new and different way. It was really fun for
me to learn how to do some of
those things." The two
enjoyed working together so

much they are pairing up again share our passion with you. ...
this year.
We always love when we have
His newfound love for new people coming in and trydance helped him prepare for ing out and just having fun.
his most recent lead role. "I Don't be afraid."
like dance because it helps,
What's ahead for Anthony?
especially with physical come- "I'm going to be in 'Side
dy like in `Scapin.' You have Show' [as the reptile man].
to be in control of your body Sandra [Hardy] is directing
even though it looks like this musical. We have a 32you're not. You have to be foot turntable on stage. We're
very careful. ... [Dance]really going to have ... people
helped a lot with realizing dressed as circus freaks runexactly how to move my body. ning around. It's going to be
It's also made me more aware, insane."
stronger physically, more flexRegardless of where life
ible. ... Dance definitely com- could take him,Anthony plans
pliments theater."
on being an artist for as long as
"We don't bite," said he can. "Sitting in math class
Anthony, in reference to him- ... I'm usually reading plays
self and his fellow entertainers or on my computer designing
at UMaine."[Students should] something. ... I think I'm too
try out, come talk to us. We're left brained to be able to do
all really passionate about[act- anything outside of art. It's,got
ing] and we would love to me hooked."

WMEB

with it is way more productive.
MC: Do you think that's
why a lot of the artists do what
they do?
Fournier: I think so yeah.
It's cheaper than therapy.

Arnista

'Sale excludes the following: Textbooks. Diploma
Frames, Specialty Orders, Supplies and Sundries.
This sale cannot be combined with other offers.
discounts or coupons.

Come on in or shop online:
www.bookstore.umaine.edu

from page 33
but now I can focus my energy on the radio show, my
writing or playing drums. Just
letting anger sit inside you is
toxic, but doing something

author of "Double Nickels on
the Dime"a work detailing the
SoCal band The Minutemen's
album of the same name. His
shows, as part of the complete
WMEB lineup, can be heard
on 91.9 FM, online at
wmeb.fm and on campus
Michael Fournier is the .channel 20.
2fIZ,,,,
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Music and politics make an unlikely duo
Issue Date: 10/27/08
By Mario Morefto
Opinion Editor
From Body Count's "Cop Killer" to Toby
Keith's "Courtesy of the Red, White and Blue
(The Angry American)," people from all sides
of the political spectrum find groups or musicians that reinforce their beliefs, inspire them to
take new ones or just piss them off.
Why do so many musicians saturate their
music with politics? Assistant Professor of
Political Science Mark Brewer, who teaches a
class called Music and Politics in the American
Context, has a simple answer.
"I think it depends on how the individual
feels most comfortable expressing their sentiments," Brewer said. "All of us, if we're interested in politics, tend to engage that interest in
the way we feel most comfortable. Obviously
for musicians, that means music."
Martin Chartrand, singer-songwriter
from Brewer, Maine, said:"It's gratifying
to me to say exactly how I feel in a song, to
have it transformed into something more
than just talking."
Chatrand uses music as a tool to spread his
message and express his reactions to the world
around him. "I'm also an activist, because I
wouldn't want to just do music - its effectiveness is limited if it's done in isolation. I wouldn't want to just be a musician and then live in
society according to the status quo otherwise. I
wouldn't be satisfied.
"Getting involved in politics, direct action,
organizing and doing more clear educational
activities are important,and music is one of the

ways of doing this that I enjoy doing."
Politics have been a force in music for at
least as long as national anthems have existed.
Most Americans are likely to know the words
to"The Star-Spangled Banner."They may also
know "America, the Beautiful." Songs like
these have the effect of instilling certain ideals
of and patriotism for a nation. On the other side
of the coin, most Americans have also probably heard the tune of"We Shall Overcome," an
immensely popular protest song during the
Civil Rights moment in our country. Looking
across the pond, who hasn't heard both the
U.K. national anthem,"God Save the Queen,"
and the Sex Pistol's anti-monarchy punk-rock
classic of the same name?
To the casual listener, it can easily seem like
most modern political music expresses a political stance questioning or criticizing the status
quo rather than expressing support for it.
According to Brewer, "If we look at different genres of music in the American con-.
text to see which is the most political, hip-hop
is at the top of that list, and punk isn't far
behind. I think the ideological question is an
interesting one, in that certainly, hip-hop
tends to be sort of 'left,' and I think you can
say that for most but not all punk. However, I
don't think the left has a monopoly on musical expression. If you want to find a more
conservative viewpoint, you just have to look
at country, although that's not all conservative; there's also populism there. You can also
find a fair amount of conservative expression
within certain sections of heavy metal."
Both presidential candidates have utilized
music during this campaign season, as well
have their supporters. Barack Obama has used

"Better Way" by Ben Harper and "Signed,
Sealed, Delivered I'm Yours" by Stevie
Wonder. John McCain used"Take a Chance on
Me" by Abba, and "Our Country" by John
Mellencamp, although Mellencamp later
asked him to stop using his song in the campaign. The candidates' choices are interesting,
but this is by no means the first election year to
utilize music.
"The most famous [campaign song usage]
is Bill Clinton in 1992 using Fleetwood Mac's
'Don't Stop Thinking About Tomorrow.' fhat
spoke to many Americans who were unhappy
about the last few years," Brewer said. "An
example from this campaign is McCain using
'Eye of the Tiger' by Survivor in the background. In his speeches he talks a lot about
'fighting to the end.'A lot of attention goes into
that sort of thing. It serves an important, symbolic theme for candidates."
It's not just the songs candidates choose to
use in their campaigns - many musicians have
publicly expressed support for presidential
candidates, or even written songs for candidates. Examples include a reggaeton song by
Amigos de Obama and will.i.am's "Yes We
Can" video, released in February, which created a tune entirely from an Obama speech and
garnered an Emmy award and more than 20
million views on YouTube.
Musicians have gone so far as to perform
at fundraisers for candidates. Grammy
Lee
artist
country
award-winning
Greenwood sang in Bangor two weeks ago at
Sarah Palin's rally. Bruce Springsteen hosted
a free three-day series of concerts in early
October in support of Obama.
When asked which artists' music might

science fiction
with a smooth
modern
from page 36 twist."
By Kegan Zenta Issue Da ire:attiaoi
On April 8, Irvine's re-imaginIf you've found yourself drunk, He doesn't try to be anything other ing of superhero "Daredevil" will
crunk, blazed, baked or stoned on a than a skinny white kid from hit shelves when "Daredevil Noir
recent weekend night, there's a Pennsylvania, and he raps about No. 1" is released.
"Daredevil is like a human liegood chance Asher Roth's hit "1 what he knows. For this reason he
Love College" was playing some- can appeal to a whole demographic detector. He believes he can't be
where in the background. This of suburban hip-hop fans that love fooled," Irvine says. "This certitude,
anthemic ode to the drunken daze the music but just don't live the which borders on arrogance — 1
that many would call college life lifestyle. His remix of Lil Wayne's wanted to explore the ways which
has party song written all over it. "A Milli,'"which can be heard on his that can be turned against him."
Complete with an outro full of MySpace, turns the song from
In the lead-up to the releases of
chants of "chug, chug, chug," and stereotypical hip-hop braggadocio "Buyout" and "Daredevil Noir No.
"freshman, freshman," it just feels into a social commentary. With lines 1," Irvine has done interviews,
like the song that should be playing like, "A million dead, a million book readings and other publicity
as you roll a tight J or argue over scarred IA million bars '61 you real- events. He also spent the evening
ized you took it too far," it's not hard of his birthday in the emergency
the house rules for beer pong.
. Unfortunately, his cliched rhymes to see the influence of rappers like room after his wife had a close
about partying, girls and beer aren't Mos Def on his style.
encounter with a kitchen knife.
Asher's greatest achievement so
too amusing unless you're drunk. "I
"I just had my 40th birthday
Love College" is a novelty song with far has been his mixtape with Atlanta last weekend," Irvine says. "I
little staying power outside fret par- area disc jockies Don Cannon and spent most of it in the emergency
ties. The good news? "I Love DJ Drama.The mixtape,called "The room when my wife cut off part
College" is by far Asher Roth's worst Greenhouse Effect," can be down- of her finger while she was fixing
song. In fact, Asher is a very talented loaded for free from Asher's up my birthday dinner."
young MC whose lyrics and flow MySpace and truly displays his
They ordered pizza that night.
have awarded this scruffy-haired, diversity and talent on the !Mc. His
Chapter IV: Normal
suburban white boy the respect of witty lyricism shines on tracks like
Charles
English
novelist
"CANNON!!!" where he raps "You Dickens enjoyed spending days on
some big names in hip-hop.
Asher graced the cover of XXL know the world's gone mad when end in the morgue — something
Magazine last December as part of blacks wear plaid / And Mariah has about staring at dead bodies fascithe top 10 hip-hop freshmen of2009, married Nick Cannon." Or on "The nated him. Irish novelist and poet
alongside up-and-coming artists like Lounge" where he asks, "I got a James Joyce was obsessed with
Kid Cudi and B.O.B. Asher has question, what's a rapper look like? flatulence. He once wrote in a letter,
gained the approval of established Is he tan? Is he black? White?" The "I think I would know Nora's fart
artists like Akon, and Outkast's mixtape is worth the download.
anywhere. I think I could pick hers
Asher Roth is an intelligent, hilar- out in a roomful of farting women."
Andre 3000 and has even been
praised by Kanye West on his blog. ious and down-to-earth rapper who
It's no wonder authors have a repRight now it seems like his biggest deserves a lot more credit. In an utation as wacky people with strange
challenge is going to be proving he's interview on joyengine.com, it's obsessions and mannerisms. Often
pretty clear he is already looking to times, the oddities of a character in a
not a one hit wonder.
He'll get a lot of help with this move past "I Love College" and story pale in comparison to the
when his debut album, "Asleep in establish himself as a true artist.
eccentricities of their creator. Irvine,
"The success of 'I Love College' however,couldn't be more normal.
the Bread Aisle," is released on 4/20
- get it? Ifenough of his fans can find is cool, and I completely understand '
"I don't feel I'm any different
their way out of their smoke-filled why it's doing what it is, but I'm very than anyone else. I like to get out,
basements to get to the record store it much an artist in respects of I don't hike, camp, go to interesting
should be a successful album. His want that to be it. I really have a lot places with the kids," he says. "I
first single, "Lark On My Go-Kart" more to say," he said.
also really like to just lie on the
Asher Roth does have a lot to say couch and watch TV."
already marks a huge distinction
and, if you're not too hungover, you
from "I Love College."
Irvine, who played soccer
Asher is all about keeping it real. should definitely listen.

The Beat Report

have had the greatest influence on politics in
America, Brewer said Woody Guthrie, the
folk singer/songwriter who penned "This
Land is Your Land," and performed with a
guitar proclaiming "This Machine Kills
Fascists" on a sticker.
"Woody Guthrie has got to top any sort of
list like this. His political statements are still
having a huge influence today, 70 years later.
Someone who modeled himself after Guthrie
is Bob Dylan, who — at least before his motorcycle accident — was incredibly political. In
my class I ask students to choose the song they
think is the most effective, and John Lennon
comes up a lot for 'Imagine."
Chartrand's political message in music is
emblematic of how passionately musicians can
fuse the two together. "The social and economic order that has a lot of power in the world
is very immoral and contradictory to freedom
and to happiness. There's creativity and positive things in every person and every living
thing,and we have power if we take advantage
of that. If we have the will and initiative to use
[that power], we can destroy the powerful
order that we have and create something better," Chartrand said.
Music fans, patriots and anti-establishment
champions alike-- whether they tear up with
hand over heart when "The Star Spangled
Banner" is sung before a baseball game, or
pump fists in the air every time "Anarchy In
The U.K." plays — are exposed to politics in
the medium all the time,even if it isn't always
clear. The message is often as potent as the
notes carrying it. Music has been and will continue to be a meaningful vehicle for political
expression for years to come.

Irvine

Edward Fontaine * The Maine Campus
Alex Irvine speaks to his English class.
competitively until he was 24, has
an affinity for sports. Soccer and
baseball are his favorites. His face
lights up with a giddy smile when
he mentions his excitement for
ARril 6 - opening day of the MLB
season. His Detroit Tigers will
take on the Toronto Blue Jays.
Indian and Middle-Eastern cuisine top Irvine's list offavorite ethnic
cuisines, but his hunger is sometimes
a more basic desire.
"I could really go for a cheeseburger right now," he exclaims.
Chapter V: Horizon
Goal n. (g61) — 1. The purpose
toward which an endeavor is directed; an objective.
Irvine's goal is to become better
with each piece of writing. Whether
it's a gripping sci-fi novel, an adventurous comic book or a plain old
poem,Irvine desires improvement.
"I want everything I write to be
better than the last, which doesn't
always happen," Irvine says, laughing at thoughts of his lesser works.
"It isn't very quantifiable, but I'm
always trying to take the next step."
That next step may come when

Irvine finishes work on an installment in one of sci-fi's longest running series — come November
2009, he will submit a rough cut of a
"Star Wars" novel he was been contracted to write. The offer induced a
self-described "nerdgasm."
With a plethora of ideas, Irvine
will stay busy. More plans with
Marvel Comics are being ironed out,
and he's also interested in writing a
straight, gritty crime novel. He isn't
done teaching,either.
In the fall, Irvine will instruct
three courses, including a class about
graphic novels — a popular registration choice with only four spots
remaining in a class of 25.
"When I was growing up, I read
everything. I would read the back
of a cereal box," Irvine says. "I
used to own a Land Cruiser, and
things kept breaking on it, so I sat
down and read the entire 200 page
manual in one sitting." With determination like that, it's hard to imagine Irvine not reaching his goals.
Did he enjoy reading the manual? Irvine laughs,"Now that was
a terrible read."
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the freshmen respect the experience of their seniors. There haven't
been the power struggles you
from page 40
might expect.
were also playing.
"[The freshmen] aren't tryThe two freshmen have not ing to control the team or anyonly impressed the coach and thing. They are just trying to fit
opponents, but from day one, in," Babineau said.
veteran UMaine players have
Don't let the talent fool you,
noticed how talented the either. These girls are not cocky
women are.
or self absorbed from all the
"My first impression when success and attention. They
they got here: they were very both know they have things to
talented for freshmen. They work on.
kept up with their skills, their
"[I need to make] smarter
feet," Emery said. "To see them cuts and passes and finish
light it up in the games is opportunities when I get them
great."
in games," Newton said.
"Steph is very quick, has a
"My first touch on the ball
great first touch on the ball and and being more composed" are
her one-v-one skills are amaz- Gardiner's necessary improveing," Niekrash added.
ments.
"Last year, I think the thing
It's team first. When they are
that held us back was our scor- asked about personal and team
ing," senior Kim MacDonald goals, only one short answer is
said. "We had a pretty strong given:"Win America East."
defense; We still have our
By the time Newton and
defensive line, and the forwards Gardiner are done with their colare mostly freshmen."
legiate careers, UMaine may
While the upperclassmen have more than one conference
respect the ability of the freshmen, championship.

Attack

KC Management
69 Main Street, Orono
Tel: 866-7027

For Rent
Apartments & Houses
Orono & Old Town
Efficiencies, 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 bedrooms
Available June 1st & September 1st Check out our website for locations and prices.
Website: www.kcmanagementinc.com

Budget
from page 42

"All people by nature desire to know" Aristotle
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University in Connecticut eliminated volleyball, men's track and
men's golf. Stanford University,
the beneficiary of the nation's
third largest endowment fund,
announced it will cut 21 staff
positions. As Athletic Director
Bob Bowlsby predicts a loss of $5
million in revenue over the next

4.01% APY
APY wilt be
bang, after

amount Is

As a state-funded public university, UMaine is not nearly as
reliant on endowment funds as
the state's private colleges such
as Bowdoin, Bates and Colby, but
the seven schools in the
University of Maine System will
operate with a combined $1.7
million less in endowments next
year.
"As a program that doesn't
rely heavily on endowments, but
does benefit from endowments,
we were served a significant blow
at our level when our endowment
revenue for next year was
reduced by close to $200,000,"
James said.
Endowments, which ideally
grow over time when funds are
spread out among a variety of
sectors such as energy, real estate
and hedge funds are struggling to
stay afloat, as diversification is
ineffective when all of the areas
holding the money are being negatively affected by the recession.
The nation's richest athletic
department,
State
Ohio
University, illustrates a rare successful financial story. The rights
to broadcast Buckeyes athletics
were bought on March 30 by
IMG College and RadiOhio in a
$110 million, 10-year deal, which
is the most expensive of its kind
in the history of college sports.
An average of $11 million paid
out annually in the deal will cover
unanticipated debts.
UMaine reached a less profitable, but similarly structured
deal in 2007 with Missouri-based
Learfield Sports. Learfield gave
UMaine $450,000 for broadcast
rights in the first year of the partnership, and the sum grows annually. The school was able to
retain its play-by-play announcers, sell advertising and produce
the broadcasts. The deal also

brought the new video boards to
Alfond Arena, which cost in,
excess of $700,000, according to
James.
"One of the true advantages of
that is it's going to give us a base
, number to budget every single
year, and that's something that's
been very beneficial ,for us,"
James said. "It's a number that
increases every year, and it's a
number that we're able to put
right in our base that we know is
going to be there for us."
The timing of the deal was
also advantageous, James.said, as
many of the top communications
companies are likely to begin
tightening their belts. Their willingness to secure contracts with
smaller schools that are not as
reliable for their business model
will be limited.
The University of Maine has
been fortunate to receive donations from generous alumni, most
notably the Alfond (Alfond
Arena), Morse (Morse Field) and
the
Mahaney
(Mahaney
Diamond, Mahaney Dome)families, but many donors are no
longer able to make significant
donations.
"It doesn't change our
approach, but you obviously
have to understand that people
are in a different situation than
they were a few years ago, and I
think it makes it more challenging right now for people to make
those large gifts," James said.
The Morse family donated $1
million in 2008 to assist in the
renovation of the football, baseball and field hockey facilities.
The FieldTurf baseball field has
already proven its worth, as late
March games on Mahaney
Diamond avoided postponement,
and the field was made available
to other Maine colleges that were
waiting for their natural grass
fields to dry.
"Through the generosity of
some key
people, we've
improved the quality of the
University of Maine athletic program.[They were]improvements
that were severely needed and
have been such a blessing to us."
James said. "From the dome, to
the new fields, to the other
improvements that we've made
— it's making our program better, and that's what I want."
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Playoffs
from page 41
scrambles, but he made good
decisions. Real good throws."
Facing a large deficit at the
half, UMaine was forced to abandon its running game and go to a
passing game that has averaged
under 136 yards per game this
season. The running game, which
averaged nearly 200 yards per
game, was a key catalyst in the
Black Bears six-game winning
streak that pushed them into the
playoffs.
"It's tough especially getting
down two or more scores," said
Michael
junior quarterback
Brusko. "One score and we're
fine. We still feel like we can do
our thing. But once you get down
two or three scores and it gets into
the second half, it was getting
away from us and we had to start
throwing. Once we were forced to
throw some dropback pass, it was
tough."
UNI added a field goal to begin
the third quarter and two potential
Black Bear scoring drives were
thwarted when the Panthers
defense picked off Brusko.

Brusko was 15-for-23 for 180
yards, but finished with four
interceptions and was constantly
hounded by the UNI defense
resulting in three sacks.
The Black Bears only mustered 84 yards on the ground,
with the leading rusher being junior wide receiver Landis
Williams. He had only one carry,
a reverse in the fourth quarter that
went for 31 yards.
"I think we knew they were
going to be a great team especially up front," Brusko said. The
defensive line is probably the
best we've faced all year and I
would say that includes Iowa."
"Man for man, they probably
got us," added senior center Ryan
Canary."They didn't do anything
scheme-wise. But man for man
they were physically probably
better and that really showed."
The raucous UNI crowd
appeared to make it difficult for
the UMaine offensive line, but
Canary believes the crowd was
not a factor.
"We've played in some very
environments
hostile
Delaware and Iowa," he said. "I
think that our focus was bad. If
you just focus in it should be no

problem with our style which is
running the ball. We just lost
focus for the three or four offsides
we had."
UNI put the game away in the
fourth when senior running back
Corey Lewis scored on a 2-yard
touchdown to make it 33-7.
UMaine made the score 33-15
when Session caught a 10-yard
pass from Brusko for the score
and Brusko hooked up with senior
wide receiver Kenneth Fersner for
the two-point conversion.
Junior running back Derrick
Law finished off the scoring with
1:32 left in the fourth, scoring on
a 10-yard run to make it 40-15.
The Panther offense amassed
442 yards of total offense, 229
through the air and 193 on the
ground.
The Black Bears 2008 season
comes to a close with the loss.
They made the playoffs for the
first time since 2002. UNI, the
No. 1 seed in the playoffs last
season, advances to the quarterfinals where they will take on
UMaine's CAA rival, the
University of New Hampshire.'
UNI-1 defeated Southern Illinois
University 29-20 on the road
Saturday.

Belcher
from page 43
the FCS level.
With the recognition, he has
also been the direct focus of
many teams when drawing up a
game plan as he rarely sees oneon-one coverage.
"I've never seen more offenses worry about an individual
than Jovan Belcher," said
Cosgrove, who has coached current NFL players Stephen
Cooper and Mike DeVito.
"It's frustrating," Belcher
said."You think you got one guy
beat and you see two more coming at you."
Even though he is the focal
point of the defense, Belcher has
had a successful season,. He
ranks first among CAA defensive linemen in tackles (86) and
is tied for second in sacks (6.5).
Belcher's high-end motor and
relentless pursuit of /he ball carrier — something that has carried over from his days as a
wrestler — are his greatest
attributes on defense.
pick up his third win of the season.
UMaine's third-straight win
from page 42
improves their record to 4-3-0
"They really competed out (1-2-0 Hockey East). It was the
there, so hats off to them. We Black Bears' first win over
didn't play the full 60 [min- Boston College since a 3-1 vicutes], so it's tough to deserve to tory in February 2006.
"It's certainly
those
win
going to help our
games.
"[Darling]
"I wasjust standing players understand, particularplayed well for
upfront and saw the ly the freshmen
a young goaland sophomores,
tender in this
puck and took a
that if we pull
environment,
whack at it."
together as a
so I've got to
team we can play
credgive him
it," Bradford
- Brian Flynn with anybody,"
said.
Freshman Forward Whitehead said.
Muse saved
Men's Hockey "Now our challenge is to do
22 shots for the
that on a consiswho
Eagles,
drop to 5-3-0 (3-2-0 Hockey tent basis, and we're looking
East) after a pair of weekend forward to that challenge."
After a successful home
losses. They fell to Notre Dame
4-1 Friday night. "This is defi- stand, the Black Bears travel to
nitely the most exciting win for Providence College next weekme personally," said Darling, end to take on the Friars for a
who finished with 24 saves to pair of games.

"We have an expression
around here: 'Play forever,—
Cosgrove said. "He epitomizes
that."
Off the field, Belcher has
career goals as well. The child
development and family relations student is expected to graduate in December after just 3 1/2
years.
"I would like to work with
young adolescents around the
high school age that [have] gone
down a bad road in life and
guide them to better things with
their life," Belcher said.
The NFL is also a dream of
Belcher's, who will get a significant number of calls leading up
to the draft this spring.
But first, the senior has his
eyes set on the current prize at
hand: the Brice-Cowell Musket.
With a win against UNH
Saturday, it will punch the Black
Bears' ticket to the playoffs and
serve as a storybook ending to
Belcher's star-studded career.
"I want us to be national
champions. I want to take this
school to a place it's never been
before."

Bears took the lead for good,
pushing across two runs on an
Ian
by
groundout
RBI
from page 41
Leisenheimer and an RBI single
Lukas with the home run and Ian by Justin Leisenheimer.
UMaine scored three more
Leisenheimer with three hits.
In game one Sunday, fresh- runs in the fifth inning to put the
man right-hander Pat Quinn had game out of reach.
Balentina pitched all seven
a no-hitter through five innings
and senior outfielder Kevin innings to improve his record to
McAvoy went 4-for-4 at the 3-0 on the season. He scattered
plate as the Black Bears cruised seven hits around one unearned
run and struck out two.
to the 11-5 win.
"I just tried to go out there
UMaine
inning,
first
the
In
scored twice and never relin- and keep my team in it,"
quished the lead. Cather hit an Balentina said, "getting outs
RBI single to knock in senior [and] keeping the ball down."
"He pitched outstanding,"
Danny Menendez and junior
Myckie Lugbauer hit a sacrifice Trimper said of the lefty's perfly to give the Black Bears a 2- formance."[He hadl a low pitch
count, land] he worked ahead.
0 lead.
up an The only time he gave up hits
UMBC picked
unearned run in the fourth, but was when the ball was up and
behind in the
UMaine scored
count, but that's
two runs in the
"Ijust tried to go out when we got
fourth and fifth
there and keep my
double
the
innings, and five
plays."
crossed the plate team in it, getting outs
In game two
in the sixth.
ball Saturday, freshQuinn (5-0) [and]keeping the
man right-hanhad trouble with
down."
AJ
der
command
his
conBazdanes
conduring theJonathan Balentina tinued to pitch
walking
test,
Pitcher well.
Sophomore
He
seven, but he
Baseball
UMaine
allowed only
struck out seven
two earned runs
and didn't allow
perfect on the
record
his
keep
to
in
batter
leadoff
the
a hit until
the sixth inning. He allowed season.
The Retrievers once again
only two earned runs on three
struck in the first inning on a
hits.
McAvoy knocked in four Wink Nolan solo home run.
Cather's RBI groundout to
runs in the game, and Cather
and Ian Leisenheimer both had score Joey Martin in the third
three hits apiece to lead the inning tied the game 1-1.
In the fourth inping, the
offense.
In Saturday's first game, Black Bears scored two runs on
sophomore left-hander Jonathan a Jarrett Lukas RBI single and a
Balentina fired his second com- Martin RBI groundout.
UMBC kept the game close,
plete game of the season, allowing just one unearned run, and scoring a run in the seventh to
was aided by five Black Bear cut it to 3-2, but UMaine took
double plays to pick up the win. advantage of some Retriever
"That's something I've talked miscues. Martin reached on an
about," Trimper said. "We've error to lead off the inning, and
been doing that all year, and I after a Menendez bunt single,
know we're on pace to break the Martin scored when Cather
record. We work so hard at turn- reached on an error. Ian
ing double plays ih practice. That Leisenheimer plated Menendez
and Cather on a single down the
[was] the difference."
UMBC jumped out to a 1-0 left field line and pinch runner
lead in the first inning on an Taylor Lewis scored to make it
RBI groundout, but UMaine 7-2 when Kyle Stilphen groundresponded in the bottom half on ed out.
Bazdanes (3-0) gave up nine
an RBI single for Cather. It was
hits, struck out six and walked
Cather's 200th career hit.
In the third inning, the Black nobody to pick up the victory.
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race
Bears double up UMBC Rain-slicked Keatinge
Baseball sweeps doubleheaders, sits atop conference

Duke, Dartmouth dominate
Issue Date: 10/6/08
By,Derek McKinley
For The Maine Campus

With a sunless sky overhead and
slick ground underfoot, the
University of Maine hosted the
annual Murray Keatinge Invitational
on Saturday morning.
Following a week of heavy rain,
conditions on the cross-country
course were improved, although
remnants of the rain still remained,
'creating a slick running surface on
parts of the trail.
Freshman runner Corey Conner,
who finished 12th overall with a
time of 18:25.37, discovered the
extent of the slickness firsthand.
"At the start of the race I fell on
the ground. I slipped on some mud,
and! was flat on my face," Conner
said. "I kind of
checked out
for a second,
but then Hilary ilbasitio.00,..

for the men's team, earning sixth
place overall, in a time of 25:11.23.
Bartlett entered the final stretch in
eighth place before his finishing kick
propelled him to the sixth slot.
"The lead pack had places four
through about 10, and I was able to
catch two more at the end with my
kick," Bartlett said. "I should have
stayed closer to the Yale runners, or
at least started my kick sooner, but
these are the things I need to work
out now to be ready for regionals."
Bartlett had commented on the
possibility of a showdown with former Greely High School standout
and Dartmouth senior captain Ben
True, but no runner could catch
True, who finished the race in
23:57.79, more than half a minute
faster than his closest competitor.
"I was with Ben True ... for
like 800 meters," Bartlett joked.
"He took off
quick right
off the bat,
and I didn't
bite on it. I
figured if I
was going to race with him,it was
only going to be if he came back
to the pack."
True led the Dartmouth men to
first place in the meet, as all five
of the team's scorers finished in
the top 10. The Black Bear men,
bolstered by strong perfomiances
from freshman standout Riley
Masters (26th, 25:46.26), juniors
Corey Bean (36th, 26:06.06) and
Chris Harmon (45th, 26:34.41),
and senior captain Chuck
Therriault (49th, 26:50.21), took
fifth place.
"I have to be happy with my
time today. I ran a personal best
by a minute." Masters said. "We
still have a lot of season ahead of
us, so I hope my time will continue to drop, and I will peak when
need to."
Both teams will compete next
weekend at the New England
championship meet in Boston.
The Black Bears will have a long
layoff following that meet and
won't see competition again for
three weeks.

,I

7th place, AE

Amy Brooks + The Maine Campus
won the contest 11-5.
UMaine
Joey Martin holds a UMBC runner on first base in Sunday's first game.
Issue Date: 4/20/09
By Adam Clark
Sports Editor

games and take sole possession
of first place in the conference.
"Everybody really wants to
win this year," said senior outfielder Billy Cather."We really
know that we're better than
these teams, and we can beat
anybody out there. That started
with UNLV when we were out

The regular season goal for
the University of Maine baseball team is to finish the
America East Conference with
the top record. The reward
would be hosting the conference tournament in late May
A r,
with the winner advancing to
(as of 4/29)
Ara
the NCAA Regional.
In their second week of conference play, the Black 'Bears there, and when we beat Ohio
have put themselves in a good State we knew we could beat
position to battle for the top [a] good team."
UMaine won Saturday's
spot, sweeping a four-game
6-1 and 7-3, and fol-games
of
series from the University
Maryland Baltimore County at lowed on Sunday with an 11-5
and 5-4 victory. UMBC falls to
Mahaney Diamond:
The Black Bears, now 24-13 5-26 overall and 1-11 in the
overall and 7-1 in America conference.
In Sunday's second game,
East, played stellar defense and
received strong performances sophomore Jarrett Lukas hit a
from their starting pitchers to go-ahead solo home run to left
run their winning steak to six field in the eighth inning to

27-15 overall

/9-3

propel the Black Bears to the
win.
UMaine jumped out to a 4-0
lead early in the game, but
UMBC fought back to tie it in
the seventh inning. Rick
Phillips hit a game-tying grand
slam off sophomore right-hander Matt Jebb. Jebb had cruised
through the first six innings,

but the first three.batters in the
before
reached
seventh
Phillips'!Wine run.
In the eighth, Lukas led off
and took a 3-2 fastball to left
field off of Travis Pearson to
give UMaine the lead.
Jebb (6-1) picked up the
win, going eight strong
innings, allowing four runs on
five hits. He struck out four
and walked only one batter.
Freshman right-hander Keith
Bilodeau picked up his first
save of the season.
Leading the offense was

See UMBC on page 39

[Maxim] was
like, 'Come
on, we can do it,' so I got back in it"
Maxim not only urged Conner on
to the finish, but willed herself
through the five-kilometer course in
18:43.44, good for 26th place.
"I was right next to Corey ... and
then all of a sudden she was on the
ground," said Maxim."I tried to grab
her, but there were so many people
around." Conner was also supported
by juniors Chelsea Leeman (38th,
19:03.35) and Vanessa Letoumeau
(43rd, 19:14.13) as well as senior
captain Stephanie Jette (48th,
19:22.69), who combined to propel
Maine to a sixth-place team finish.
The returning champion Duke
women successfully defended their
Murray Keatinge title, placing three
runners in the.top10 and all five of
their scorers within the top 20 competitors.
"The level of competition at this
meet was definitely better then any
meet we've had so far," Maxim said.
"I really didn't know what to expect,
but I think as a team we did the best
we could with the conditions."
Junior Miles Bartlett finished first

Newton, Gardiner lead Black Bear attack
Issue Date: 10/2/09
By Brett Frye
For The Maine Campus

With the football team away for the
weekend; the University of Maine campus feels quiet and empty. While students sleep off the night before, one spot
on campus is not quiet, as the field hockey team has a home game.
Freshman Kelly Newton scored three
goals and tallied two more assists for an
eight-point game. Combine that with
another assist on Sunday and she will
earn the honor of America East Rookie
of the Week. It is not the first time the
18-year-old freshman from British
Columbia has won the award — she also
had won the award two weeks prior. This
is an outstanding achievement in itself.
Between Newton's honors, long-time
teammate in Canada and now fellow
Black Bear Stephanie Gardiner won the
award for her performance in a tournament in Vermont. Even more special is
these three weeks that make up the first
three of the season.

On the season, the Black Bears are 34 and have had a shot to win more often
than not.
"I think right now, our record should
be 5-2," said UMaine senior captain
Nicole Emery.
Senior Gigi Niekrash added, "The
Brown game, if the ball had bounced a
different way, was a winnable game."
The Black BearS lost 2-1 in a
shootout.
that shootout,
In
Newton was the only
UMaine player who
could get the ball by the
goalie. Newton, on the
season, has 14 points —
the most of any Black Bear and tied for
third in America East. Gardiner has 12
points. They, along with fellow freshman Jocelyn Mitchell, also take most of
the team's shots.
Newton and Gardiner are originally
from Vancouver. In addition to goalie
Brittany Fleck, all three came from the
same high school. How they came here
is the big question.
"We met the team, and they were real-

ly great. Also, they had a good education," Gardiner said. "Everyone likes
each other on the team, and everyone's
really great."
Newton agreed with Gardiner, saying,
"It's one of the reasons we chose Maine.
When we came to visit, everyone was
very friendly and very accepting."
Black Bear coach Josette Babineau
echoed that sentiment.
"That is the No. 1 thing I hear — 90
percent of the time, it's
liking the girls on the
team."
She went on to say
how she found them at
the Canadian national
under-18 tournament.
"They were on the British Columbia
team. I was fortunate to get a connection
with them early."
As they went through the recruiting
process, lots of schools took notice of
them at a major recruiting tournament in
California, but UMaine was the only
school they visited.
Newton had another simple reason for
why UMaine worked so well.

6-11 overall
3-2 AE

"I wanted to go far away from home
and experience new things."
As for education, Newton plans to
major in nursing, and Gardiner would
like to go into business. With field hockey, the education has to play an impact.
Unlike the sports you hear covered all
the time in the mainstream media, there
isn't a place to go with it after college.
A perfect example is the NCAA commercials where the kids say how many
college athletes there are. Most of them
will go pro in something other than
sports.
The jump from high school to college
is never easy in any sport.
Newton said the biggest difference is
aggression.
"It's a lot more professional, more
intense and aggression on the ball.
Going from Canada to here, it's ,a lot
more aggressive; it's been a big change."
As players, these two don't lack talent.
Gardiner says she, started playing at
the age of five because her older siblings

See ATTACK on page 38
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UMaine wins wild
one over Wildcats

41

An Ovqrrated Suprrstar? '
Issue Date: 2/19/20
By Mike Brusko
For The Maine Campus
I am a huge fan of just about every major sport. I pay attention to
what's going on,and I follow a lot of individual players. I especially enjoy
watching football and basketball — two sports I have played for the
majority of my life. I am certainly more knowledgeable when it comes to
these two sports than others, and I take pride in that. More importantly, 1
consider myself to be a realistic person, and I have no problem giving
credit where credit is due. That being said, the following statement will
probably come as a shock to many of you: Tim Duncan is not a good basketball player.
Now I'm sure 99 percent of you are laughing at the ignorance in this
particular declaration, but nobody will ever convince me that I'm wrong.
I have been watching Tim Duncan play for the past 15 years and developed this hatred for him the *first time I saw him step on the court. Don't
be fooled by the fact that he is a career 20-10(20 points and 10 rebounds
per game)or his four NBA titles or three Finals MVP awards. Disregard
for a minute the fact that he was named the NBA's MVP twice and that
he's been named to the All-Star team II times, the same amount of times
he has been an All-NBA Defensive Team selection. Instead, I ask you to
do one simple thing for me: Sit down and actually watch him play a game.

Amy Brooks + The Maine Campus
Troy Bamies sacrifices his body going after a loose ball in the double-overtime win against rival UNH.
Issue Date: 1/22/09
By Michael Pare
Staff Reporter
University of Maine men's
coach
basketball
Ted
Woodward always preaches
that the most he can expect
from his players is to go out
and play hard for 40 minutes.
On Monday, a raucous crowd at
the Alfond Arena witnessed the
Black Bears exceed those
expectations, as they emerged
victorious, 78-75, in a 50minute double overtime win
over the University of New
Hampshire.
After beating Albany in their
previous game, the win marked
the second game in a row in
which UMaine has knocked off
the America East Conference
leader.
But this win didn't come
easy. •
UNH (7-9, 2-2 America
East) came out of the gates with
a lot of defensive energy. They
allowed only 51.8 points per
game during their last five
games, and it took a while for
the Black Bear offense to get
their bearings. While they
adjusted, the Wildcats Wasted
no time raining a barrage of
threes over the zone to take an
18-10 lead, but the Black Bears
fought back.
With outside shots not
falling, guards Junior Bernal.
and Kaimondre Owes began to
penetrate to the basket and set
up teammates for easy looks.
Bernal, a 6-foot-5 junior, finished the game with six of the
team's 19 assists on the night.
Sophomore forwards Sean
McNally and Malachi • Peay
were the prime benefactors of
the unselfish guard play. Both
players were among the five
Black Bears that scored in double figures, and McNally
recorded his second straight
double-double with 10 points

and 10 rebounds.
"Our depth has a chance to
make us strong," Woodward
said. "We have six or seven
guys that can get double figures
every night."
As the game progressed, neither team could pull away.
Woodward's club continued to
attack the basket relentlessly,
but the opposing Wildcats'
guards remained hot from
beyond the arc finishing the
game 12 for 36 from threepoint range. •
With five minutes remaining
in regulation and the game tied
at 54, things• took a desperate

9-21 overall
4-12 AE
turn. UNH scored on three
straight possessions, and the
UMaine offense was unable to
respond. They converted on
on4y one of three free-throw
attempts before turning the ball
over, down by six with only 54
seconds remaining on the clock.
Enter Mark Socoby.
The star junior guard, an AllAmerica East Third Team selection last season, had struggled
on both ends of the floor all
night, but came .up big when it
counted, stripping the ball from
a UNH player and gliding to the
rim for an easy lay-in. With the
Black Bears down by four,
Woodward instituted a fullcourt press that yielded a quick
steal and easy basket for
Bernal.
With its lead shrunken to
to, a clearly rattled UNH
offense turned to its best scorer,
senior Terrence Gibbs, to try
and right the ship. Gibbs let
the clock run down then blew
by his defender, but he spun
into traffic and was tied up by
three Black Bears. The possession arrow gave the ball to
UMaine with 13 seconds

remaining and a chance to tie or
win.
After a timeout Socoby
inbounded the ball to freshman
Gerald Mclemore in the corner.
The 6-foot-3-inch guard faked
a three and drove hard to the
baseline for an acrobatic
reverse lay-up to send the game
to overtime.
"It wasn't a designed play,"
Mclemore said. "I was open,
Mark hit me, and I put the ball
in the hoop."
In the first overtime period,
missed free throws threatened
to doom the Black Bears, but
big offensive plays by Socoby
and Bernal kept the score tied
72-72 at the end of the first
overtime period. UMaine shot
just 23-for-37 from the foul
line on the game, but was outdone by UNH who only mustered just three scores on 12
attempts.
In the second overtime the
Black Bears jumped out to a
quick lead after a three-point
play and two Socoby free
throws. UNH was unable to
convert on several three pointers and free throw attempts,
which seemed to be an Achilles
heel for both squads.
"I guess I need to get in the
gym and shoot some more free
throws," Socoby said with a
smirk on his face after the
game. He had missed two of
three crucial attempts at the end
'of the first overtime session.
Free throw troubles aside, it
was a signature win for the program, which improved to 8-11
overall and 3-3 in conference
play.
"This win finally shows that
our hard work is paying off,"
said Mclemore, "It really keeps
us motivated."
UMaine
will look
to
improve to 3-0 on its current
homestand when they play preseason
favorite
Boston
University (8
:
9, 3-2) Sunday at
1 p.m.

if you don't find yourself wondering when the next episode of the
Antiques Road Show comes on, it's probably because TNT's cameraman
has been too busy getting close-ups of Eva Longoria (wife of Duncan's
teammate,Tony Parker)to even focus on Tim's lack of ability. Everyone
praises him for his "beautiful mid-range bank shot," which is one of the
uglier shots in basketball and is not even as effective as people think.
Every time I watch him play,I am baffled by the fact that he has been able
to put up the numbers he has. But when I really think about it, anybody
seven feet tall and plays close to 40 minutes per game should be able to
get 10 rebounds. OK,but what about the points? If I ever saw Tim Duncan
create his own shot, I'd go into cardiac arrest. He literally scores 16 of his
20 points per game by being handed the ball directly under the basket. The
other four come from him getting fouled
•and converting four out of eight
from the line.
Every time 1 hear someone refer to him as"one of the best power forwards that ever played," I am embarrassed to be a fan of the game. Once
I reCover from the self-imposed embarrassment, I then have to question
how that person is getting paid to lie to me. I guess thew is one thing I
should thank Tim Duncan for though: keeping my dreams of playing
power forward in the NBA alive. Thanks Tim.

Sponsored by:
Pro-Life Initiative

PREGNANT?
You are not alone.

Pregnancy Test
Consultation on All Your Options
Compassionate & Confidential
Parenting Support
Support after an Abortion
Referrals for Community Support Services,
Healthcare, Housing, and Adoption

Call Today. All services are free and confidential.
942-1611
263 State St, Bangor
667-6711
75 State St, Ellsworth
firststeppregnancy@msn.com
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Volleyball,
Bears
Black
maul
Panthers
men's soccer
Football advances to playoffs but loses first game to N. Iowa

suspended
Issue Date: 4/20/09
By Steven McCarthy
Staff Reporter

tailback Derek Session scored a 2-yard
touchdown to tie the game at seven to cap
off, the momentum clearly shifted.
On a third-and-5 on the next UNI(11-2)
drive though, Grace found the speedy
freshman Herring who got behind the
UMaine secondary for a 42-yard touchdown.
A UMaine safety and a 55-yard touchdown pass to Herring on third-and-10
turned a 7-7 tie into a 23-7 UNI advantage
in just less than six minutes.
"I think that's where the game kind of
got away from us," said Cosgrove, whose
team lost at UNI in the 2001 playoffs. "1
think you got to credit the quarterback for
making the plays. They were mostly off

Last Wednesday, University of Maine
Athletic Director Blake James made a
decision he hoped he could avoid.
With the announcement that the men's
soccer and women's volleyball programs
had been suspended, UMaine joined a
growing list of institutions declaring cuts
due to the recession. James had until the
end of April to reduce athleticdepartment
spending by $871,000 for the upcoming
fiscal year, and called the decision "the
option of last resort."
The tough economic times have forced
colleges around the country to adjust
money management strategies.
"We've positioned ourselves with the
latest announcement to go forward in the
current economic situation without reducing scholarships and without significantly
changing the way that we do business,"
James said. "We are going to change the
way we do business because we're going
to make cost-saving-type decisions that
maybe we wouldn't have had to make in
the past."
• The 17 remaining athletic teams at
:
UMaine may be asked to increase individ
ual fundraising efforls in order to purchase
equipment and assist with travel fees if the
athletic department is unable to honor their
requests.
"I think they will, as we. go through
these times and the cost of doing business
continues to increase, and our support for
them doesn't continue to increase at that
same rate. Yeah, they're going to have to
get more aggressive," James said. "But I
think our coaches overall do a great job in
getting out there, and as importantly,
maybe more importantly, our supporters of
these programs do such a great job of giving back to the program."
The economic hardship for college athletic departments is not localized. America
East Conference opponent University of
Vermont cut its baseball and softball programs two months ago; and Quinnipiac

See PLAYOFFS on page 38

See BUDGET on page 38

Amy Brooks + The Maine Campus
Senior Larnir Whetstone comes from behind to make the tackle against Northern Iowa. UMaine lost the game 40-15.
Published on
mainecampus.com on
11/30/08
By Adam Clark
Sports Editor
CEDAR FALLS, Iowa — The state of
Iowa has been unkind to the University of
Maine football team.
On Aug. 30, the Black Bears opened
their season in lowa City against FBS
opponent, the University of Iowa. The Big
10 school beat UMaine easily, 46-3.
Three months later, Jack Cosgrove's
squad earned an at-large berth in the FCS
Playoffs and a first-round matchup with
the University of Northern Iowa just 75.
miles up the road in Cedar Falls.

The Black Bears' season ended in the
same state it started on Saturday evening.
Junior quarterback Pat Grace threw two
long touchdown passes to freshman wide
receiver Jarred Herring as the No. 3
Panthers built a 23-7 halftime lead and

8-5 overall
5-3 CAA
never looked back, dispatching UMaine
40-15 in front of 8,477 fans at the UN!Dome.
After UMaine (8-5) blocked a punt for
the second straight week late midway
through the second quarter, the momentum
appeared to shift. When redshirt freshman

Flynn, Black Bears stun No. 2 Eagles
Freshman notches game-winner with 1:34 remaining, Darling stops 24 shots in net
Whitehead said.
The Black Bears have not
allowed a power-play goal since
By Steven McCarthy
the first period on Oct. 31 against
Staff Reporter
Niagara.
Flynn's game-winner came
Winless in the previous seven
meetings, the odds were against with 1:34 remaining in the game,
the University of Maine men's getting his stick on a puck
hockey team when they hosted deflected high off BC goalie John
defending national champion Muse and batting it into the
vacant left side of the net for his
Boston College.
Averaging four goals a game, second goal in back-to-back
the high-powered Eagles were games.
"I was just standing up front
not prepared for the relentless
and saw the puck and took a
energy of the UMaine defense.
The Black Bears killed off all whack at it," said Flynn, who now
six BC power plays and received has three points in his freshman
timely goals from Chris Hahn and season.
Sophomore defenseman Mike
Brian Flynn as they upset the second-ranked team in the nation 2-1 Banwell took the initial shot
through traffic and was credited
Sunday afternoon.
"I really like how guys are tak- with his second assist.
"1 just saw a lane tight to the
ing pride in whatever role given
to them, and this is a good exam- net, and thought to just rip it in
ple of it," UMaine coach Tim there as hard as I can and try to
Issue Date: 11/13/08

After a scoreless first period, in front of the crease before
Hahn opened up the scoring 7:32 Darling could freeze it. The Black
into the second period on a Black Bears had just returned to full
Bear power play, finishing a strength after killing off a penalty.
"The guy ran right into me,
rebound to the left of Muse created by a Josh Van Dyk shot from and I made the initial save withthe blue line. Simon Danis-Pepin out even knowing there was a
also assisted on the senior for- shot taken," Darling said. "When
ward's fourth goal of the season. I tried to reposition myself, I was
All four goals have come in the 'still sliding, being hit, and I kind
of just slid out of position."
last three games.
The game remained knotted at
"[Danis-Pepin] and Van Dyk
playing the point, they do a great one a piece for the next 18 minjob getting pucks to the net, and utes before Flynn's heroics. The
[Tanner] House has been doing a Eagles pulled Muse for an extra
their end. Darling made a spec- great job high and up front," Hahn skater in the final minute but
tacular kick save on a low one- said. "I've just been the benefac- could not convert on several
chances.
timer by BC forward Brock tor of rebounds back door."
"They were prepared for,us,
Hahn's goal was one of just
Bradford to keep the Eagles off
two shots for the Black Bears in and we didn't match their intensithe scoreboard.
ty early on," said Bradford, who
"We don't want to get down 1- the second period.
The Eagles tied the game less entered the game with seven goals
0 to a team like BC, so it was
good to save us on the one timer than a minute after the second in as many games for the Eagles.
coming across shorthanded," intermission when forward Ben
See BC on page 39
Hahn said.
Ferriero converted a second effort

generate a rebound, and [Flynn]
was there to bury that one,"
Banwell said, describing the
game-winner.
The Black Bears controlled
both net fronts in the opening
period, challenging BC goaltender John Muse with 15
shots, and allowing just five on,

13-22-4 overall
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Fluellen takes long
road to Senior Day
Issue Date: 11/17/08
By Adam Clark
Sports Editor
When Jhamal Fluellen stepped back onto
the field on Homecoming weekend against
Northeastern University, the senior tailback
from Lockport, N.Y., had beaten the odds.
More than a month after he suffered a
neck injury at Richmond, it was believed the
University of Maine football star might
never step foot onto the field again. Just three
games later, he was back on the turf at
Alfond Stadium.
"I just kept my hopes high," said the
Black Bears' co-captain. "I felt like I was
going to be back on the field; I just didn't
know when."
UMaine's leader looks to take another
step forward on Saturday when he leads the
Black Bears into Alfond Stadium for the last
time on Senior Day against the University of
New Hampshire. UMaine attempts to not
only win back the "Brice-Cowell Musket"
from archrival and nationally ranked
University of New Hampshire, but also to
win the Colonial Athletic Association(CAA)
North Division and secure a playoff berth.
For Fluellen, it will be an emotional day
as.his struggles go back before his injury this
season, as there was a long road before he
reached the Orono campus.
After starring for coach Mike Finn at
Lockport High School, Fluellen took his talents about 150 miles down the road to
SyracuS"e University where he had earned a
football scholarship.
In 2004, the Orangeman freshman didn't
even touch the practice field. Team doctors
found during a routine physical that he suffered from Wolfe-Parkinson White
Syndrome, a condition that causes an irregular heartbeat.
A few months later, the 19-year-old
underwent a procedure to correct the problem,but Syracuse wouldn't let him play football due to liability issues.
For the next year and a half, Fluellen was
out of school. After he made an attempt at the
University of Buffalo in 2005, and was
declined due to medical concerns, Fluellen
took a job as a seafood cook at a local Long
John Silvers, making minimum wage.
"Basically, it taught me a lot," Fluellen
said. "You can't take anything for granted
and anything can happen at any given point
in time."
Luckily for Fluellen, he had people in his
corner.
A friend and former high school teammate of Fluellen's was Daren Stone. The AllAmerican safety for the Black Bears still had
a connection with Fluellen and brought his
friend's situation to the attention of the
coaches at UMaine. Finn, the pair's former
coach at Lockport got involved and contacted Cosgrove.
"All I could really say to Mike is we
know he's a good football player, but I'm not
a doctor," the 16-year coach said.
"Our doctors looked at it, and after a consult with his doctor at home, there was no
reassm he couldn't continue to play football."
In 2006,Fluellen came to Orono and with
it, he started a new life.
"The feeling that I had, I can't put into
words," Fluellen said. "Like I always tell
everybody, it's just a blessing from God. I
was out and didn't know if I'd be able to play
again."
That fall marked the first time Fluellen
had played full-time football since his high
school dayi in 2003. Behind allonference
tailback Arel Gordon,the sophomore played
as a wide receiver and got some snaps in the
backfield.
Gordon graduated that year, and in 2007,
Fluellen burst onto the scene as the feature

back,rushing for 1,052 yards and five touchdowns on his way to CAA Third Team honors.
The 5-foot-9, 186-pounder came into the
2008 season as a preseason All-CAA _pick
and picked up right where he left off with
three straight games with more than 100
yards rushing.
The small, agile back had offseason
shoulder surgery, then got injured on Sept.
20. In his absence, the Black Bears turned to
a more power style running game with bruisiig
freshmen Derek Session(70 carries, 319 yards, four touchdowns) and Jared
Turcotte (70 car., 461 yards, four TD) along
with junior quarterback Michael Brusko (71
car., 306 yards, three TD).
When Fluellen returned on Oct. 25, he
was no longer the feature back. He was sharing time with Session and Turcotte as well as
true freshman Pushaun Brown (35 car., 214
yards,one TD). He was also lining up to play
as a wide receiver, a role similar to his first
year at UMaine.
"The thing that we're trying to do now is
take advantage of his ability," Cosgrove said,
"but do so in such a way that we can maximize what he can do on the field ... keep him
healthy and keep winning as a team."
Despite excelling as the feature back, the
leader of the Black Bears was ready and willing to take a back seat for team success.
"We have an expression around here,
'Team isn't thinking less of yourself, but it's
thinking more of yourself less," Cosgrove
said. "That's something that our players have
embraced."
While Fluellen (101 car., 507 yards, two
TD) has excelled on the field, the child
development and family relations major is
expected to graduate in May. With his
degree, he plans to work with troubled adolescents and get their lives back on track.
Despite the ups and downs, Fluellen has
achieved more than many can hope for and is
grateful to those who have helped him along
the way.
"I definitely credit my success to my
mother [Deneen Fluellen] and also my high
school coach because they were the ones that
were really by my side through the whole
thing."
Professional football is also an avenue
Fluellen hopes to pursue, but if that doesn't
work out, he will fall back on his degree.
Right now, he is not focused too far in
the future as he and his Black Bear teammates have their eyes on the week's current
opponent. UMaine (8-3, 5-2 CAA)is riding
a six-game winning streak after a 37-7
drubbing of the University of Rhode Island
and sit tied for first in the CAA North
Division with UNH (8-2, 5-2). The
Wildcats are coming off a 52-21 blowout
win over the University of Massachusetts.
With the playoffs in sight and a national
championship as the ultimate goal of all the
players, Fluellen's career will be marked by
perseverance that has garnered the respect •
of teammates and coaches.
"I think it says a lot about him, the person and the football player,". reflected senior linebacker Andrew Downey. "It should
tell anyone outside the program why he's
the captain."
"I know one of the most impressive
things I've witnessed here is his growth as
a young man and a leader and his impact on
his teammates," Cosgrove said. "He got a
second opportunity and made the most of
it."
Fluellen thanks UMaine for giving him
the opportunity, and with a win Saturday, it
would punch the Black Bears ticket to the
Football Championship Series playoffs. It
would be their first appearance in the postseason since 2002.
A playoff berth would be more than
enough for an expression of gratitude.

Amy Brooks 4,- The Maine Campus
Jovan Belcher makes a sack in a game against UNH.

Belcher wreaks havoc
for UM's "Black Hole"
Issue Date: 11/20/08

you pay attention," Cosgrove recalled.
When Belcher first stepped on camBy Adam Clark
pus, the 16-year head coach knew he had
Sports Editor
something special. In a preseason scrimmage, he was listed as a third-string lineWhen Jovan Belcher is evaluated by backer, but after such an impressive perNFL scouts they will knock him for his formance, he became the starting outside
size, the competition he has faced and linebacker, a position he would not relinanything else they can focus their nit- quish, using his intensity to thrive.
picky eyes on.
"I get a little hostile," said Belcher of
That doesn't bother the senior defen- his on-field persona. "Once you step on
sive end, who has grown into the unques- that field, it's a totally different atmostioned reader of the University of Maine phere."
defense.
"Jeff Comissiong, who recruited him
He went from barely being recruited and who's now a [defensive] line coach at
out of high school to starting as a true Boston College, said he was a special kid
freshman and contributing to one of the in the way that he handled himself,"
nation's top defenses at the Football Cosgrove said. "A very polite, soft-spoChampionship Subdivision (FCS) level. ken young man."
After switching positions
As a freshman and
halfway through
his
Belcher
sophomore,
career, Belcher has turned
anchored a solid line"Once you step on
into an elite player in the
backing corps, and after
FCS and has racked up thatfield, it's a totally the graduation of Allnumerous awards along
American Matt King, he
different atmosphere." moved to defensive end
the way.
The Black Bears' coto take advantage of his
captain will hit the turf at
Jovan Belcher speed. It was a move that
Alfond Stadium for the
Defensive Line was difficult at first, but
last time Saturday afterthe 2008 CAA Preseason
Football
noon on Senior Day when
Defensive Player of the
No. 1.7 UMaine clashes
Year was willing to
with the No. 11 Wildcats
embrace the role.
of the University of New Hampshire in
"A football rule [is] you never really
the "Battle for the Brice-Cowell Musket.- want to put your hand on the ground,"
The COlonial Athletic Association North Belcher said. "You always want to be
Division Title will also be up for grabs, as standing up. [The transition] took a while
well as a possible playoff berth.
because I jumped right into it, but I got
Due to its remote location and lack of more comfortable as the season went on."
high-class facilities, UMaine is at a
In the final month of last season,
recruiting disadvantage, unlike most of Belcher/burst onto he scene, garnering
the southern schools. Most top players in CAA Defensive Player of the Week in
the Northeast don't even consider the back-to-back weeks and sacking AllOrono campus as an option, so coach American quarterback Ricky Santos four
Jack Cosgrove and his staff are faced with times in the season finale at UNH.
finding players who get overlooked, with
With his great performance at UNH,
Belcher being a prime example.
Belcher finished the season leading the
The 6-foot-2, 228-pounder didn't CAA in sacks (10.0) and tackles for loss
attract much interest out of high school (17.0), which was good enough for First
and was more known for his prowess on Team All-CAA and Second Team Allthe mat. He was a three-time All- American honors.
American wrestler at West Babylon
Heading into his senior season, Belcher
Senior High School in West Babylon, received numerous accolades, including
N.Y.
being a Buck Buchanan Award finalist, an
"He was lightly recruited, but was an award given to the top defensive player at
impressive young man that had enough of
See BELCHER on page 39
the things you look for on tape that make
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All photos in the above column by Amy Brooks. All photos in the column to the right by Peter Buehner.

